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2
of Roligious IT~ucation in Br~tish Schoo~s 
Tr.e ~hesis begi.:s ~:Ji th a o::ri. tica,l a:ne1ysis of Pa-lllo P:ceire 0s 'I:JOZ"ko 
&!ef eil.ogz'aph~cc:.: de~~::ls 2-c:"G follo\:JGd. ~Y an o~:.t:ine of 'lli8 :roots 
persp3ctives loehind his oet:'r..od in an attei:lpt ~c s:1ou ":,hat 9 t::hile 
his theory has situated originsg i1s applications &re ~otemtie~ly 
much widero ~ne Thesis then moves on to an exaoinsticn of tne 
educational funplications of Freire 0 s concept of oar.o '£his shorter 
section is~ nevertheless~ ioportent9 asg for Freire = 0~ery 
educational practice implies a concept of men and the world 0 o 
Central themes in Freire 0s ~ision of Qan° are examined and a 
critical evaluation of the e.ore general educa.tioli'.al implications 
of his concept 9 offered for considerationo 
The final section of the Thesis explores the implications of the 
thought of Paulo Freire for the development of Religious Educationo 
Following a survey of main °trends 0 in Religious Education from 
1944 to the present dsy and an e~ta!Jliootion of the relationship 
between theology and approaches io Religious Education a neN 
approach is suggested from the perspective of Paulo Freire~ t:rho 11 
himself represents the inter=action of educational and theological 
ideaso Agaiflst the background of ~iberetion Theology 11 the 
study atteopts to shot:r that Freire makes a significant contributio~ 
to the develo~ent of Religious Education in teres of a£proach 
rather than methodo Freire 0s °Cul tu:ra.l Action for Freedom 0 
is offered as an exciting and genuine opportunit.y for developments 
t--Jhich represent. a new uni t.y between theory and praxis o Acknot:rledging 
the centrality of 0choice 0 the Thesis recognises that the new 
approach may ultimately be rejected 11 but concludes that the voice 
of Freire is a. challenging one and one that invites us to make 
our starting point llreali t.y and not ideas 0 o 
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SECTION om 
PaULO FREIRE 9 THE I>iAN~ HIS METl-:lOD 
AND HIS EDUCATIONAL IDEAS 
f, 
<= J;.'. 
2 
0 Reading tl:a vo::::ld p:receeds reading the 'l:Jor<L o o o o 
a.nd reality ere dyn2:nically internvined:: ( n 
Language 
To z-each a critical understend.ing of the vJri tings of B:razilian 
edu(:a t~r Peulo §reire 9 it is i.<-:1p.c:::-tant ~~nat her~ at tne cutset 9 
tb.e rela.ticns:1i:p betHeen his text a.r..d his 01.'-'D ccntext be made 
'ro re=recd the vJOr1C: of Paulo I."reire is to mo:re fully 
understand those essential moments of his life 9 which for~ a 
natural precursor to a reading of his Horcio 
· ,,bought and study alone did not produce Pedagogy of the 
Oppressed? it is rooted in concrete situationsooooo 1J (2) 
Born in Recife in 1921u Freire recalls that particular world 
of childhood that was to prove so significant a 
~~: see myself in the average Recife house 1r1here I .\ias born 
encircled by treeso 
The old houseu its bedrooms 9 hall 9 attic 9 terrace G the setting 
for my mothers 0 ferns = the back yard 1:1here the terrace was 
located 9 all this was my first worldo It was a colourful. 
world whose texts 9 words 9 lettersooooo were incarnated in the 
song of the birdsooooo in the whistle of the windooooo the 
color of the foliage 9 the shape of the leaves 9 the fragr?nce of 
flm·Jers" (3) 
Animals were an integral part of the Freire family life tooo 
Freire recalls the way the '=family ca. ts rubbed themselves coyly 
against our legs" or 11 the ill-humour of Joliu my father us old 
black dog when one of the co;::ts careless:::.y approached too near 11 (4) 
In a paper originally presented at the opening of the Brazilian 
Congress of Reading in 1981u Freire recaptures many otheraspects 
of those early Recife days when he did 11 not yet read words" 9 (5) 
his fear of ghosts 9 the elegant gas-lamps in the old neighbourhood 
and the fragile'light of the lamp-lighters taper as he walked 
through the shadowy streetso This then w2s Paulo Freire~s 
world 9 the world out of whose familiarity he grew to that deep 
perception through the reading of the wordo His parents 9 he 
says 9 teught him. by the:iz' love and example, to prize dialogue and 
the choices of otherso His mother w2s a devout catholicg but 
his father was not and I"reire s2ys nit was precisely my parents 
3 
I" or Jreire 9 re2ding flotJed na tur2lly from his p2rticular uorld g 
"
1 I lec.<:rned to read a.nd write on the ground of the b2ck 
of my house~ in the shade of the mango tree uith words 
1:1orld :cather than from the Hider uorld of my p2::ents. 
earth uc.s oy blac:<:'c:)ard~ sticks rr:y cha.n:o c {7) 
yard 
f:con BY 
rrne 
Prei:re 0s family were middle clcss but suffe:ced severe financial 
reversal in the Great Depression and the yo'.:lng Paulo experienced 
first hand \-Jha t it meant to go hungry o It was this that made 
him resolve to dedicate his life 11 to the struggle against hunger~ 
so that other children would not have to know the agony he 1:/&S 
then experiencing. ct (8) Indeed his book aPedagogy of the Oppressecf 
is dedicated to "'The oppressed 9 e.nd to those \-Jho suffer \-Ji th them 
and fight at their sideo 01 (9) 
From those early days mcking words in the dust of his backyardo 
Freire moved on to Eunice VPscanellos private school and later 9 
as a. secondary school student9 he rec2lls 2 fundamental moment 
in his adolescent experienceo 
n! would like to go back to a time when I was a secondary school 
s tudento There I gained experience in the cri tic2.l interpretation 
of texts 9 read in clc.ss with the PortugLJ.ese teachers help. o ••• 
Those moments did not consist of mere exercises aimed at our 
simply becoming aware of the existence of the page in front of 
us 9 to be scanned mechanically and monotonously spelled out 9 
instead of truly read ••••• rather moments offered to our restless 
searching 9 including that of the young teacher~ Jose Pessoa." (10) 
Pfter completing high school 9 Freire proceeded to Recife University 9 
where he enrolled in the faculty of law and studied to be a 
teacher of Portuguese. 
A doctoral thesis om the teaching of adult illiterateci was 
submitted to the university in 1959 and he wes later appointed to 
a chair in the history and philosophy of education. In 1962 
he was made co-ordinator of a programme to promote adult literacy 
in Er;::.ziL In the e2rly 60°s Brazil was a restless nation. 
Kumerous reform movements werespringing up and there was widespread 
illiteracy. Out of a population of 34.5 million 9 only 15.5 million 
could vote because eligibility for the franchise was dependent upon 
the ability to read and writeo It 1:ras into this context that 
Trog:rar::.rr.a 9 a not:: "eminent 9 ir.fluer.ti.a.l and to some extent highly 
dangero-..:~.s figure'1 (i1) 9 launched his c-:1lture circleso It uas 
in G1ese €~tnerings of gxo~ps of 0campesinos 0 that rreixe and his 
colleag~es arranged discussions on such topics as democracyp 
illite:re,cy~ rzt:.::m::lisation etc 9 2.ntrcd.ucing tl::.e topics -l)y :.Tiee.:r:.s 
of pictl.u'es or slides uhich tl::.en led "to e dia.lcgue i.n ':!I:ich they 
exchenged viei.·Jpoints v:i th non-literates o (A ::nore detailed 
d.escription of r'reire 0s literacy rr:ethod ap:pea:rs la br.o) lfrei:re 0s 
teams \·JOrked throughout the country and cl2imed unqualified success 
for their literacy programrneso The Hetodo Paulo Freire t;ras even 
said to teach adult illiterates to read and write in as brief a 
time 26 45 dayso The secret of success lay in the fact that 
Freire 0s teams were not simply trying to teach the mechanics 
of readingo The r1etodo Paulo Freire was concerned to present 
rrparticipa tion in the political process through knowledge of 
reading and writing as a. desirable and attainable goal for all 
Brazilians': o ( 12) 
For many howeve~ Freire 0 s methods were outrage~usly radical and 
"l'-Jhen 9 on April 1st 1964 9 the government was deposed by a military 
coup 9 Freire WPS arrested and jailed for around 70 dayso Eventually 
he was granted political asylum in Bolivia but this was short 
lived 9 as 9 15 days later 9 Bolivia a.lso experienced a coupo And 
so it was 9 that in late 1964 ~ulo Freire arrived in Chile 9 where 
he stayed some five yearso F~ving become involved in the Chilian 
l·graE:'3-n Reform Corporetion 9 Freire wrote up his Brazilian 
experience in the work 'Education- The Practice of Freedom 0 9 
published in Rio in 19670 Two years later 'Extension or 
Commu~ication' was published in which Freire ~X@mined the problems 
of L:l,graria.n ;:;eformo 
It was 9 however~ five years before this work appeared in English 
and it was preceeded by another major work 0Pedagogy of the 
Oppressed 0 in 1970o On leaving Chile in 1969 9 Freire accepted 
an invitation to be a visiting professor at the Harvard University 
Centre for Studies in Education and Developmento 
This move brought him into a different cultural experiencep which 
had significant impact on his thought. America 9 at this time 9 
gave Freire contact with other radical critics of educa tion 9 such 
PS Iv?n Illich 9 and the American scene a:t'lle.kened in Freire the 
raalisation that repression and powerlessness were not only 
s;;rmpto:na tic of p third uorld cul t1.1..re a His message begen to 
ass1lTil.e a uider significance and uhen 9 in 1970v he \:'Jrote a series 
of articles for 0T'ne Earva.rd Edu.cationa.l Reviev.J u 9 late::- publ::'.shed 
as °C·v.:.t·WTe.l !'~ction for I'reedom 1 ~ :::'reire 0 s 1:JOr~t cle2rly sJ::.o·~Jed 
this Hider a:pplic2-i:;iono t'ri ting in the introduc ti.on to t_}}a t 
booklet 9 J?reire st<"tes that although he begen n c-s a men of the 
':lhird Uorldaoooa 0 (13) presuming to have a voice in the culture of 
silence~ his messege is tog (1 ell those. -whov whether they live in 
thgse cultures which are uholly silenced or in the silent sectors 
of cultures which prescribe their voice 9 ere struggling to have 
a voice of their ownc•o(14) 
So 9 the messege begun in Latin Americe began to find echoes amongst 
the oppressed of the First 1:Jorld whereverv in fac t 9 people 
attempted to redefine the reality in which they livedo 
Having found a sympathetic audience for his ideas in North America 9 
Freire spent the first h2lf of the 1970ns travelling all over the 
world 9 lecturing end devoting his efforts to assisting with the 
educational programmes of newly independent countries in Africa 
and Asiao He took up a new ~ppointment 2S special consultant 
to the Office of Education at the Horld Council of Chur.ches in 
Geneva and established the Institute of Cultural Action in 1971. 
One of the more recent publications of Freiregs work p~blished 
in 1978 under the title uPedegogy in Processn outlines his work 
in Guinee Bissauo Late in 1979 President ?iguerido granted 
amnesty to 5000 Brazilian exiles and dissidents 9 including Freire 
and so 9 for the first time in fifteen years 9 he \:'Jas able to revisit 
his homelando 
Ttis brief outline of Freire us life and works he.s 9 hopefullyv 
served to situate his thoughts and ide2s in his own practice. Any 
understanding of Freire must have a grasp of the lifeoexperience 
from which his theories have emerged and taken shapeo Now in 
his sixties 9 those theories continue to emerge as Freire finds 
himself in that intense process of action and reflectiono 
6 
l'~ore inporta.ntly ~ :hm;~ever 9 this introduction has a t-i:empted to sho1:1 
that \;Ina t beg2n Hi th Freire :s mm 1,;ork in Korth=Eps"t Brazil from 
a first=hand ex,erience of hunger? successp repression and 
exile h2Sp over the dec2des 9 spoken to a far hlider audience of 
p2o:p::.e ever;yvi?lere 1'il:.c are trying to b:ring abou.J~ a mere hu..111ane 
soc iF 1 or de::-. :?:reire is explicit that ,. the concept of -the 
third \,Io:cld is ideological and political 9 not geogrPphic';.(15) 
His o1vn b?ckground is 2 necessary stp:rting point but 1c1l::.erever 
education is discussed 9 Vreire is relevant. 
0 frl.e is a gadfly in the best Socratic tr2di tion and speaks to 
every educetor 11 (16) 
7 
A bare outline of the si tua.tion in Nhich J:reire grew up is 
insufficient for a compleb understcnding of the essential 
bac ke:ro U..7ld to his thought o 
c:understanding ::'reire noi only requires u.s to u..'l"'Tavel the ccmplex 
fe.bric of his thoughtp but elso to detect its originsp t:::."aditions 
and dis pe.ra te borroi:T ings o cJ ( 1 ) 
His thinking is a synthesis of many strands and it is precisely 
this rich diversity of origins that ma.kes Freire ns writing relevant 
on a 1:1ide scele o It is the purpose of this chapter to sho1;J that 
Freire's writing is not only of interest to Brazilians 9 by 
attempting to unravel that 0 complex fabric of his thought 0 o 
It would be an impossibility and not an over-fruitful exercise 9 
to attempt to identify Freire ns intellectual roots in their 
tota.li ty 9 but a broad framework of major influences is a 
possibility and a useful exerciseo The introduction offered a 
sketchy vie•-r of the social 9 economic 9 political a.nd educational 
melting pot in which Freire 0 s theory was conceived= a little more 
detail with regerd to the Latin American background is needed hereo 
a) Latin American Background 
Freire sa1:1 Brazil as a society in transition 9 a society gradually 
opening up end experiencing 2 ne"i-r sense of nc.tionel cohesion 
and identi tyo He supported moves by Brazilian intellectue.ls to 
establish an authentic national culture and saw in the formation 
of ISEB (Institute Superior de Estudos Brasilleros) "an experiment 
of the greatest importance in graduate and university instruction11 (2) 
ISEB intellectuals took Brazilian. .reality as their project 9 rather 
than perceiving it through European eyes o In this context 
Freire 0s work in literacy developed as 11wholly consonant with the 
emerging Brazilian national consciousness 11 (3). 
Alongside Brazilip_n nationalism 9 Freire 9 wa.s also considerably 
influenced by European and North Americe.n liberalismo 11Educa tion 9 
The Practice of Freedom~ quotes from Popper 9 Dewey 9 \<Jhitehee.d and 
l!-1an11Jhte1m among others o From Popper 9 Freire gleaned his notion of 
Brazil in the process of opening and the idea that in this 
transitional phasee:iucation plays a crucial roleo Ho·...rever 9 its role 
is limited- education is not in itself 9 capable of effecting the 
changes necessery to move a nation from one epoch to anothero As 
co=ordina.tor of 'l'he 1ic:..J.l t Ed'..lca don Project et D.:::cHe~ ]:;:-eire 
demonstreted his indebtedness to JJetvey and Hannheimo Freire 0s 
contention that cbefore it becomes a political terrn 9 democracy 
is a forn of lifer: (4) is rer.'l.iniscent of De1:rey and he also endorses 
f1annheim 0s artr.m:ent that [las cle:::tocratic p:rocesses bcco:ne mo:re 
1:Jidespread 9 ::.. t is difficul ~ c:rrd undesirc:ble to allm,r the :nc>sses 
to stay i::1 ignorence:J (5) o He!1ce 9 Freire 0s attempt to design an 
education programme aimed at producing a critical consciousness~ 
or conscientizacao 9 so adults could actively p2rticipate in the 
1
'emerging forms of the democratic life 11 (6). Uhitehead spoke of the 
transmission of inert ideas and Freire sought vitality in 
educationo His analysis of conscientization inaEducation 9 the 
Practice of Freedom~ is located firmly \'Jithin a liberal democra.tic 
frameworko He closes <lEduc a tion9 The Prac.tice·. of JJ'reedom'D with an 
affirmation of Mannheim~s notion of militant democracyo 
11A democracy which does not feer the people 9 1.vhich suppresses 
privacy 9 which can plan without becoming rigid 9 which defends 
itself >-Iithout hate 9 which is nourished by a critical spirit 
rather th2.n irrationality11 (7) Later discussion of conscientizatio.n. 
was couched in more revolutionary termso 
If the Latin American context 9 with its situation of dependence 
upon foreign culture forms the first major background to Freire 1 s 
thought 9 modern theology and catholic radicalism contribute the 
secondo 
b) Theological :Background, . 
Key theologians had a substantial impact on Freire and 9 taken 
alongside the Brazilian phenomenon of grassroots 9 catholic, 
political and cultural movements for social chenge 9 these 
influences prepare us to see 9 w~thout surprise 9 why a catholic 
like Freire cells into question 9 in a fundamental way 9 the failure 
of traditional education to produce Christians who can function 
as effective a.gents for change in contemporary societyo 
Freire ~s statements on God and the church are vigorous expressions 
of the need for social engagement and action by professing 
Christienso 
p::n;e:rf:z.: 
A.nd the povierless me2ns to side i:Ii tb tile pouerfulp not to be 
neutrc-1°. (8) 
Cr cl I can~ t :reconcile Christian :ls)ve 1.ri t:h the exploi tc>tion of 
h~an beings;) ( 9) 
In the best tredition of liberation theologians such as Juan 
Luis Se~lndo 0 Gustevo Gutie::crez and others 9 Freire is concerned 
tha~ the churches must address themselves to the here and now. 
In the tradition of Christ he rules out indifference to such 
questions as hunger 9 thirstp homelessness and expresses the desire 
that the Church p:ractise Hhat it preaches 't"Jith fundamental 
urgency in tackling social reform. 
Freire h2s little time for explcnations of social injustice in 
terms of the °Kill of God~ 0 "As 2 child 9 I knew many priests 
who went out to the peasants saying uBe p2.tient. This is God us 
And anyway 9 ;-Jill earn heaven for you. u Yet the truth of 
the rna tter is thet we have to earn our heaven ••• o o we h~we to build 
our heaven 9 to fashion it during our lifetime 9 right nowo 1'(10) 
Further 9 Freire decl2.res 9 c1 God is an invitation to me to m<'!ke 
bistoryo God is thus a presence in history 9 he is not my boss 
but my friend o 01 ( 11 ) 
Freire us Christianity then is alwr-ys en expression of compassionpte 
;:::ctive struggle for the liberation of humanity on eertho 
The roots of Freire 9s Christian beliefs lie 9 -not only in the 
papal encyclic2ls of 1961 and 1963 - Mafer et Hagistra and Pacem 
in Terris 9 both of which had profound consequences for the 
catholic world 9 marking a distinct shift in the definition of 
socialisation ~ but also in the theological writings of Teilhard 
de Chardin 9 Henrique de Lime Pe Vaz 9 Emanuel Meunier and 
R. Niebuhr. All helped Freire to clarify his thought on the 
church 9 religion and education. 
0J?or Freire 9 the formulations of Teilhard and Vaz are cruci?l'l(12). 
Freire quotes Teilh<'!rd when he says thPt we ere not only beings 
e ~ 
who know but beings who know they know (13)o Echoing V2z 9 
...:reire co:!lter.c'.s ';consciousness of end c:,cti~n u:_Jon :::-et1li t-y c_:::-e 
insepareble constituents of the transfor~il1g act by 1e1hich people 
become .beings of relation. 11 (14) 
Freire further uses Teilhard de. Che.rdins concept of hominf.sa tion 
to shm·J that 0 In becoming hom:.:r..ised in the process of evolu tionv 
people become capable of hpving a biography0 .('J5) 
Early in his intellectual develop:;mmt 9 Freire read the t·rorks of 
Emmanuel r~ounie:r 9 a French intellectue.l v1ho tvas a catholic critic 
both of Chris ticni ty 2nd of European ra tiona.lismo 
r~ounier sought to prove that nthe impulse to recreate the \-JOrld 9 
\vhic.~ receives so much Christian disRpproval 9 has a. Christian 
origin".(16) Kany of JY::ounie:x¥s themes 9 eogohistory. has a meanirL(? 9 
history drives tow2rds the betterment and liberation of mankind 9 
man has. 0 glorious mission of being the agent of his own liberation ° 
find expression in Freireo 
fllounier stressed the Christian task of making visible the 
spiritual activity of their Creator- his personalism- was an 
optimistic perception of the world and a summons to action. 
Meunier was further concerned with euthenticity attained by honest 
choices and this emphasis underp-inned the horror Freire 9 among 
others 9 fel t 9 towards any attempt a.t curtailing the freedom of 
choice of the peopleo The imp2ct of Mounier~s work can most 
clearly be seen in Freire~s concern to facilitate dialogueo 
i 1 Di?~logue facilitates hum2n communication by t-.rhich people become 
0availeble ~to one another. o. o. 11 ( 17) 
To impede such is to deny' ~ur authenticity. Alongside the 
writings of various the o 1 o gians 9 the humanist oriente tion of the 
political stance taken by cetholic redicels in Brazil wcs 2lso 
endorsed by Freireo Social humenism was seen by him and many 
others 9 as far preferable to the politics expressed by the Brazilian 
Communist Perty. 
c) Freire 0s Own Politics 
"In terms of broad political positions - conservative 9 libera.l 9 
socialist- Freire today vTould be firmly in the socialist camp11 (18). 
':!:herG are me,ny diverse posi-cions •:Jhich c2n loose::;,y 'be subsumed 
under the heeding 0socialism 0 :::nd mast elements are at 1t1ork 
in Freire 0s thought. There are three nain areas of contributiong 
1) htoanist sociplism 
2) revolatione=Y socialism 
3) r·:arxist soci2J.isn 
There ere rne_ny exemples of hurrt2.nisi socialism in ::7reireo Adherents 
to the position believe in the ideel of human unity 2nd ('express 
an optimistic faith in the future of humanity''.(19) 
Freire goes further 9 (lA pronounced characteristic of Freire 2 S 
political and educational theory is the support he gives to 
charismatic revolutionary lea.ders 0 • (20) Recognising that the 
dialectical relations between opposing clesses can only be resolved 
through the struggle of the opp~'esse.d. for their liberation 9 Freire 
endorses revolution as the central component of his pedagogy of 
the oppressed. 
Robert Ne,ckie maintains that nPaulo Freire 0s politics are mast 
correctly conceived in terms of a revolutionary socialism. This 
has its initial roots in humanism and nationalism~ but is radically 
transformed by his adoption of some aspects of Marx 9 espousa.l of 
revolution and violence~ along with a clear recognition of the 
need for revolutionary leadershipn. (21) 
The sources of Freire 0 s revolutionary socialism are largely to 
be found by reference to the writings of Fromm 9 Mexnmi and F'anon 
Freire draws on Froinm when he contends that the oppressed are 
0feerful of freedom 0 because they have IJ.nternalised 2nd a-dopted 
the image of the oppressor 0 • 
Memmi and Fano~~ fee.ture prominently in Freire 0 s anc:;lysis of 
oppression .:::-nd liberation. Freire 0s work echoes Memmi 0 s words 9 
11 1 am unconditionally opposed to all forms of oppression. For 
me oppression is the greatest calemity of humanity. It diverts 
c:md pollutes the best energies of humcmi ty ~ of oppressed and 
oppressor alikeo 1' (22) And further gemmi 1s description of the 
essential dilemma feeing the oppressed 9 "It is not easy to escape 
mentally from e concrete situation to refuse its ideology 9 while 
continuing to live with its actuel relationships. 20 (23) 
Fro:rni!l az:.d Eec:::Ji '!:lcqueathed h-:l.Banist legec:".es to Preire~ but 
confronting revolution as a political solution brings Dreire to 
Me>rXo 
cl) _'!he f·':crxist Roo~ 
The r'1?.;cxist cri tiq::te of society is extrecely popula.T an:o::1g tee 
Catholic Left in La tin America. a Freire 9 as a La tin American~ 
confronted by contrests bet1:1een rich and poor~ powerful and pol1er-
less9 is a ready receptacle fox the Harxist vie\v of historyo Just 
as ~-::arx affirmed that people change circu.mstances 9 so Freire 
locates the roots of his pedagogy in the need for critical 
intervention by the oppressed in their realityo For both Marx 
and Freire 9 lal!bguage is consciousness in practice and consequently 
Freirecs approach to literacy involves more than a mere mecbanice>l 
domination of techniquesa Consciousness and activity are 9 for 
r:Iarx and Freire 9 a unity conceived in terms of revolutionary 
praxis a l!reire understands that the revolutionary praxis he 
advocates will take place in a context of cl21.SS conflic t 9 but 
central to the struggle 9 in Freire's politic.s 9 is the role 
assigned to the revolutionary leaderso Leaders who have exerted 
a decisive influence on l!'reire include r::ao 9 Castro 9 Che Guevara 9 
Cemillo Torres and Amilcar Cabral. 
I'iao Tse-tung 9 s remark: 
"tie must teach the masses clearly whe.t we have received from them·. 
CJ 
confusedly) contains for Freire a whole dialogical theory o. Of 
Guevara Freire writes: 
"Che Guevar2. is an example of the unceasing \vi tness revolutionary 
leadership gives to dialogue with the people o o o o o.. Guevara 
did not hesitate to recognise the capacity to love as an indispen~ 
sable condition for authoratitive revolutionaries"(24). 
I•lao 9 Castro 9 Guevara 9 are symbolic 9 for Freire 9 of the leadership 
he desireso 
Freire does not pay the same degree of attention to ~e political 
and economical beses of power as does I'ia.rx~ Mackie meintains 
0 :::'reire de.serts r'ia.rx at the very point where l'1arx is most 
effective 01 (25) o 
e) ~xistentialism 
Finally 9 any treatment of essential beckground to Preire 1 S 
thought Hould be incomplete 1:1ithout reference to the Existential 
l,reire quotes liberally throughout his 1:1orks from Se.rtre, 
J2spers ~ Defuggc:v Camus.D Buber and r1I.a:rceL Freire us concern for 
't:cue acts of knouledge a 9 for authenticity in education for 
freedom for men and uomen to becor.J.e subjects 9 for a horizontal 
relationship of mub.al trust ctaracterised by dialogue=all are 
existentialist themes. He endorses Karl Jaspers: 
[)dialogue is the only way 9 not only in the vital questions of 
political order but in all expressions of our being" (26). 
Dialogue 9 a.s the essential tool for subjects who not only interpret 
the world but seek to transform it 9 owes much in definition to 
Ka.rtin 3uber 0 s 0 I-Thou 0 relationship= one of pure dialogue 9 
0 0 0 0 0 the dialogical I 9 however 9 knows thct it is precisely the 
thou ••••• 1:1hich has called forth his 0\·Jn existence ••••• T'ne I 
and Thou thus become 9 in the dielectic of these relationships 9 
two thous which become two I 0s. 0 (27) 
Freire 1s literacy prrgT?TT?Je is hrgely based on the insight that 
11 the oppressed can only perceive how they have been conditioned 
~;;hen they are confronted with problems arising from their 
existe nth:;l situation11 .(28) He repudiates what he terms the 
hanl<:ing concept of education or \.Jhat Sartre calls the 0digestive' 
or 0nutritive 0 concept of education. I~deed his literacy 
:qmgramme is an application of Sartre 0 s critique that 'to know 
is to eat 0 • The nutritionist view of education is exemplified 
in those literary programmes concerned with the illiterate as 
being 10 thirsty for words 11 • For Freire 9 such programmes understand 
people as mere objects of the literacy process. He drews a 
sharp distinction. "To be an act of kno,.,ring 11 says Freire 9 "the 
adult litr>r:-:·cy process must engage the learners in the constant 
problema tising of their existential situations". (29) 
In summary 9 therefore 9 Brazilian 9 Cr:tholic 9 I<la.rxist 9 existentialist -
t'reire is influenced by e.ll of these. The variety of sources 
drewn on by Freire and the numerous intellectual and philosophical 
strands present in his work must serve to illustrate that his 
His is an intzllect both 
curious and provocativeo He h~s been called many tl::ings 
1 a Theologian in dise:..1isej~ c2n idealist 1 9 'a comr.mnistj 9 but 
his r:r..::.l ti-coloured phi].osophy cc:m only cl::c:llenge those Hho 
encou::1ter himv to P rz~pppr;oisrc: of tteir o1:m v.i.euyointo 
1'--
This survey of !Qportant themes and influznces now le~ds us to 
a more deteiled 9 critical examination of his method and 
underlying philoso:phyo 
CI-:4.P'IJ:!:R 3 - 0 TIG :T1-'=:tc:RTJ.rT::;:; c:: 'IRE l:CT 0:' FC:i,DIEG': -An Outlinf' of 
the Literacy I1:etodo Pauio Frei~e 
There are t\-1o H?YS of looking at Freireo The first is to focus 
on his specific literP.cy method and the second is to examine the 
ways in Hhich he e.:rrived at that method. An analysis of the 
broade:r educational :i_ssues uhich lie beh.:.nd the Freire Literpcy 
progr<mme uill constitute the g:re2ter part of this present stu_dy 
as it is precisely through such a procedure that the '\·rider 
e..pplications of his vJOrk cc>n possibly lead us to a neiv approach 
to the teaching of children .n general 9 and Religious Educ2tion 
in particul?r. However 9 at this stage 9 and in order to equate 
theory with practice 9 a brief outline of the literacy method is 
considered necessaryo 
The Li terc:cy rvlethod 
Freire first launched his liter2cy programme in the villages and 
slums of Recife with a group of five illi ter2 tes 11 of Hhich tlrJo 
dropped out on the second or third day'~ (1). Friar to the 
commencement of his programme 9 Freire had long been convinced 9 
along Hith l'lannheim 9 that r1 as democratic processes bec?!l!e wide-
spread9 it becomes more and more difficult to permit the masses 
to remc.in in a state of ignorance~' .(2) The rea.lisa tion that a 
definition of ignorance could not be limited to illiterocy but 
necessitated the inclusion of the m:::sses' lack of participation 
in the historical process 9 lead Freire 9 from the beginning 9 to 
"reject the hypothesis of a purely mechenistic literacy pro-
gramme".(3) He wished to offer the people an introduction to the 
democratization of culture 9. a programme in which they were subjects 
in the act of knowing and not mere recipients of donated texts. 
In Freire's ovm words ~'He wanted to offer the people the meens 
by which they could supersede their magic or naive perception 
of reality by one that. was predominantly critical''. (4) 
vii th these aims in mind 9 how did Freire 2nd his colleagues set 
about implementing their method? First 9 end foremost 9 acceptance 
WRS sought of certain necessary conditions by the poli ticel 
euthori ties 9 in the specific locality where the literacy programme 
was to take place. Freire describes these conditions when relating 
details of his 1atast literacy wor:c in Sa.c Tome and P::cir:ci:pe. 
"Perhaps I should say e uord ebout hoH I understand my relE,tionship 
as a consultent to :o government t'l;:;t has requested my assist2nce. 
Neither my ~'life nor I reg8rd a cons"'.lltant as a cold neutral 9 
uncommitted figure ••••• on the contrery 9 it seems to us thet the 
consultent 0s'role is a politicPl one ••••• It is o~x position 
therefore 9 that egreeme~t on fundP~entals is indispanseble to the 
consulting reletionship. I 1.-.rould find it impossible 9 for example 9 
to collaborate even minimally on a. literacy cam:p2ign sponsored 
by a covernment that does not r:-epresent the peopleo"(S) 
Having assured themselves of shared co~mon grour:d 9 and gpined 
assurance that there will be no partiscm interference 9 the next 
step in the implication of the Metoda Paulo Freire is to 
investigate the life and vocabulery of the community concerned. 
~ith this as a priorityJ Freire 0 s teams would visit the aree 
and g2ther together sig,·cificar:t words used by the community. This 
research w~s carried out by me2ns of informal encounters with the 
local inhRbitants and often interviews revealed unexpected dis-
coveries about the exuberance and beauty of the people 0s language. 
The erchives of rese2rch te2·•s working in North Eest Brazil are 
full of such examples. "I want to learn to re::;d cmd write" 9 sa.id 
an illiterate from Recife 9 "so that I c.sn stop beir..g the shadow 
of other people on ( 6) 9 or 11 I have the school of the world r: 9 ( 7) 
said an illiterate from Southern Brc:ziL 
From this field vocabulery research and not from the educators 
persona.l inspiretion 9 a list of generative words was constructed. 
These words were chosen with a double criterion in mind~ 
a) a word 9 s emotional impact and capacity to generate discussion 
and 
b) its syllabic value 9 i.e. its potential to unfold phonetic 
difficulties for the learner and its peculiar construction 9 ~ 
they all had three syllables o 
Freire and his colleagues decided th2t no more th21n seventeen 'lfTords 
are necessary for teeching adults to read and write such languages 
:os Portuguese or SpPnish. Having chosen the generative vords 9 
c2reful anelysis i.vPS brought to beer on the seauence in which the 
Fords l·tere to be pres en ted ~ ':Io:rd.s t;:;.c-, t nez:ted concre "i:;e or 
fa.L1iliar objects a.ppepred first~ whilst those nc>ming more pbstrc-ct 
social end political re?lities c>ppec>red :ater in the list. 
Tne next pnase in the development of the literpcy prog.rP~me 
involved the cre2.tion of ()codificc>ticnsn. 
method by uhich representc>tions of typical situations enco1mtered 
by members of the group were projected on to slides or pictures. 
These representations then f~nctioned &S challenges containing~ 
as they didp coded problem situations to be 0decoded 0 by the 
participants with the aid of the co=ordinator (teacher). The 
generative \'.lords were set into the relevant codificctions. Freire 
gi·ves the ex2mple of the vJord 9 tijolo 0 (brick) es 2 first generative 
word placed in a situation. The ?situa.tion 1 described is one 
representing construction work. After discussing the pictorial 
representation 9 shown first \-:ithout the uord tijolo - a. discussion 
involving a vide r::-.nge of topics genera ted by the picture - such 
as building with bricks 9 their own homes 9 better housing etc. -a 
second picture is introduced showing the construction scene 
alongside the word tijolo. In the third picture the word tijolo 
eppears in isolation and thereefter as ti-jo-lo. Beginning with 
the first syllable the group is motivated to learn the whole 
phonetic familyp resulting from the combination of the initial 
consonent with other vowels and so on withthe second and third 
fpmilies introduced from the syllables jo and lo. 'l'he most import-
ant moment arises when the ttree families are presented togethero 
ts-te-ti-to-tu 
ja-je-ji-jo-ju 
la-le-li-lo-lu 
One by one the group then begin to 1m?ke 1 words with the combinations 
available. ~he presentation of the three fpmilies is called the 
1 C<=·rd of discovery~. 
It is important to note here that Freire end his collepgues chose 
to avoid the use of books or primers on the grounds that these were 
mechanicel - did not lend themselves to flexibility in discussion. 
::J'reire felt that such priners discour2.ged people from expressing 
and writing their own ideas end words. To underline his view in 
Cul tv.r2l Action for Freecl.o:m ::Treire p;r~s for'tJard ex2oples froill tt.e 
reading texts being u.sed by the o:'fici2l adult literacy c2mpz igns 
in rural 2nd urban Lptin America. Students in these schemes 
st~died such texts as '~va saw the gr2pe 1 or ~rf you h2mmer a 
nail 9 be cFr8ful not to smash you::: finger~. :!rei:re colllillentsg 
11An2lysis of these text£-reveals then 9 2 simplistic vision of nen 9 
of their \·rorl.d 9 of the rehtionship ~etween the t\·10 9 a:1d of the 
literacy process Hhich unfolds in that world. '1 ( 8) Such texts 
then deprive the illiterate of "authentic dimension 2s ::thou.ght 
language in dynamic interpl2y with reality ••••• 
auttentic expressions of the \''orldot'(9} 
They are not 
Contrast these Hith the reeding matter used in the I"letodo Paulo 
Freire 9 a reading matter cree_ ted by the students themselves who 9 
writing words with their tools on the dirt ropds v1here they were 
working 9 composed their words from the syll&bic~· combL~ations 
they had le2rnto These 11 sowers of the word"(10) not only 
\·Irate Hords 9 they discussed ideas and came to understand a little 
better their role in the world. 
1
'Be::'ore the Agrarian reform my friend I didell'.t· ®V®Yl think. Neither 
did my friends" 
r'Hhy? 11 we asked o 
\·Je lived under orders o \·Ie only 
had to carry out orders. 1tie hFid no thing to say. 01 ( 11 ) 
Or from ~nether member of a liter~cy 0culture circle 0 g 
11 \rihen all this land belonged to one Lati.f\ll'ldio there was no reGson 
to read 2nd \vri te. V!e weren't responsible for anything. The 
boss g2ve the orders and we obeyed. Why read 2nd write? Kow 
Take me 9 for example. In the asentamiento 9 
I am responsible not only for my \vork 9 like all the other men 9 but 
also for tool repairs. When I stprted I couldn't read 7 but I 
soon realised that I needed to repd a.nd write. You can't imagine 
wh 2 t it w2s li}e to go into Santiago to buy p2rts. I couldn 1 t 
ge t orientated. 
c i ty o o • . o Now 
I was afraid of everything - afraid of the big 
it's all different. 11 (12) 
7:n 1968 9 a. 'Urugupyan team published a sm2ll book 0You Live 2S ;:ou 
C2n 1 = the contents of 1::hich Here teken from iape recordings of 
literacy clpsses" The whole book is an expression of the thought 
uorld of the authors v the 0 souers of ,..;ords 0 9 uho ·,.;ere in the precess 
of emerging f:rom the cu.J..t'.ll'e of silence" 
Freire writes~ "Yes 9 these oug,ht to be the re2ding texts for people 
le2rning to re2d. and write end not 0Eve sac'-' the gr2pe"" o" o 
Intellectuelist prejudices and above all class prejudices9 2re 
responsible for the n2ive 2nd unfounded notions thet the people 
c;:mnot write their own texts.ooooc'(13) 
How did the literacy me tlJod function? A pl2ce to meet was 
arranged 9 co-ordinators were carefully selected and trained 9 a 
circle of culture w"s formed comprising 25-30 non=literates. When 
the group convened 9 the following procedure was inaugurated" 
Keetings were held every week night for 6-8 weeks" The first 
2-8 sessions were devoted to analysing 16 key pictures 9 at the 
next session the first generetive Hard was introduced and at the 
end of the session p2rticipents were encouraged to meke up new 
words from the card of discovery" At the rem2ining sessions 
other generative words were introduced 9 one at 2 .1-' ~J.me" 
I:Jhat vJere the results of Peulo Freire 0 S litera.cy campaign? 
himself comments 9 "1:Ie were arne zed by the results. 11 ( 14) 9 end 
Freire 
during the twenty first hour of study one of the non-literetes wrote 
confidently 9 "I am amazed et myselfo" Cynthi<:~ Brown writes 9 
11 Those who finished the li terpcy course perhaps three-quarters 
of those who begen 9 could read and write simple texts 9 m2ke 
somet',ing of the locel newspapers and discuss Brezilian problemso 11 (15) 
A partie ipant in Rio Grande de Norte 9 discussing the fact that he 
end his comrades knew how t0 br1=>nd their names 9 commented 9 nIt 
means to copy our name."""" we learn it by heprt ••• o o we have to 
brend our n2mes = the lendlord gets us a voting certificete and 
sends us to vote for whom he wantsao••• :But novr 9 we ere going to 
unbrpnd our names 9 to really le2rn to write and then vote for 
whom we went. 11 (16) 
The milit2ry coup in Brazil in 1964terminc-ted the literacy 
progT2nme o Freire~s involvement in liter;:cy programmes in l2ter 
yeers in many pleces around the world and most recently in Guinea 
Biss<m~ have shmm tho t eo,ch progl:'e.mme ha.s to be cere fully pl2nned 
in the specific con~ext of the country concernedo Adult li te:r21cy 
programmes can not simply be a transference of the Brazilien 
methodo Nevertheless 9 the Freire method has hed continued success 
in different environments and has served to reinforce PreireQs 
belief that a prime motive in any literacy campaign must be to 
enable the perticipants to sta.nd apart from their situationo 
Perticulerly significant is a memory Freire recalls of 2 culture 
circle in a small fishing community in Monte ~~rioo The generative 
word 0bonito 0 9 a local fish 9 had been codified by means of a 
picture showing the village with its typic2l houses 9 boats and 
a fishermpn holding a bonitoo The class studied the picture then 
four ~Clembers looked out of the window to the world outside and 
said 01 It's :f.Tonte fvla.riOooooo 
we didn°t know ito 11 (17) 
That ? s what IV! on te Mario is like and 
In that moment 9 the participants had assR~ed the position of 
'observing subjects 0 o They had put distance between themselves 
and the world and come to know it in a new wayo 
Literacy in 30 hours? An evaluation of The Paulo Freire Method 
in these terms alone \-..rould constitute a gross und.erestimationo 
Hopefully 9 this brief outline has initiated the process of un-
covering the wider social educational implications of Freire's 
J 
methodology. At the outset 9 it must be made cleer that we are 
not dealing here with a mere set of new literacy jargon a True.~ 
by replacing teacher with co~ordinetor 9 lectures 1.-1ith dialogue 9 
pupils with group participants 9 clpsses with culture circles 9 the 
impression can easily be given that this is simply an interesting 
word gameo Yet 9 the crux of the matter can be perceived in 
Freire's o.,.mwords t:tat~ 11 I Plwa.ys saw tepchingadults to read and 
\vrite as a political act 9 an act of kno\vledge and therefore as a 
creative acto 11 (18) This is the significant contribution of 
Paulo Freire that 11 le;:;rning to read is a political act'1 (19)o 
Through the culture circles in the villages of Brazil 9 Chile 9 
Guinea 9 Bissau and elsewhere 9 Freire has demonstrated that the 
chief a.im of :tis literacy p:rocess is not r.:.3 r 2ly the technic2l 
mastery of the Hri tten Hard - as he s:=·ys in Cul ture>l Action for 
Freedom; 
•:only soieleone with a !]Jechc-nis tic mente>li ty vJhich I·1c-:rx viould c.<>ll 
g:c'Ossly mechenistic? could reduce &dult ::'..iterc-cy lee:-cning to a 
, ... "' . " t. ~· ( 2 c '\ !J~~_;e_y v2CI;:1.l.C8.i.. 2C l2ir..o··\, ) 
Ii're ire 'liTeS concerned to bring about 2 quc.li ty of consciousness? 
a c~eng-ed avTareness \vhicj people could express through language 
and action. He.ving convinced the people of their own worth~ 
"I make shoes and nov! I see that I em war th as much e s the PhD 
Hho writes books."(21) 
or: 
11 Tomorrow 17 9 said 2 street sweeper in Bra.silia 9 nr 1m going to go 
to work with my head high. 11 (22) 
Freire made it pass ible for them to rediscover the value of their ovm 
person 9 Freire 0 s aim wes to show his group participants that they 
"iere, in fact) makers of their o\·m culture. Through discuss ion of 
the. key pictures depicting the difference between nature and 
cul ture 9 Freire 0 s colleagues demonstre"J;ed that hov,ever denuded of 
dignity~men can know as conscious beings 9 can act on the \vorld and 
transform it. This transformation from a ne>ive magical elmost 
fatalistic vievr of the vJOrld prevalent among the illiteTate members 
of the culture circles was Freire's main objective in the app= 
lication of his literc.cy method. 
For Freire~ 
"acquiring. literacy does not involve memorising sentences 9 words 
and sylle.bles - lifeless objects unconnected to an existential 
universe- but rather a.n attitude of creation and recreation9 a 
self transformation producing a stence of intervention in one 0 s 
context.'' (23) 
Thus 9 the pictures of existential situations enabled people to 
reflect on their former interpretation of the \ororld ••••• 
nit's l-ionte f-12rio r:.r:d·He didn 7 t know it ••••• before going on to 
read the word."(24) 
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written expression for what can be spid ora.lly. 
The concept of conscientization is cruci2l to any understanding 
of ?reire 0s literecy progremme and educetional eimso Uhen 
education ;:-nd li.terecy liberpte~ they shetter the silence ;:-nd 
bring people to pn <'.\'Jr-reness of t~1eir condi tj_on and to their 
democratic rights to p2rticipate in m2king decisions regerding 
the problems of their e:xistence.(25) 
By increpsing self=awareness 9 self confidence 9 Freire wps concerned 
to develop an emergent understanding - an understanding of the 
illiterate~ significance in the worldo This deliberate aim of 
awakening people from the dehumanising effects of life brings to 
the fore the undeniable political content of Freire 1 s literecy 
prorrammeo The only valid form of literacy training is one which 
enables the learner to intervene in reality to demythologise 
and decode their cultureo Thus 9 1when 2dults learn to repd and 
write 9 they begin to take initiative in shaping history in the 
spme way thet they begin to remake themselves!' (26) 
The learner is not a mere recipient of the teecher's word 9 he is 
encouraged to spe2k his own word 9 
"Learning to re;:od 2nd write ought to be an opportunity for men 
to know what speaking the word really means o 11 (27) 
It is not sufficient to dominc_ te rea.ding and writing techniques 9 
questions need to be answered about whc;t is written and whyo 
Freire certainly wanteo to teach adult illiterates the techniques 0 f 
fur?. repding process but 9 as has been shown 9 more then tha~ he 
wished to present people t.,ri th a clea.rer world vievJ and a grea.ter 
understending of their own life-situationso It would be e 
mistake to evelua te Freire 0 s contribution in purely 3rd '"orld terms 0 
we 9 in the first world 9 can re-think some of the basic azsumptions 9 
which underlie our education2l process. Those of us who are 
eng:::ged in the ta.sk of teaching can learn from Freire that V-.'e can 
give (children) the power to be the 11 arc hi tee ts of their own 
li bera tionn o ( 2 8) Too often childr;en leave our schools 9 heving 
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!:rlFJstered tile literscy tec:hnique 9 but fer from literc;teo 
0 °Neil puts forw:?...rd the folloviing pleag 
c;Let them leern to rec:do Don°t te2cl: them 9 let it emerge ~s 
they go 2bout t?lking 2nd te::ling of the riches they clre?dy 
posseSSooooo 
Tnis is the V2l~e of the rreire 2pprOcCho 
t-Jhich binds inextricpbly)( the re?ding of t:te \·!orld with the 
re2ding of the 1:Jordo It recognises the need for those Hho h2ve 
nbeen denied the right to spe2k their 1:1ord 9 to reclc:..im it0 o(30) 
""~, ..::.~CAI-.:J:.;_'l'::;:Co:~! o:_-:: 'h.C CE ... :'li:.:l:D r:~.=l-.ZS HJ I·3.SITL:; 'S 
:.:.D-;;c;,.TICK.?L TE8"CGET 
1;In the United States 9 we are gr2dually becoming a\v2:re of the work 
of P2ulo ~reire~ but thus ferp we have thou~1t of it primarily 
in terms of its contribution io the education of illiterate 
aduJ. ts in tl1e Third t:orldo I.f ~ hoHever ~ '"e tcke 2 closer ::;.ookg 
ve may discover that his methodoloe;y as Hell 2s his educationa:.. 
philosophy Pre es important for us as for the dispossessed ir. 
Latir. Americp~ {1) 
Hha t are so:ne of the central principles around 1.1hich :?rei:re ~s 
pedagogy is b2sed? 'Ihus far 9 this study ha.s focused on lt'rei:re 0s 
lite:rpcy method and although F:reireQs main concern has been the 
an2lysis of the needs and interests of adult illiterates 9 he 
nevertheless insists that those SP~e philosophical considerations 
should perme~te all educationo 
11 It is not a metter of memorizing and repe?ting given syllables 9 
words end ph:reses 9 but rather of reflecting critically on the process 
of reading and writing itself and on the profound signif ice nee 
of languageo"(2) 
The intention here is to examine those themes in Freire 0s educational 
thought "'hich have that wider significance but 9 more especially, 
those which are most relevant to the subject of Religious Education 
teaching in British schoolso Aspects of Freire 0 s own authentic 
perspective on education will be criticelly explored in e general 
fashion at this stage and more singularly peda.gogical issues 
relevent to religious education will be ex2mined, in deteil, in the 
final section of this studyo Above ell the aim is to provide new 
insight 9 fresh hope end provocative models es we face ou:r own 
educational situation and not simply to recommend a simple 
transference of the Freire method - this would be a misrepresent-
a tiono If 9 howeve:r 9 we can take time to distence ourselves from 
our own educational scene we may yet find ourselves involved in a 
re-epp:raisel of the ve:ry meaning and method of education as 
"over the yeers (Freire) has engeged in a process of study and 
reflection 2nd hes produced something quite new end creative in 
education philosophy 11 • (3) 
a) 'ihe :-:::nposs ioili ty o:f f'.eut-rsJ.i ty 
"oo''' r-.eutral educc-tion cennot exist- in Hhateve:r field.' 1 (4) 
Any ;oppreciation of tJ:.e v:ork of Peulo ::?reire must teJ(e into c;.ccount 
the fpct thpt tis em?~2sis on.tbe non~ne~trality of educetion r2p= 
resen-::s one of his most funclamer..ta:::.. t:tessso A person~l footnote 
endorsing the Hords r'education cpnnot be neut:rPl" ir: an article 
entitled 'Educetion: do:nesticatior: or liberption° reve2ls that 
Freire himself considered t.'lis issue centra.l~ 
11 I heve insisted on this point in various different studieso 11 (5) 
\>!hat does Freire intend the repder to understand by this contention? 
Behind his stptement lies an even more fundemental beliefg 
"Every educational practice implies e. concept of man and the 
worldoa(6) Freire's concept of m2n and the world is an optimistic 
one - he opts for a belief in m2n°s potential to be more 9 in his 
ability not only to name the \Jorld but to transform ito His 
option then is for the liberetion of mane Beginning thusr from a 
0 theory of man 1 9 Freire presents all education FS falling into 
one of two categories: 
11 Education cannot be neutra.Loooo its role \-Jill always be either 
in the service of the 0 domestication° of men or their 0 liberetion 111 
(7)o Hhat does Freire mean by the 'domestication' of m::m? 'Wh2.t 
viec...- of man does such an educator possess "t-Jhose theoretical 
stance 9 whether he is aware of it or not 9 is for the 'domestication' 
of man? Education for domestication is synonymous with a 
specific view of the nature of reality. Such a view is founded 
on a belief that concrete reality consists only of physical things 
and that people and reality together exist only as objects to be 
analysed as though ''the world were an anatomy laboratory in which 
a body is enalysed 11 o(8) The aim of such an educationel per-
spective isiaccording to Freire 9 quite cleer, It is an option 
for conformity 9 the preservation of the existing structure and 
a means to enable people to fit in with the status quo. System-
atic education constitutes 9 for ?reire 9 a superstructure end 
functions as"an instrument to maintein the infra-structure in 
which it is genera. ted" 0 (9) 
of educationel neutrelityo 
This is the basis for the non-viability 
A domesticating education will~ 
2G 
serves ;mci it :.s this vie1:1 of education - as en ins tru.."Jent for 
social control - w~ich charecterises domestic~tion. 
ed:u.cati::m fo::' dom2stice"tion imposes the E:ythifice.tion of the 
uorld ins te;oc~ of its truth. ~ 1 ('10) 
thus 
~hat is t~s eltern~tive? ~0e opposite to educ~tion for doiTestio-
ation is education for lliberetionry. This vieH coes not see 
reality 8S a mere facts but r::: ther n includes the Hr;ys in Hhich 
the peop:.'..e involved Hith these facts perceiv-e them.n(11) In ::;his 
W?Y~ the people are not objects but subjects in the act of knowing. 
The 2im of 'education for liberetion 1 is not 9 therefore 9 the 
maintein?nce of the status quo but rather the redic.<>l transformation 
of society. In the process of humanising liberation 9 roaction and 
reflection and dialogue actuelly begin to transform the social 
cultural rec:lities of one,~ life".(12) 
Freire cs own educationa.l theory reg:=rding the impossibility of 
2 neutrPl education is thus very cleer cut. In the Brezili2n 
si tu?tion in which he worked his purpose \-Ja.s to bring about 
ncul tural action for freedom 11 • The success of his prFctice cannot 
be denied but can the themes of his educPtion?l theory be verified 
under wider scrutiny? John Elias offers a timely reminder here~ 
" ••••• success in practice obviously does not mean truth and 
consistency in theory ••••• r1 (13) 
There are several questions erising from the Freirian stPtement 
that there c~m be no neutral education. 1:Jhat of those subjects 
which 9 by definition 9 imply an impartial view? Scientific research 
must surely dePl with subject matter in an objective fashion? 
Indeed 9 if people are invited to participate in the reseerch 9 
results will not be in the pure form required. Freire would 
counter such objections with the following statements~ 11 1:Je could 
add to all this 9 the myth that science is neutral 9 thc-t the scientist 
is irnpartia.l 9 the myth of whe.t must necess2rily come out of his 
leek of preoccupation with the eims lPid on the results of his 
::octivity as a scientist."(14) 
2? 
T~'le neutrality of scier:.ce t:tus constitutes a Dy-~1:.. The 9ossibili ty 
of e.ny kind of 7Yes'J.l ts in :::: pure form~ f:ro;n the reseerch of social 
scientists is sir,,j_lerly dismissed. To think of science o:r technoloa 
as neutral is 9 for i;'reirevto think only in terms of productivity 
and people as objects of research. '1 T'tlis is 2. bourgeois policy~ 
a capitalist r:1ethod •••• o It is deplorable to find pecple c2l1ing 
themselves social scientists thinking like thato 0 (15) It is at 
such 2 point tha.t Freire 0s philosophy is most vulnerable. Al tl:ough 
t.'lere is oerit in his statement that 11 the very scientists ~;.r.r:!Ging up 
their o1m rese;::rch o •••• ccn..Dot escape from their o1:m subjectivity o 11 ( 16) 
::md a salutary lesson to be learned in his wprning tha.t an over 
emphasis on neutre_l technology relega.tes people to the role of 
objects 9 there is 9 nevertheless 9 a tendency demonstrated here to 
see fundamental issues in a very polarised wey. T·1is leeds on to 
a further q_uestion - C2n educc>tion be eveluated in such hard and 
fc_st terms? Does Freire 0s experience in the Third World cloud his 
vision 9 in that he sees no grey areas 9 only bLock c:nd ·Hhite? The 
educPtion::-1 process 9 he says 9 fuYJ.ctions in one of t1.vo \-Jays 9 2s 
either ?n instrument of domestication 9 or liberation. Eis m2jor 
works are peppered with diametrically opposed alternatives. He 
speeks of 7dominator c>nd dominated 9 oppressor and oppressed 9 subject 
and object'. \'Jilliam S Griffiths hRs cornmen tedg 
"Freire sees only v good guys u and 0 b2d guys v 9 he 2cknowledges no 
middle ground. 1' ( 17) 
There is a danger in applying simplistic oppressor and oppressed 
dichotomy to a.ll societies. 
If it is impossible to talk about the neutrality of education 9 the 
neutrality of the church is also a non-starter. Freire writes~ 
"\•ihen they insist on the neutrc<lity of the church 9 in relation to 
history 9 or to political action 9 they take political stands 9 which 
inevitably favour the power elite 9 against the masses. 'Washing 
one's hands u of the conflict between the powerful and the po\..rerless 
means to side with the powerful 9 not to be neutrAL"(18) 
Here pgpin, Freire recognises only two opposing views on any problem. 
Is his perspective on reality an over-simplification? At times 
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his ~l:.ird \.orld practice rep2:'esents e.s~:r:engt:t ~ fha':: unity of t.'r.teory 
8nd practice seldom found - at other times it restricts the more 
general application of tis theory. In the ~estern World 9 issues 
CAn rarely be so simply categorised in terms of one kind of 
es absolutes finds little support in the 0woolly 1 pree of moral 
issues 1984~style. "':Lne r.ist2.k:es :n2de by too fa.ci:::..e a t.r-ansl;::~.:;ion 
of Freire 1 s methods into other cultural situetions could be 
minimised by 2 more pluriform theory of relationships. 1'(19) 
Any insistence on the non~neutrelity of educ2tion must beg the 
auestiong Is all education political educ2tion'? In a conversation 
with Professor Ic:m Lj_s ter Freire remarkedg 
'li would like to say this to teachers. By teaching 9 they are 
engpged in a political process 9 so they heve to be clear about 
this in order to make their choice ••••• 
they are political bein[s.D'(20) 
Educptors should know 
Tradition?lly 9 educc-tion hc:.s cl2imed a politica.lly neutr2l stance 
and consequently Freire 9 s words have a surprising 9 if not revolutionp 
Pry 9 ring to them, It would be ec.sy to dismiss his \1ords 9 rele-
g.?ting them to only Third World significpnce 9 but a closer look at 
1:1hat Freire is saying here could have a profound impact on the 
development of our own educa~tional philosophy. If education is 
both a politicPl ?nd cultural pet besed either consciously or 
unconsciously on a. theory of man 9 Freire chrllenges us to examine 
the ac tu81 politics of education end the \-vay in 11hich those 
politics educate us. 
"Freire's greatest potential contribution to the reform of American 
Educetion, however 9 lies perhaps in his challenge to us to probe 
the view of man on which 1:1e base our education es 1;1ell as our 
political structures 8nd processes."(21) 
Certainly 9 Freire lepds us to examine that set of assumptions on 
which rests the institution of school and in turn to en evaluation 
of these assumptions. He reminds us th~tg 
11 Education cannot be reduced to the activities of schools and 
universities bec2use 1;1e cannot think of Educ::: tion \vi thout thinking 
of power 9 political power."(22) 
It m~y uell bs that p:rcvj_ous atter.::pts to :reform &.spects of ou"'C' 
educ2tionel system have had only limited success ns a result of 
failure ·so recognise tha ~ political pm,;er 0 Dreire challenges us 
to anal··se schools in ter:ns of their total connection l·Ji th the 
dor1:i.nan t cul-ture a 
~His d~rect co~cern with educgtion as a meEns ~or pcliticc:l and 
culturc-"1 chane;e challences -~he concept tilFt poli.t5.cc:l chan;e X'J..st 
precede ed.-.:tcational char:.ge = thet it is r..ecesspry to alter political 
control before ::>nything meaningful can happen educa tionallyo" (23) 
"Recognition that all education is political educrotion does not~ 
ho1:1ever 9 leP.d to an overt pprty=poli tica.l s t2nce on the p::rt of 
"l:Jhere the educptional 
practice is such that social structures are not discussed as a 
prob:em to be unveiled~ the role of the educator must not be to 
impose liberty but to respect the right of the educ?tors to choose 
ard to 0 le:::-rn hm-.r to choose by choosirl;~ 0 o 11 (25) 
C~n a neutral stance be legitimately upheld? Freire clec:rly 
st::>tes that any cl<d.m to neutra.li ty in the field of education is 
8n illusion - a smokescreen to mesk the interestsof entrenched 
groupso Tl:ose viho make such cle ir:1s are 9 says Freire 9 either 
naive or subtleo 
~~e naive view is one thet maintains thpt t~e hec-rts of men can be 
transfor::r:e:i 9 ~·JhilA the sociel structures which :ne.ke those hearts 
'sici\. 1 ere left ur.changedo '::'he subtle share this view but '1n:ask 
o realistic understendine; behind 8 claim of neutrPlityal!(26) 
Both groups are caught up in the ideology of the ruling classes and 
therefore not neutraL As far b;:,ck as 1940 9 F Cl2rke wroteg 
"If the word 1 ideology 0 had not alrec-dy been ruined for any precise 
use (h2ving been employed so much recently as equivelent to 0 creed 0 
or 9 doctrine 1 ) we mie;ht cite Ene;lish writers upon educetion as 
illuminating expmples of ito ~or strictly 9 it would seem 9 the 
word applies to ex:octly this phenomenon - the ur..detected influence 
UiJOn vlh?t is supposed to be generalized thougr.~.t of the interests 
pnd 2 tti tudes of na tionel a class and other groups by \-Ihich the 
\-Iri ter or thinker he>s been formedo t1 (27) 
:?reire c"'lls ::::tte:r:tion to this 0undetected i.r:.fluence 0 o 
The pretence of neutrelity CPn be sustcined by the introduction of 
mode:rnisi:ag tecl1Zlic.1.7.es o 2raire rejects p~lliptive refor~s = those 
\·.'hich en::. be :reC.u.ced to 1:'.. OG::'r· tin£ students f=-o1?1 blrckboa.:.r-ds 0 s t? tic 
classes en(l text book c·xrricula by o£'ferine; tl'le10. :~:rojec-i;ors 9 r::o::-e 
dynamic clpsses and a new technico p:rofessiona: style teachingo 
These so-cel:!.eci neutral techniq_ues. are still instruments for the 
domesticetion of r::eno Such modernising hps been one of the ~~ises 
employed by the church to lay claim to neutralityo 
the church to be 1 prophetic 0 o 
.D'reire c2lls on 
'
1Bec::::use it thinks critically this prophetic church cannot think 
of itself 2s neutrPL"(28) 
The prophetic position demands en ideological choice- a critical 
enelysis of the sociel structures in which conflict tekes place 
and in this respect c2n never be neutrelo 
Is it suc'ficient then to li!erely stete as a fact 0'Educetion is 
not neutral 0 o J'.llot so o This is only the starting pointo Aware-
ness of the feet is not knowledge of it 9 and it is possible that 
even perception of the fact can lee.d those who so perceive the true 
role of educetion to disguise it end still opt for domesticationo 
Freire offers the prophetic approach as a means to education for 
liberationo It lays no claim to neutrality and es such represents 
a risko It demends that we go beyond deceptive appearances 9 that 
we detect in§luences and seek the raison d 0 etre of fects; the 
relationship betweer: different facts and the tot8li ty of vrhich they 
are a perto 
11 It is fundamental for us to know tha.t when He work on the content 
of the curriculum when we discuss methods and processes 9 when we 
planp when we draw up educational policies 9 we are engaged in 
political acts which imply an ideological choiceo 
cle::>r or obscure is not importanto n (29) 
V.lhe ther it is 
Vihet then is the v2lue of a non,.,neutral view of educption? How 
cpn it help us in an apprais2l of our oHn educational 2ims? If 
educption is to be for liber2tion. Jreire invites us to consider 
the proper rel8tionship between education snd social criticismo 
"Dare the schools build P new social o:u:'der? 11 
') 
' 
I 
George S Counts wrote~ 
(30) 
th2t educa tior. for libe:r::- ·~ion involves risk. It is a risky b'.lsi-
ness becpuse such an optior.. involves a cor;mi tment Jco the id.ea, thf't 
eC.ucption should prepare those involved i!1 it to c:ccE:te a society 
1:ii th fe'>Ie:v:- i.r::rp2::-fections J:::;he_n :he p:.es~:nt one. 2:::: tJ::2,<: respec·c 
ec:'.;.cp·sion Cifht be deliberrtely C:.esig::ed to COi..mteract t:1e 
:;:J:; ru11s t?le :ri.sk of 
being cat8go:rised FS s-:;.bversive or anarchic. CriticAl conscious-
ness m8y le-d to disorder. Should educ2tion take on this critical 
role? If so vrhgt role should the te2cher play? ~o vrha t extent 
m'.lst the educator direct his energies toward counteracting dominant 
vplueswhen he judges them to be UI"just. This is a constent 
dilemma~ "how to free the child yet shape it;; hoH to free the 
child from indoctrination into 8 kind of society th2t we want to 
chAnge and yet to shape it for the fight for freedom and for 
ch<mren. (31) 
There is no ea,sy 2nswer. Traditionally 9 schoo],s have tended to 
be a conservati~~ force in society 9 designed to support the status 
quo. Theoretically we assert that students should be helped to 
leern how to think critically but in pr2.ctice critical thinking 
is often restricted. It is 2gain that element of risk. If 'l:ie 
assurr;e a position of non-neutrality 9 the price may well be the loss 
of stcbility. h'hat Freire is saying is th2t the alterm·tive-
pl2y it safe 9 don°t rock the boat etc. only leads to a donesti.kating 
educption- bl2nd 9 safegrespectable 9 non-controversiel. 
"The highest pur-pose of education is not to train students for 
specific roles 9 but to help them gain some understanding of the 
mepning of their lives pnd to become more sensitive to other 
people.n(32) 
It is an 2ppro2ch worth testing. 
A fin2l question needs to be answered: "Is the Freire metrod 
itself indoctrinativep domesticating or manipulative. Does he 
simp1y impose on people another view of reelity'.? 11 Some critics 
have been led to believe that Freire 0s insistence that there is 
no such thing as neutral education implies thet hi'g own educetional 
prpctice pretends to a neutr2lity not possessed by others. This 
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~s ~ot t~e case. 
significantJ.y it is tpertial in favour of hum.an:isction°. (33) 
Freire raises the important question of \Jhether it is possible 9 or 
even desirable 9 to educate in a value free manner. Eis con-;:;en -tion 
is that it is not. Ee ccnfror..ts our yre=cor:ceiveC:. nc·tions of 
neutrality 9 exposes ther: :'or the illusicr.. they are 2nd offe:rs P~n 
al terna ·ci ve. Ee uo1;.ld no doubt endorse the vielv of trce vri ter 
to the churches et Laodicea~ 
~1You are neither cold nor hot. I could wish tha.t you were either 
cold or hot. But since you are lukewarm ••••• I intend to spit 
you out of my mouth."(34) 
There c,n be no 0 luke\varm 0 in the Freire approach. 
b) Conscientization 
" ••••• my actual crime w:=-s that I treated literacy as more than a 
mechanical problem and linked it to conscientizacao 9 which was 
0dpngerous 0 • ~r (35) 
Although the concept of 0conscientization° is fundementel to Freire 0s 
understanding of both li tera.cy pnd educa tion 9 he is not 9 as is 
generally thought 9 the author of the term. The word in fact 
originated from a series of discussions held by professors at 
ISEB (Institute Superiorde Estudios Brasilinos) and it was Helder 
Camera 9 the Brazilian Bishop 9 who spread it end tr:=msleted it into 
English. However 9 Freire himself endorses the vie1r1 that the 
concept is central in eny exprnina tion of his educa.tional ide2s. 
" ••••. when I heard the word 0 conscientization° for the first time 9 
I irr@ediately realised the depth of its meaning because I was 
absolutely convinced that education 9 as a practice of freedom 9 
is an ect of knowing 9 a. critical approach to reality 9 necessarily 
then 9 this word became part of the vocabulary with which I 
express my pedagogical thought. 11 (36) 
Hhpt is conscientization?(37) (Its Brazilian form 9 keeping its 
original spellin&· 1cCDnscient:i.zacao 1 is probably more accurete.) 
Firstly 9 conscientization° is a process; it is that process 
through which men as 1 knovJing subjects 0 achieve a. deepenine aware-
ness both of the socio cultural reality 1r1hich shapes their lives 
and of their ccpaci t;)!l to transform that re2li ty. 11 (38) 
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'l"'be te:::-m ilas its critin in the Hord 0 conscious? er.d is therefore 
closely related to the ur.derstanding one has of cor.sci3~sness 
in i ·t;s rela tions:1i-ps Hi th the '\vorldo The process see}.s to affirm 9 
seriousl;jr 9 the social dimensions of any theory of hun:an learningo 
Tt·ro schoc ls of t~'J.Ol:.f;l: t on this issue r;:re s ignif iccnt :<.:ere o O:rle 
!!Nrever 9 agreed that r.:2n is victimised by Qfalse consciousness~ 
from vrhich he must be freed 9 in order to be fully hur;an. For 
Narx 9 it is the exploitative social reality which prod.uces tte false 
consciousness 9 whereas for Freud 9 false consciousness is the result 
of the projection of illusions on to the cultural realityo Paulo 
Freire 1 s conscientization process derives from the former school 
of thoughto He uses a Marxist anplysis in his theory of con-
sciousnesso lie calls the lovest level of consciousness 1 intran-
sitive consciousness 0 o This primary stpge is characterised by a 
pre-occupation c•!ith man's most elementary needso It is a 
sponta,neous 2pproach to the world and not e. critical oneo 
"At this level of spontaneity 9 man simply experiences himself with 
that reality which is with him - his mind does not yet take a 
critical standon(39) 
The next stage can be defined as the post-primary or 0megical 
consciousness 0 stageo Elsewhere 9 Freire also uses the term 0semi-
intransitive 0 o This is the preva.lent level of consciousness to 
be found in the em:=rging societies of the Third \tforldo It is the 
consciousness of the culture of silence 9 charecterised by a fatal-
istic men tali ty 9 "which leads men to fold their arms 9 resigned 9 
to the impossibility of resisting the power of facts"o(40)o As 
a serious questioning of the concrete situation begins, however 9 
the third level of "naive or semi-transitive consciousness is 
reachedo At this point there is indeed a perception of reality 
which includes a certein kind. of knowledge of it. This is the 
1 doxa 0 referred to by the Greeks and is the level of opinion or 
beliefo It is not yet 0conscientizacao 0 o The Metoda Paulo 
Freire was ;:m attempt to offer the people the me2ns by which they 
could supersede their n2ive perception 9 so th2t they coulc &ssume 
a predomimmtly critical attitude - they could exchange their 
p6rtial doxa for the full lofos of reality. :.Cre i:re refers to the 
former level as the 0 prise de conscience 0 a.nd. it is only through 
the process of conscientization that the hi£,hest level of critical 
consciousness is reached. Concientizacao is thus the d.ee~eni~g 
cf the ~prise -'1~ v.c conscie~ce 0 a~d i~plies 
sponteneous stege to a c=itical o~e. 
t:'c.e 
0
'Ihe rr:ore o:.1.e acquires conscier_tizacao 0 tt.e :.1ore or:e discovez-s 
Conscientization cennot exist without praxis. Action alC.d 
reflection char2cterise Euman prexis and it is for this re2son 
that man cen look 2t the world from a distan~ee. Critical con-
sciousness is 9 therefore 9 the authentic union of action and 
reflection - not brought about by intellectual effort alone but 
through praxis o Conscientizrtion does not stop et the stege of 
0 the revelation of reality = it is not something which is 9 but 
something 'tvhich is becoming and 9 therefore 9 a process. Freire has o 
more recently 9 been self=critical in this respect. In a talk 
entitled 0 An invitetion to conscientization and deschooling11 9 he 
co~ments on the fact that he had previously considered the moment 
when soci~l reality is revealed to be sufficient psychological 
motive for attempting to transform reality~ 
11 It WP..S as if I were seying the t to discover reality alrea.dy meant 
to trc:msform it.'1 (42) 
However 9 in later works he does not take the sG.me position and 
w2rns egainst educator3 who do not see the politiccl implications. 
It is impossible 9 says Freire 9 to talk of a 0strictly pedagogical 
conscientization 9 o 
01 Learning 9 for Freire 9 is the total process of becoming aware of 
the concrete situation in which one lives 9 understending how that 
situation m2y be changed 9 then acting to change the situationoc'(43) 
Conscientization in Freire?s own ~actice 
For Freire liter?cy and post liter?cy traininE represent both the 
tool and the result of consc ien tiza.tion. The formetion of the 
culture circles wps carried out under the firm conviction that the 
problem of te2ching adults to reB.d must be expmined in relation to 
the 11 a\'lakening of their consciousness 11 o (44} The reading progra:nrne 
thus attempted,to move learners from naivete to critical analysis 
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"i:;h:rov.gh the li te:r2.cy ;::J::Cocess. ':'11e me tJo:i ';;p_s, ths::::efore ~ U'l 
introduction to the democr2tisation of culture. ~·~en 1rJere co:c.s ide red 
as subjects capable of engPging in rele.tions \·Jith the Horld. Frei:re 
too:" peop].e ::>t the point of their e::Je::CfCC:.ce from a r.2.ive psrcer-tion 
of :>:>ec::.li·sy B!:,d helped tl-:.en :nove to c:ri-:;j_c;,l t:i:'c-:lsi:;;ivi·~ tbZ'oug:h 
dielogue and tl1e "G.se of fresh con-ter.t a:1d ne:; -tect.niq'.2.3S such 2.s 
'lhrougll decod.in'" I:'rei::::-e ':I:rites~ 
"the learners gradu2lly ~ hesi tating:'.y 2nd tir::orously plece in cioubt 
tte opinior. they held of reality and repl;:ce it v;ith a more ;:r.d 
more critic2.l knmvledge.n(45) 
The circle of culture vias not 9 ini{self 9 the sole instrument 
in the development of critical consciousness. Freire himself 
notes that this awarenessoccurred in the concrete context of 
t!>eir lives? \':hat the theoretic context or culture circles did 
offer wes the reason for their exploited condition. The Metoda 
Paulo Freire wps one which aimed to be both the instrument of the 
learner as well as of the educator 9 it emphasised that in educating 
adults one must make it possible for them to achieve critical 
consciousness '1so that they can teach themselves to read and write11 o 
(46) The Post Literacy phase vies further developed to encourage 
' ' 
what Aldous Huxley termed thee ;ort of dissociating idees'- in this 
way participants Here helped to distinguish between education Pnd 
pro pg ga.nda o 
What is the Relevance of the Process of Conscientization for our 
own Educationel Practice? 
It would be tempting to dismiss the process of conscientization 
as something specifically Third \1orld or to conclude that it refers 
only to specific literacy methods in the training of Latin American 
adults o A similar error cvould be the often argued contention 
that conscientizetion is in;::ppropriate in complex societieso 
an essertion disguises the mist<? ken claim th2t Thh:d .. vJorld 
Such 
societies are not in themeelves complex. Freire himself l1zs saidg 
"Consc ientiza tion is not <"~ privilege of the Third 1tJorld 9 since it 
is a. human phenomenon. n (4 7) 
A11 human beings are 9 by virtue of being human 9 involved in a 
permanent process of conscientizption. V1het does change is the 
cont:ext e.nd objectives of consc ientization. It is true 9 never the~ 
less that in attempting to see the wider implications of Freire's 
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occur:redo S o!D.e educe:: tDrs h2ve given to the consc ien tizc• t io~1 ~::-:roces s ~ 
~ewers th~~ it has not. 'The HOT{ ::..tseJ_f hc-s :::ssu:med ::>lnost s'.lper~ 
of 1-:ealinc: socio.-1 ir:jcu;,tice by ch.:::c~j_Dg the con.soie:r.cs o: mGn and 
C'.c_s \'Ery :!}:COCess 
2imed at de!!!y-snoloeising reality hr-s in itself beoorr..e a w~r·cl'1~ 
Freire v1rites 9 "one of m;? mpin tesks 9 1:1hile working for the 1.:orld 
Council of Ghurches 9 h:=s been to strip away the myths surrounding 
consc ientiza tion. ~· (48) 
It is not possible 9 then to trens~lant conscientiz?tion- it is 
undesir2ble to tnmsfer that which is done in different v1ays in 
different are:1s of La.tin J,meric8 to 2nother historic;::l space 1:1i thout 
due res~ect for tt-at different context. This is not to spy that 
conscientiz:::tion is not in itself vieble 9 rether 9 it is the trans-
planting th2t is non-viable 2s this inevitably brings about the 
bureaucratiz2tion of the process. Conscientiz2tion is tr2nsfermed 
rr into a rp in bow of solutions..... e.nother way of making ? myth out 
of iton(49) 
\~hP.t positive contributions can be m2de? 
process of conscientiz2tion? 
How can we find the 
Primarily 9 the concept implies a b~sic starting point 9 i.e. the 
distinction between educetion ?S an instru.rnerct of domestication ;:;nd 
educ2tion as an instrument of liberation. Conscientizacao is not 
possible in the former 9 as in this process 9 education is 2n act 
of transferring knowledge. Conversely 9 however 9 educ:=·tion for 
liberption is conscientizing education for it. is an act of knowing -
a search by all to discover something. Education in this way 
tries to make and not simply st2te history. 
Through continuous questioning of culture 9 a liber2ting education 
truly communicates by removing slo[e.n.s. 
Conscientiz<=t.tion is interestinr from another vie,t!point. It places 
leernir.r in direct reJ.atj_onshiT) to the entire cultlirel situa.tion 
in whicr. peo~le live. 
of educationg 
Freire em~hzsises the politic2l n~ture 
political ar..<i economical structureso 0 (50) 
Co::1scientizetion mpkes this contrib:ltiono It guar<is ac;ainst 
thinking of educption in isolPticn frcrc the l)c,::er \·ihich estaolishes 
:~ts ir:sieter:ce -::l12t ed.uca.tio!\ car.not be de-Gec:1.ecl from ccr:cret::: 
I:ducc_tion 9 thus operates as P lever for the t:cpnsform~ 
ation of realityo 
Conscientization offers e clearer understanding of its oHn limit-
ationso ?or ifreire 9 education does not form society in a certain 
v..ray 9 rPther society having formed itself in a certein v..ray 9 establishes 
the education to fit the values which guide societyo Freire 
thus pl"•Ces emphes is 9 not on methods and techniques 9 but on the 
overpll character of educationo Those who uphold the view that 
if education mainteins society 9 it is because it can transform that 
which it m:=>inteins elw2ys .i'oreet 9 seys ?reire th2t 0 the pm·rer which 
created it will never allow education to be turned against ito 1l(51) 
\~hat then is the point of conscientizetion if the educator c2n 
apparently do netting? Freire contends that even limited effort 
is ivorthwhile and suggests~ 
~nrn history one does what is historically possible and not whet 
one would like to doo"(52) 
?erhaps e closer examir:a.tion of the 'tistoricelly possible 0 vJOuld 
lend a more purposeful view of educc_tionc_l reformo 
Tris 'total-view' approach factilitated by the concept of 
conscientiz2tion 9 mekes a further contributiono It helps to 
highlight those e.spects of human learning Hhich are often ignoredo 
It focuses on the circumstances in which learning takes pl2ce 9 the 
relationship of leerning tn action the way in which we internalise 
the values of societyo Freire encourages us to confront more deeply 
the social 9 cultur;:-1 e.nd political sonsciousness thet exist in 
societyo His philosophy is relevant in e.ny eppraisel of current 
educptionpl method a.nd any consideration of educ2tiow::l chpngeo 
"He forces us to think of the historic role pnd the vocetion of 
schools as the democratic socielizetion of those who ere schooledo 
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He challenges the individualistic concept of leerning and focuses 
on that le<·rning process vJhich is fundamentally a socie>l realityo 11 
(53) 
It may be tha,t 2bove all the ma.jor contribution made by Freire 1s 
concept of conscientization is the insitht it offers that all men 
are capable of sus·~aining a critica::. relationship cdth thej_r 
environmento Oonscientization is not the prerogative of a 
particular class or group 9 rather it is the right of ovary man to 
be more a~Vareo Freire reminds us that even ordinary people can 
come to grips with great ideas if they are presented to them in a 
manner and approach which is meaningful and moreover relevant in 
their daily liveso 
nit is remarkable to see with whet enthusiasm these illiterates 
engp.ge in debate o o o. o 11 (54) 
The awakening of consciousness is necessary so people can not only 
cri tice>.lly an2lyse their world and thus attain freedom 9 but 2lso 
become aw:- re of their own dignity as hum:m beings. 
The mythification of reality reduces human beings to things~ 
conscientizC>tion enables men to fulfill their humanity to become 
more hurnano The growth to critical consciousness 9 as people work 
together to change their oppressive living connitions9 helps them 
to reject the cultural myths that prevent their clear perception 
of reality o 
Freire 0s work is a vote of confidenceo If he has succeeded in 
demonstrating that the most powerless and marginal of peasants can 
be inducted into a life of responsible p:Paxis 9 one is led to believe 
that similar results are possible however degraded the circumstanceso 
People everyHhere can become a.were of their own dignity as human 
beings o 
There are problems 9 however 9 with Freire's concept of consc ientization. 
Some have accused him of a hidden elitism 9 not least of these Peter 
Berger who spea.ks of Freire 0s conscientization in terms of 11 conscience 
r::;.ising11 o(55) Freire is wide open to this charge but it is 9 I 
feel 9 a charge based on 2 misunders tandingo Freire is clepr that 
the process of conscientizP.tion 2lso implies the aw2reness that 
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::::c co so 1:Jo-,)_ld be to treat 
pzo;_::>le 2s objects. No~one can give freedom to anyone elsep all 
must join togethe:c to p2Tticipa te in their own libere tion. I'reire 
is not interesi~H). j_n thet elitist educationel approech vJhich seeks 
to produce :l.:mitPtions of the educa.tor = this represents education 
for don:estication and not liberption. If 9 houeverp the ch:orge 
f 1 · "'" · · ,. · d · r~ · · , h · r t ..., · · o e_l.,~scn l.S .:oun .€Q on .<.1.msy evJ.Qence~·:J. ere,,J.n . ac r.:·reJ.:re J.s 
x~ther v&gue and open to criticis8 is on the ~uestion of the 
emere;ence of leaders, r-iore \vill be s2id on this subject at a 
later stage in this study 9 suffice it to say 9 at this point 9 that 
Freire is never totally convincing and often rather sketchy on this 
matter o Eow can he be sure that the conscientized leaders will 
not become oppressors themselves? Oppressive regimes could make 
use of the conscientization concept to achieve exa.ctly opposi t~e 
ends. Although he counters the elitist charge 1.-Ji th a strong 
affirmction th2t the development of critical consciousness is a 
joint develo::;ment 9 the roles of those uho act as educators 
elongside the educatees is still unclePro He emphasises that 
only those \-rho h2ve undereone the 0Easter Experience 1 and effectively 
pa.rticip2ted in the rebirth to emerge on the side of the people 
c2n become leaders. HO\·Jever ~ he does not fully examine the 
practicel espects of how 9 in history 9 specialists in educstion for 
1ibere tion emerge 0 Further guidence is needed on how to act 
rea.listically in the actual work of education 9 how 9 in fact 9 to 0do 
in history \'!hat is historically possible 1 • The success of Freire 0 s 
ovm conscientization programrr:e in Brc:.zil did not provide sufficient 
b2sis for resistance to the military coup d'etat which swept away 
the hopes 9 born among the peasants who had experienced conscientiz-
f_n equally import2nt critic ism on the subject of conscientiza.tion 
is the charge that when a theory of learning is subordinated to 
poli ticel and soc iel purposes 9 th2t theory is itself open to clR1ms 
of indoctrinif,_tion end menipula~ion. t1fter ell 9 the themes chosen 
for discussion ?re simply the ones with the greptest capc=ci ty for 
challenging the existing sociel order. Freire is c-dcm,mt th2t 
sucn a challenge consistently comes through free dialogue but can 
he re2lly esc2pe the ch;:;·rge of m;::nipulation? Surely the values 
of the educe to:c:s Here preser.t in the codil?ica tior.s,~', U;;s not e:.nott.er 
vie\·! of socipl repli ty simp~y imposed upon the members of the 
culture circles? :?re.:Xe hzs ad:ni tted himself that the danger of 
manipulatior. exists but contends thf:.t his ,so;=l is simply to encourP/Ie 
people ta J.ecrn by h."'ving t;'lc::l che:.llenga the concrete rcali ty of 
their lives. 
of the le2J.~Y1ers is ;::hrays respected, 
accuse hirr: of subtle rr:anipula tion~ h-:: Hould sey this g 
"The reac tiona:ry pcrty mus t 9 of necessity 9 ;=void by all me2ns 9 the 
creation of cless consciousness among the oppressed. The 
revolutionary party finds this to be one of their important tasks ••• 
I don 1 t \•Jant to say that the revolutionary p?rty has to cre2te in 
every historical situation9 theoretic contexts - ?S if these were 
revolutionary schools to prep2re people to ~ake the revolution°. 
I 1ve never claimed this. Hhat I did say 9 c:ond I repe?t it here pnd 
noH 9 is th2.t the revolutionpry pFrty which refuses to leern Hi th 
the messes of people •••.• is not revolutionary. It has become 
elitist. It forgets a fundc:ment2l point of Harx in his third thesis 
on Feuerbach; 0 The educ:::.tor himself needs educc:tion 1 • r! (56) 
ConscientizP.tion 9 then 9 although a painful process c;::,n never be an 
imposition or a manipulction. 
11 I cannot impose my opinions on others. 
to shere them 9 discuss them." (57) 
I can only invite others 
Fin;::lly 9 whet of the charge th::;,.t conscientizetion is 2narchic 2nd 
will therefore lePd to disorder? This h2s been a const;::,nt fear 
for many who have encountered Freire's idees. There hes been 
debate that the conscientization of people will lead to fanaticism. 
In a training course ~bout the Freire met~od 9 a former fpctory worker 
made this comment in a.nswer to accusations of fanaticismg 
"I cpn°t say that I've understood everything you 0ve said just no\..J 9 
but I can say one thing - when I began this course I was naive and 
when I found out how na~V.e I W8S 9 I started to get critical. But 
this discovery hasn't made me a f~mPtic 9 and I don't feel any call~ 
apse either. 11 (58) 
Hare importantly this question of the enarchic consequences of 
conscientization disguise 2 deeper fe2r on the part of the question-
ner. It is the fear of freedom. Conscientiz2tion threatens the 
status quo - the re;oson F'reire found himself in prison. Those who 
f." r ' 
ft"::::r freedom confuse fLeec~.OI:l Fith the m,_.,ir..tai"'.e2::ce of the stc:.tus 
quo. But conscientizetio:r':l is historicel com-mitment. The more 
He .""nalyse the :perception of reelity? the more He ex-pose that re;::lity 
to discover tl':c nyt:1s tl:rt deceive us end help" su:::t2.in dehum2nising 
s t:c'1LC ture::: o 
coL"l'!i tr::ent - <:. ei tl::er com:-:i t myself to the hi.s·:.o~ic proce:::s Fith 
.?11 the riskEooc•• cr I ~cel::C?in outside ii:.;1 (59) 
It is 2. demer-1ding process not 11 <?n intellectual hobbyn(60). :i?reire's 
concept offers c; fresh questioning of our o~>m educe tionel pr;::ctice by 
r:1eans of R theory of human leprning thpt h;::s been el2.borPted follow-
ing a unique pr2ctice. Tl:trough an understpnding of the poverty 
eYperience in the sl~ms of Recife 9 Freire derives his me~hodology 
of conscientizption and invites us to e problerr.a.tic epproech to our 
Q\-Jn cu~ ture. Re is 9 in his m-m \·iords 9 ? if'ilgrirr. of the obvious 0 
but chPllenE;es us to pn 2l ternetive wpy of lookint; 2t the seemingly 
obvious through 2 redicPl re~examination of existing forms of 
educationo 
Mc::o 0 s formul2 for cultur::>l action wes~ 
"progressing from emotion:el knoHledge to e retional perception of 
reality. n 
A dpngerous progression 9 perhaps 9 but 1rlorth-.vhile for~ 
11 the rr.ore men ;::re conscientiz·ed 9 the more they exist 9 not just live." ( 61) 
>~Dduca tion is above all a. certain theory of knoi,rledte put into 
prac tic eo 11 ( 1) 
J?a:8.lo I'rei:re 's theory of lmoul2dtz is c:cucia::.. in any understanding 
of his pedagogyo Michael Matthews, in 'Knowledge, Action and Power 0 
(in oLiteracy and Revolution° edited by Robert Mackie) has commented: 
nAn educ,tor i:Jithout an epistemology is like a sailor v:itilouJs a 
rudder - blm·m around by 1:1h2.tever fads 9 fashions c;nd ideologies 
dominate the current educptiona.l sceneo 11 (2) 
Freire is no distressed sailor~ He is certainly not tossed around 
by every wind of doctrineo He himself has recognised the 
necessity for discussing epistemology in any discussion on educ-
a tiona Be goes still further and suggests thet 9 although there 
is undoubtedly an episterr.ology vJhich determines the method 9 11 both 
epistemolocr and met.~od are C.eterrr.ined by the ideology •.-Jhich is 
behindno(3) 
\·ihat epistemology lies behind Freire 0 s educ2 tional thought and by 
vJhat ideology is his methodology determined? 
the main concern of this particul?r sec tiona 
These questions form 
Firstly~ it must be st2ted tha.t 9 although Freire 0 s epistemology is 
possibly the best developed part of his theory 9 we are not dealing 
here with a systematic elaborption concocted by a philosopher in 
so~e remote institutiono Freire ~s theory of knm-Jledee begins 
with his own existential situation <md that of his 0 peasant 0 
leernerso This experience constitutes the first aspect of Freire's 
theory of knowledge - knowledge is intimately linked with praxiso 
"The act of knoHing involves a dialectical movement Hhich goes 
from action to reflection and from reflection upon a.ction to new 
ac tiona 0 (4) 
This 9 then 9 is Freire's main assertion~ t!·at knowledge comes out 
of reflection upon the actions of questioning subjects end U12t by 
participation in such reflection men transform their worldo 
ConseQuently, a further aspect of Preire 0s epistemology is that 
the act of knm..ring is the t2sk of sv.bjects and not objectso 
ilJ<JloHing~ wh2tever its level 9 is not the act by 1.11hich a subject 
transformed into an object docilely and ppssively accepts the 
contents others give or impose on him or hero Knowledge 9 on the 
contrary 9 necessi-t.:z.ts3 tt.e curious press:r:ce of subje~ts conf::ronted 
Here ::?reire echoes the vJOrds of Erich Fromm~ 
~;Kno1:rledge means that the individ'..lal ogkes his ovm Hey 9 learning 9 
feeling and finally co:::Ji~'l€ to a convictio71 uithout h2,v.:r..e an 
n i:::-respo:ns::.ole OI_)inion l on~ 6) 
Freire 0s epistemology is nm·rhere more clearly defined than in his 
insistence that 0 knowledge is a p:rocess 0 o It is not so~ethin8 
vhich is becoming 9 rather 9 something that is in the mekinfo This 
assertion offers the mee_ns of overcoming the dichotomy bet\veen 
existing kno\-Jledge and the creation of knowledge 0 
01 Knowledge is not a facto It is not a pe.ckage o 
Thus 9 
KnoHledge is a 
process which demends the trensforming action of hum~~ beings on 
reality o 11 ( 7) 
It is this active !!laking and remaking of knowledge through lenguage 
and dialogue thc-t distinguishes ?reire 0 s theory of kno'>Jledge from 
other classical conceptions of knowledgeo Indeed Freire is 
critical of b'~;Jth the Socretic and Pletonic definitionso Socrates 
we_s concer!led with definitions c-nd his seerch for definitions \vas 
associated with the thesis thet virtue was knowledgeo Thus 9 
the Socratic definition conceived of knoviledge as knmvledge of the 
thing defined but further to this 9 Socrates was concerned with 
judging the definition in the light of some other knowledge and 9 
therefore 9 c>dvocated e. pa.rticulcr method of cross-exemina tion as the 
best me::>ns of 2 ttainir:g knm-iledge o The thesis that virtue is 
knowledge is the thesis thct to know whpt is good is necesserily 
to do \vh2t is good and assumes the further ideal of determining 
what is good by a systematic method of inquiryo This method 9 
Socrates 2ssumed 9 \-:Tould yield knowledge of whc:t is good as opposed 
to the many ;md v2rious opinions as to wh2t is goodo Aristotle 
confirmed the Socrates 1 ideal of knoHledge w2s closely associated 
with a search for definitionso Be wrote that Socratesg 
11 believed that knowledge of virtue was the end and inquired viha t 
justice is end 1-.rhat courege is 9 and so \·Jith each of the parts of 
virtueooooo for he thought that all the virtues were forms of 
knowledge 9 so th? t to know what vias jus~ was at the s arne time to 
be justoc•(s) 
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~(r..ov-Jledge is to :x; a·ctainecl9 in the Socr-2 tic Se:O'lSe 9 oy 2 question 
and ens\·Jer method. of diecussion 9 seeking 2 definition which can be 
considered adequate if it is pccepted 2s correct by the interloc~ 
utors. 
:::'reire _cor::sen'ss tt:.et such a vieu eau2ti:.1.r; kYJ.o~-Jledge Hi th virtue 
0 did not consti·~ute o. h·ue p8d2EOEY of kn:)Hing even thot::fh it ~·J2s 
Although agresing cdth Plato about the necessary 
conditions faT knovJing 9 Le. t1:2t oan i:J8.S ca}Jable of a Qp:rise de 
conscience 0 and that passage from doxa to logos \vas indispensible 
for men to gain truth 9 ~reire regards such a definition as in-
2dequa te in thatg 
~~?or Plato 9 the prise de conscience did not refer to what man knew 
or did not know or knew badly about his dielectical relationship 
\-Iith the vJOrld;; it \·Je.s concerned r<dher Hith whet man once knevl 
and forgot at birth. nTo know \i2S to remember or recollect 
forgotten knoHledge. 11 ( 10) 
In Plato the ter.m 'p:ris de conscience· indicates an aHereness but 
in Freire this avJa.reness carries with it an indication thcot eware-
ness must necessitate taking some kind of action. Consc ien tiza tion 
~ust supersede the 0pris de conscienceu- awareness must become crit~ 
ical consciousness. 
For Freire - t:re overcoming of doxa by logos can only occur in the 
0dialectical relPtionship of man with his vlorld 0 • 
This is a valuP.ble Freirien insight 9 thc:t p person 2s 2 conscious 
body can not only knovJ the existi:qg knowledge 9 but know new know-
ledge. It is in this sense thet knowledge is a process 9 for it 
implies transformation uwhen we know 1 9 says Freire 9 'we transform~ 
No knowledge is ever complete. He see a.s the writer to the 
o· 
Corinthians put it0 °through a glass da.rkly 0 and this is because 
rea.li ty is always changing. Knowledge depends on the uncovering 
of re2l problems end 2ctual needs but in ora~r to deal critically 
with reality and to penetrate the raison d 1etre of our situation 9 
Freire mc:.intains th2t a b;::sic operation in the act of knowing must 
be the ability to gain dist~mce from the knovJable object. 
112rom the point of view of a theory of knm-.rledge 9 this means that 
the dynemic between codificetion of existential situetions ;ond 
decodifica.tion involves the learners in a constent reconstruction 
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For this reason~ 
there is no a.ct of lmo1::ing~ 1:1ithout 0 admir2tion~ of the object 
to be knoHno 0 ( 11) 
Ki'reire thus stresses t.he active pert the mind plcys in knowledge 
acauisitiono To kno"t·J things is e.lso to krww them in relc:tion -
to knoh' hm·J the part articulC'.tes Hith the 1:1holeo Here similiari ties 
bet1:1een Pl8to/Socrates c:nd Freire himself are evident - 0\-Je knou 
in order to do 0 rather than be toldo Sag for instance~ a peasant 
in one of Freire 0 s culture circles tells the story of going for 
tractor parts in S 2 ntiagoo He needed kno1:1ledge in order to acto 
t1hen he wasn °t responsible for anything 0 there WC?S no rea.son to 
read and write 1 ooooo 'Now it 0s a different storyooooo I am 
responsible not only for my work like all the other men 9 but also 
for tool repairso Hhen I started I couldn't read 9 but I soon 
rea,liz·ed that I needed to read and writeo•oooH(12) 
Freire calls for the 0 total visic~ 0 which we call knowledge and 
demonstrates a more complete understanding of the epistemological 
cycle which does not end at the stage of acquiring already existing 
knowledge but continues on to the stage of accepting and re-creating 
new knowledge o This type of epistemological cycle binds together 
both action and reflection and subjectivity and objectivityo 
then knowledge results from this constant interaction between 
! 
Since 
invention and re-invention 9 le2rning cannot authentically take place 
outside of enquiry or apart from praxiso 
existing knowledge and the knm-Iing acto 
We cannot dichotomise 
If Marx was insistent in saying that man is a socie.l being 9 Freire 
also consistently recognises the necessarily social nature of 
though to 
11 The 0 I think 1 is enhanced if the 0we think 0 is e1lhanced and this is 
an epistemological basis for dielogueo 11 (13) 
This emphasis on the social dimension of knowledge is important in 
Freireo It brings into focus his central notion of conscientization 
\,rhich occurs among men and women who live in social structureso 
This removes Freire 0 s epistemology from the level of the individual 
and again emphasises the historical aspect of the theory of knowing 
recognising once more the.t 0 it is total vision we call knowledge 0 o 
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for ::ire ire~ cri tica.l consciousness sees fa.cts 0 in their casual 
Pnd circumstcntial interrel2tions'1 • ( 14) 
Frei~e is not a ~essimist. Kno1:.rledga is possible but lmouledge 
is for a purpose a.nd that :purpose is ac tiono ICno·:Jle:ige cioes not 
exist for its o·lm sake ~ He know in order to c~o or to nut it in 
FreireDs oun 1:Iordsz cue kn::::·7 to the extent thet He ·::rc-.nsf:Jrm:Ja(15) 
In the :?reire approachv k:nouledge does not come as a sl0£:?.!1 9 it is 
not a matter of techniques 9 games 9 gimmicks or methods 9 but rather 
as Brigham he.s Hritten 11 a whole stance 9 a matter of besic relation= 
ship0 o ( 16) Kno1PJledge is a 11 fundamental way of being for individ-
uals who work to re=creatB the \vorld 1:Ihich they in..h.eri tG>d and in 
this process of construction and re~construction make themselveso 
They are because they are in a process of becomingo 11 (17) 
11 T'nere is ur..doubtedly an spis temology which deterBines the method 
and both epistemology and method are determined by the ideology 
which is behind."(18) 
The ~anking Concept'of Education 
"If my choiceo ••• o is a dc::nesticeting one 9 then education for me 
is a mere act of transferring knowledge o" ( 19) 
nKow 9 what I went is Facts. Teech these boys and girls nothing 
but Facts. Fccts alonB are wanted in life. Plant nothing else 9 
and root out everything else. 
reasoning animals upon Fects. 
to ther.:~ ••••• 01 
You can only form the minds of 
~~othing· else i:Iill ever be of service 
The speaker and the schoolma.ster and the third grown person present 9 
all bpcked a little a.nd swept with their eyes the inc lin8d plane 
of little vessels then and there arrenged in order, ready to have 
impe~ial gallons of facts poured into them until they were full 
to the brimo 11 (20) 
Charles Dickens' character of the austere school teecher 9 one 
fifr Gradgrind;; is a cl8ssic embodiment of the view thet knowledge is 
most successfully acquired by inert objects and as such is a 
vivid. re:present,.tio:n of the Freirian concept of 'banking education 1 o 
The bnnking concept is portreyed by Freire as one of two possible 
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~·mys in 1:!hich ecl.\lcation can oe pr<::.ctisedo 
grind 1 mould is ~ e.n act of depositing a in \-Jhich the teacher deposits 
a corpus or pc:c:.<:~>ge of knm·Jledge on the students~ 11ho in their turn 
act as effipty rece~t~cles for parcels of facts bestowed upon themo 
Benkine; ec::1.ca tion thus b~gins fro:::n t:'le false underc t2P..o_::..ng oZ oen 
as objectso ?his type of 0ducetion is 2 :::1ere act of tr<:,nsfe:!'ring 
knm-rledge. Tne educeto:rs :!'ecognise themselves eS those c-:t.o pcssess 
the knmvledge. That knC\·Jledge is necessarily a fact~ something 
static and the task of those in possession of such facts is to 
transfer that knowledge to those who do not knoV>JQ 
''. o ••• knowledge is a gift bes to"lrJed by those who consider themselves 
knowledgeable upon those whom they consider to know nothingon(21) 
In such a way men as recipients of prescriptions for the illness 
of ignorance are vie\•Jed as objectsa Similarly Je;m P2.ul S2rtre 
has referred to this educctive method as the 1digestive 0 or 
1nutritive 0 concept of education in which knowledge is 0fed 0 by the 
teacher to the students to 'fill them out 0 o Hence such imagery 
as 0hungry for knowledge 0 ~ ~a thirst for facts' etco 
By what method is this transference of kno"lriledge ce.rried out? 
The central ch<;racteristic of the Banking method is narration aimed 
at encouraging memorizationo It is a mech::mical process \..rhose 
narrc:tive style offers limited scope for actiono Participation 
on the part of students extends only a.s far c:s receiving 9 filing 
or storing the deposits. "Education of this type0J seys Freire 0 
"is sufferine; from narrption sicJr..ness. 0 0 •• The outst~mding character~ 
istic of this narr2tive education is the sonority of words not their 
transforming pouer. 11 Students are thus encour2ged to adapt to 
the world: 
e~The educ2ted man is the adapted man 9 because he is more 0fit' 
for the world."(22) 
Fundamental 9 therefore 9 to the banking concept is the underst2.nding 
of men as m:mege2.ble beingso The 11.'Ihy 0 of educPtion is reasoned 
to be the adap~?tion of individuals to the estcblished system of 
velues "man must submit to history"a(23) 
If the educators a.im is to 0regulete the way the world 0enters into 0 
students 9 the less likely it is thct such students will develop 
critical consciousness. 
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"BankinE' education is uJ~.:..lisad to Ewoid the thre2t of student 
c onsc ien ti.z2 ticn on ( 24) 
:mplici t in s:2ch a conce~t" tl:er. is the a.ssunrotion th2t there is 
a dichoto!:'ly bet\cieen men and the viorld~ Ban is n~erely j_n the uorld 9 
not ui th the v:orlcl o::' ,.,i th others o Ba~1kinr:; me~.:.'IJ.ods not only 
dichoto21ise tec:.c:ter fro:!:1 stu<ie!lt c:...::1d "tepching frcm lecr~i:r.f, bv.'t 
throug...1 a fragrnenta.tion of consciousness dichoto~ise me-n from the 
Horldo 
In sUI!lmary 9 be.nking educEJtion is foE_ isolated individuels Hho ect 
as empty containersp it consists of the trensference of 0reedy-
rn?de ~ peckr:>ges of inform::.tion by those who c:re in possess ion of 
the knowledge and proceeds by wey of mechanistic repetition and 
memorisetion to adapt men to historyo 
On whet grounds does Freire reject this educ2tioncl concept? 
Bcnking educetion 9 claims Freire 9 mini.'1lises or emmls the students 
ere 2 t i ve po~>Ier. By integrating the oppressed into the structures 
of oppression 9 the possibility of men becoming 0beings for themselves 0 
is denied. The more students work at storing 9 filing and catalog-
uing deposits 9 the less they develop cr i tica.l consciousness. 
Banking education proceeds 9 therefore 9 from a f:?lse prr,;mise 9 it sees 
men as objects. 
In the Bankin[ concept 9 teechers are not in the 0business' of 
commun.ica tion. Communiqu~s h::>ve repl2ced communica ticn. The 
process is thus a.vertical one and 8 one-w<?y process at thet. The 
focus is on the teacher and not the student 9 a pertnership is pre-
cluded.TD:te Banking_ concept says Freire serves the interests of 
oppression: 
"Based on 8 mechanistic 9 stetic 9 naturalistic 9 sp2ti2lised vie1r1 of 
consciousness 9 it transforms students into receiving objects. It 
attempts to control thinking and action le2ds men to adjust to the 
world and inhibits their erective po1.:ero 0 (25) 
Banking education 2ttempts to conceal certain facts which explain the 
way men exist in the world by mythologising.reelityo It resists 
dialogue and fails to acknowledge men as historical beingso 
Those 111ho utilize the banking method 9 knm,;ingly or unknouingly 9 fail 
tc perceive t~'la:~ -~he d.eposi ts -i;f:er::tselves cor.:tair. coccrr--dictions 
~f r:1en are searchers 9 sooner or later they may 
perceive the cont:rediction in ·v1hich banking educc;tion seeks to 
ma.intein them and then they 1:1ill engec:e therr:.selves in the struggle 
freire contends thet the truly cor..:ni tted nust reject the b2r:id.ng 
concept in its entirety and offers us en eltern2tive ideology= the 
ideology of liben:tion. 
Problem-Posing Educ2tion 
"It is not difficult to come on the practice of domestication ••••• 
in systemetic education. In the primary and secondary schools ••••• 
we are witness to the transfer of knowledge and not the se2rch for 
knowledge. n (26) 
:r bankine education epitomises the Qtransfer 0 of knowledge 9 Freire's 
problem~pcsi!"lg method is an opportunity to participate in the sec>rch 
"I heve to heve another concept of epistemology \•Jhich determines 
another met~odoloe,y. So education for me now 9 no longer 9 is 
transference of knowledge but on the contrc:ry 9 an a.c t of knowing. 11 (27) 
How is this radical educa.tion8l concept characterised? 
The educational gorl of deposit meking is abandoned in favour of 
a problem-posing method which sees man not es 2n isoL ted 0 ignor2nt 0 
being 9 but :::s m~~n in his envirorunent 9 rich in experience. In the 
banking concept 9 students are not called upon to know but to 
memorise but in the problem-posing method 9 students are no longer 
docile listeners but critical co-investiga.tors in dielogue with the 
teacher. They are active human beings discovering the object 
of their knowing: 
".. • . • the conception of education v.rhich recognises. . • • • that it 
is a gnosiological condition challenges them to think rather than 
memorise. 11 (28) 
If the banking method viewed men 2s objects 9 problem~posing educetion 
e~ebles teachers and students to become subjects of the educctionel 
process. The educEtor is ;:: cognitive subject ubo recognises not 
11 1 think~ therefore 9 I am 9 ~J but "we think 9 therefor(il 9 we c:rec. (29) 
Tl:us 9 this alternative concept of educc::tion responds to mcm~s 
a fraementc tion of consciousness~ the ed.1:ce.tione 1 content of the 
problem=!)OS ir!g a:rp::ro2ch corresponds to t.te problems of emergent 
c OY'sciou.sness. PT.obles~posine; affirws men as 0 'ueings in tbs 
process of becc:c::iz~g 0 2.r:.d is o.ir1:2d e.t E.8lc;.r.e; cen critic.:l o: ~::e 
establishsd syotell'. of v2lues. I·'ien C.o not, there:::'ore, · m:..'c=:':.-~ to 
:CnNJlec\ge is no longe::r 2 prep?red 
package? but is to be discovered. The role of the proble~-posing 
educe. tor is to creete 9 together Hi th the students 9 the cor.di tions 
under 1:rhicb kno\·Jledge ~,t the level of doxa can be superseded by 
0 true 0 knowledge at the level of the logoso Consciousness is not 
something to be kept submerged 9 but rather is encouraged to emerge 
in the critical intervention in realityo Hen thus develop their 
po'~>rer to perceive critically the way in Hhich they exist and to 
consider their relations with the world to see the world in processo.o 
In this way 9 the role of educption is the 
unveiling of critical consciousness as learning consists of 
problematising realityo 
Education can take consciousness as a starting point by performing 
1,-Jhat Freire ca:as e.n archaeology of consciousnesso 'Ihe e..rchaeology 
of consciousness invites men and women who are at a neive level of 
consciousness 11 •••• o in which they cannot express their wordo •• o 0 
to know that they cen know". (30) 
'1·.'hereas Banking methods dichotomise wan and the 1:1orld 9 proble:::n-
posing education considers men in their relation with the worldo 
In the very incompleteness' of human beings lies the roots of 
humanistic educationo Educc:tion must be ;m on-going activity 9 
if 1:-.nowledge is not static it is impossible to tr.,nsfer it as it 
is in the process of becoming day by dayo The educator does not 
possess the knowledge 9 he knows rather th2t he does not know in a 
complete or total wey: knowledge is t~us a process not a fact and 
educators e>re in the business of trensform2tion cmd not transfer-
8tion. 
Problern~posing brecks the vertical one-w2y pattern of the barJcing 
approach and repl2ces it vli th 8 tHo~way horizontal rela tionshipo 
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vill be se.id 0::1 this relc.-tions:1ip in the follmo~ing section)o 
?roblem-:;:>osing educ<Ction is co:ntinuPlly remc-de in praxis? it does 
not reiD~o:i:'ce c.en 1 ~ fat,-l:i.s-G:Lc attih;C:_es bt.:~: presents the re2lis-Gic 
situ~tion itEelf 22 a problsma 
It exists for Q2n in his environment and is :E:;ime?cL 2.t mc,king him 
criticplly consciouso ':'he method proceeds by Hay of in.vestiration? 
thematisption and problem2tisation and placing consciousness at the 
cen.tre demythologises re2.li ty in order to facilitate the creation of 
new knowledge o Education is thus a relationship ben~een subjects 
in the pet of knowing end cralleng-es both te2chers ;:md students 
to see reality 2S transforwable. Problem-solving educPtion is? 
therefore~ 0culturel action for freedom 0 o 
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ll.s \:Ji th earli~r s.cccu.nts of Fr~ix-0 ° s eopl'g;sis on nsut:::'alJi. -cy em 
con:scieTI-Giz~:t:l.cm 0 the cain c:ri ticisw of hie edu.caU.c:n.a.l id®as siiS:::G 
fz-o::1 his Z>ll ~ce: 12a.sy div!s!o::J. of t.'-112 hu:mn Eace into o:;n>resso:r 
~rl opFess~cl ar..C..:. as e conse~Jl.tance? ec:cca iic::J. i!9 see::t as a shp:!LG 
cnoice = eith.ex for do::1esiicatio:a or liberatioJno 
11 \:JhoX'lS&fJ ban~dng edu.catio:n aneesihoiises and inaihiitB creative 
p~uer 0 p:robler:tt=pos~ng education involves a cons 'tant unveiling Q?.i 
reality a~(~) 
Is it really as simple as this? Can not education sooeti~~s 
ccnt&in el.ements of both and is it necessarily true that a process 
~hich prizes knouledge for its oun sal~ is al't-1ays 0 in each and 
ev~ry case 0 a:ooestheiizirig? Do ~-Je not 0 just occa:Sioll'.l.ally 0 
operetta. ~t S); level. sone~;Jhere in be:~-Je~n? heire t1ould oatural,ly 
say the t 0 sor:::.euher~ in bewGen ° is no mor11:: OX' less than an option 
for the 0 oppNlssor 0 but ~mybe h0.::is making here & peculiarly Third 
l:Jorld commie.nto 
Is. Freire merely offe:x'ing a ne'f;J set of jargon? 
~Ihs~ead of a teacher 'f;Je had a co=ordinator 0 instead of lectures 
dia.logue 0 instead of pupils group participents 0 instead of alien= 
a ting gyll~bi compact programmes uere broken do'!;!n and codified into 
learning uni~s o ~~ ( 2) 
. "'' 
At a quick ,gla?C®p it ~rould seem that Frej.re is sioply offeFing u~a 
& different sst of ia'bels and it uOU:lcl be easy to @lisoiss him '!;!i th 
a 0ue 0ve heard it all before 9 this is nothing neu 0 attitudeo Hou= 
ever 9 taken in the total context of his own praqtl.,~.s ~· and not just 
as an isolated set of ter~s 9 we c.an penetrate beyond this supsr= 
ficial rejection of Freire and see. tha.t 0 although he is not S~Y.ing 
anything pa.rt:icula!C'ly 0 origina,l 0 9 it cay.yet turn out to be 
revolu tionacy o 
'
00n the su'bjec: t of or.igin&li ty ll I have ah1a~s a~-=~d uith De~GY. 
for t1poro originality does not lie in the extraordinary .and fal?-cifml 
b1!ll.t in putting everyd~y things to uses ~Jhich had no:t occ~ed to 
o tl'iers o ·~ (3) 
Bruce. Boston 9. in an article entitled 0Notes of a lLoving Critic. 0 
hes .. made an interesting criticism. of Freire. 0s theory of kni:>t-rledgeo 
Boston. clC~imB ths.·t Freire 0 .s epistemoJogy is 0at odds tdth itself o 
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c:Ris cpistemolocy '\'i?S arrived a-G inductivelyo Vhat is objectionable 
is that when the Hhole ITlc:>t-rix of theory and praxis is presented 9 
the reverse order is followedo A theory of knouing is developed 
then a me thad is advcmced 1,-Jhich corresponGs to the theory~ then a 
si"l;uation is evolved in Hhich ·~he method can be or h2s been usedo 
As I':reire ~wrks :1c p::-oceeds inductively as he spe<d\:s he proceeds 
deduc tivelyo 01 (4) 
I cannot agree \vith Boston°s vieNo Te.king Freire 0 s 1-cJorks 9 talks 9 
lee tures 9 discuss ions as a. whole 9 the mast abiding impress ion is 
of one who speaks from experienceo If his epistemology is at 
odds with itself 9 as Boston maintains 0 this 0 L~~ression 1 is presented 
surely by Freire 0 s honest effort in standine beck from his exist-
ential situation in order to evalupte it and recreate new possib-
ilitieso It is in this sense that he clcrifies his experience 
and deduces his theories 9 constantly re-cl2rifying them ~hrough 
conversation vii th hundreds of people around the vJorldo A method 
is not 11 advanced to correspond 1-c1i th a t'cleory 11 • 
are deduced. from an evaluation of experienceo 
Re ther theories 
Freire constantly 
reminds his listeners of the fallecy of borrowing his theories 9 
wholesale 9 without due attention to the local situationo Eis letters 
to ~Jorkers in Guinea Bissau are constantly indicative of this o 
Perhaps a more v2lid cri ticism 9 at least for the purposes of this 
project 0 is that made by Professor Ian Listero He suggests that~ 
"The greatest v1eakness of the Freire method is politicaL 11 (5) 
Here vle have a str;;mge p2radoxo Freire h<:=ls always insisted that 
01 v1e cannot think of educa.tion without thinking of power 9 political 
power"(6) 9 and P.lready in this study this emphasis has been singled 
out as a 0strength 0 in Freire in th8t he encourages us to see the 
underlying issues behind our educational philosophy. HoHever 9 in 
an examination of Freire 0 s educational philosophy in the context 
of our own schools 9 here in Britain 9 this political issue may well 
prove to be a stumbling blocko Boston makes the point clearlyg 
c;His peda.gogical stance is one geared to explosiono o •• o Hha t might 
be more useful is a pedagogy geared to erosion - the systematic 
undermining of the social~ political and cultural assumptions \>Jhich 
perpetuate not only the slums of Rio and Harlem 9 but elsa the board 
rooms 0 university lecture halls and legislative classroom:so 11 (7) 
distinguished bet-~-re~m ~systematic education 1 vrhich can be changed 
only by radice.l political pouer and ieducational projects 1 which 
can be ca~ried cut in the process of joining the oppressed in their 
organising a.nd dcvelo:;;:::nent - r..eedless to say 9 the p::rp.ctice.l methods 
for carrying o:2t the l::etter are never too clearly G.re-:·mo 
Hovever 9 L~.steT's criticism deserves 2t·~enticn. ::'. r::lisguided 
tra.nspl8.nt of the Ii':reire educa:tiona:.. method could tvell be confront-
ationist9 vJhereas in many societies a stea.dy picking c.tvay at the 
domim~nt cul ture 9 or 9 as Boston h2s called i t 9 1aa kind of educational 
guerilla warfare skirmishing here 9 digging out a foundation stone 
there 9 inserting a wedge somewhere else 9 °(8) may well be more 
likely to succeedo 
Conscientization has 9 nevertheless 9 2 significant political dimension. 
It is not simply a process of increa.sed avJareness but one geared to 
the radical transformation of social reality. It is import2nt 
here to remel:lber th::-t most of Freire 1 s 'I!Jork t•Ja.s done with adults 
and was carried out outside of e.ny traditional institution. Ue 
are concerned here with the applic?tion of Freireis thought to the 
education of young people (and in p2rticular religious education) 
within the institution of the school. How can social and political 
action be related to the educational needs of children? Let 
it first be made c le 2r the. t I're ire is not age ins t ins ti tu tions or 
even a member of the Ivan Illich 0deschooling 0 group. He calls 
us to ask import2nt questions suet as~ 0 Hhom the schools are 
serving11 9 nag:;,inst whom are they vJorking11 etc 9 and then relates the 
political/social aspect to a. need to create 0free spaceQ within the 
ins ti tu tions o He would not agree that young people have nothing 
to do with politics and believes it is possible to challenge young 
people to understand hm·I and \vhy society works. In t.l>is sense 9 
therefore 9 Freire is relevant. His is not a plee for a genere.l-
ised educational effort 9 but ratherg 
11 individually o o o o o 1;1e could have some kind of experience in is lands 9 
of ch2llenging the young people 9 concerning political questionsooooo 
\.e don°t need a branch of political science to teach students 
politics o l'.'e can discuss politics through 18ngu21.ge for example 9 
or through geogrEphy or his tory o" (9) 
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:It m2y be the- t 1.-.re c2n 2.lso discuss s'.:'.cl: i3sues in Relicious 
Educationo 
Perheps the most 2ntcgonistic view of 7reire 0 s 0 problem-posing 0 
method is to be found 8210n§:St 7hose e:r'O::l2)S of 0 ed~cetcrs 0 uho 
various se:?!ina:rs Hhere his methoC.s have been cor:sicierecl non=vic::ble 
because~ 
0 ooooo res:J.lts are slm-1~ uncertain end long clrc:.tm~outooooo this 
time \>Jesting cannot be justifiedo In choosing betvreen die,logo.e 
and enti-dielogue 9 we choose the le.tter because it is more rapido 11 (10) 
Releted questions also imrolve the contention th2.t there are some 
areas of kno"Vrledge Jlfor eJrample technical knowledge.P 1:1here 0rapid 
deposits 1 of that knouledge are necessary for re;cso!'ls of speedo 
One cen imaging these objections finding reedy expression <:md supp-
ort in most staff rooms in British schoolso Freire's answer to 
such questions is to re-aSfirm that the objectors reveal a Cfplse 
conception° of the Hay knowledge is acquiredo There is no real 
argument against, this ans>-vero It mAy 9 hmrever 9 be a frustrpting 
answer9 for 'authentic 0 education in the Freire mould must~ of 
necessity 9 be a long 9 ?rduous processo 
\'Jh2t is the value of Freire 0 s Educ<-tionel Approech? 
"The brillient quality of Freire 1 s enelysis is relevant to eny 
educetion;::l prograr.nneo As a serious scholar he demer·ds cereful 
study in our own countryo 11 (11) 
Freire hes a ~ositive contri~ution to mpkeo He offers new insight 
on the fundamentel issues which underlie tr2dition2l methodso It 
is not an imposing analysis but rather presents us Hith 2 choice 
\vhether or not to continue to utilise the bc-nking conc~pt of 
education or to,opt for the 0 problem-posing 1 eppro2ch and all the 
possibilities th~t option might entailo Freire ch2llenges us to 
exc:-mine even the very vrord educc-tiono Iv2n Illich h;;,s sc:id this 
about our use of the termg 
"The \vord 1 eG.uc;::tion 1 1:12s invented ?..r:d then rerr;~inoc pretty co:2s ta.nt 
in the :rr:eanin€' until very recently. It Has used exclusively to 
designate ~ look it u~ in the dictionc::ry - tbe heteronomous 
production of a set v2lue of le;:rning (2s opposed to the non-
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Freire \rlould ae;ree 1:Ji th Illich~ thpt schools are~ in fact 9 instrU!:J-
ents of social control and Hill remain so a,s lone as they maintain 
the 0wrong p2rception ° of their tasko o 0 o o 1:1hich is to trAnsfer to 
His eC.ucationcl r:c.athod 
is not only ner;ative e.nd cor..cerned ':fi th c·!hf" t Echools ere e.nd Hhy 
schools 0fail 1 ~ but it is a positive philosophy based on 1::he.t Gchools 
might beco2e through an active attitude by 1:!hich it is poEsible to 
This is Freire 0 s major contribution~ his emphasis 
on the centrality of crea.tivityo He offers 2 Helcome a.l ternptive 
to the ever-increasing campaign for inculcating the three R 1 s or 
the 0 Back to Basics u bandvuo..gon o In an article entitled 1Creativity 
at the Centre 1 Gerald Haigh h2s \oJri tteng 
nit is in a sense tragic that there is this continuing need to 
re=itercte- the notion of prim2ry education as processooooo The 
need arises bec<mse there is a continuous groundswell and every now 
2.nd again a fairly assertive 9 bubbling up 
primary curriculum to account by meens of 
objectives 9 or in terms of acquisition of 
Freire restores cre2tivity to the centreo 
with Haigh thatg 
of attempts to bring the 
me e.s ur ing it age ins t 
basic skills o 1' ( 14) 
He \·Jould no doubt agree 
11 everything in the primary school must start from creativity and 
without it 9 there is nothing worthwhileo 11 (15) 
Freire's analysis offers a further choiceo It is the choice 
betv1een a.uthori ty centred learning or autonomous learningo Auth= 
ority centred learning is an approach based on the banking concept 
of educgtiono Michael Rossmannv in 'On Learning and Social 
Change g Tr,nscending the Tobli tar ian Classroom 1 has identified 
the autonomous learner as one Hho 0 knovrs how to formulate problems o o o 
identify the relevent sources of informcotiono•••o choose or create 
procedures 9 _evalu2te his own skills or 9 stated very loosely 9 they 
include the a.bility to know whe.t he w&nts (or needs) to learn 9 the 
a.bili ty to see clearly the process of his learning 2.nd the ability 
to interact with othersooooo Out of all this he is able to create 
useful knowledgeo Let us ca.ll him an autonomous learner 9 for 
he directs hinse1Ln(16) 
If our choice is a significant critique of tradi tiona.l methods 9 
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problem-posing oe thod deserves s er io-J_s cons iderc: -cion o 
Freire 0 s vieH gi'-'es to educe.tionnF.! better sense of history0 ~C17) 
if schocls are not to be trapped in -~he dichotofi"y uhich divorces 
the effects cf ell aspects of knoulc::lgeo 
'~D2::;cs i ting in the classroom must give 1:JPY to prcblem=rJOs ir:g? so 
that the students are required to e:x2nine 9 to kno1:1 9 and to transform 
their world and thus participate in genuine comrr.1.lnicationor1 (18) 
The curriculum cdll no longer represent 0 2n ivory tm-:er of ideas;· 
ra.ther 9 by teking as its starting point them2tic investigation 9 the 
curriculum will become 9 more and more releva.nto 
It may well be a mistake to speak of Freire's pedP.gogyo A better 
term could be 0 an~agogy'- the art and science of helping 1adults 0 
le:rno If we C?n t2ke the risk and refocus on lec:rning rether 
than teaching 9 the q_ua.li ty of our education mey viell be improvedo 
I;ducation can thus cper:=d;e to ernancip2te end not subjuee.ie the 
individ.u2L It is a demanding choice but 9 :r;.everthe::'..ess 9 it is a 
dema.nd for the great and not the mediocre o By inviting people to 
believe in themselves 9 by expelline the myth of inferiority 9 we 
m2y not yet have the whole answer 9 and I:Je may hc_ve many problems 9 
but we mpy yet do somet':::ting tm•u::rds the reelis?tion of the 
nupossible dre?IDo 11 (19) 
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~~In the educe tional J?rocess for libere. -~ion~ educator end educa tee 
and educatee-educP tor ere both cogni t5.ve subjects before knowable 
objects c-Jhich ~ediete themo~'(1) 
teecher~student contr2dicticno 
by Freire postulates 2 break Hith the traditional vertic.:::!. re:'.atiorc= 
ship vlhich is :?resumed to exist beh1een tec-cher an:i stud.ento :?or 
Freire 9 teaching can never be carried out [l from the top dmm~ but 
only from the inside out~ by the 9 illi tere te 0 himself \vi th the 
collabor2tion of the educ?toroH(2) 
A new term emerges 9 therefore 9 - 0 tea.cher=student \·Ji th students-
teechers 9 o Thus 9 the te2.cher is no longer s i.rn:ply 0 the one \vho 
teaches 1 but one •..rho is himself ta.ught in clialoc~e with the studentso 
Freire endorses the statement of r1arx~ "The educator himself nee:is 
educatingo"(3) The relptionship does not stop thereo The students 
in turn 9 \'lhile being ta.ught 9 c;lso tec:cho Tnis type of education is 
therefore a horizontal p<".rtnership or 112, joint endeavour involving 
teacher and students who become teachers-students. and students= 
te2chers 9 all growing 9 learning and creatingo"(4)o It is in this 
sense that the dichotomy be~•een teacher and learner is dispelledo 
In a domesticeting practice (the banking concept) 9 where educptors 
are the 'possessors of knm-1ledge 0 1:md educatees 1 empty pots 0 to 
be filled by the educators~merlipuletion~ says Freire 9 is a central 
connotation as the vertical relationship beh1een educator and 
educatee implies that the second are tte objects of the firsto 
\-Jhen this P<" ttern is broken and replaced by partnership 9 the 
educ2tor invit8s the educatee 0 to kno-w· in a critical way' and there 
is no such dichotomy as thc:.t beh..reen manipul2tor and manipuleteeo 
This is because a dialogic?l process has 9 in fact 9 superseded a 
prescriptive oneo 
'I\-.ro cruci2l questions arise o Uha t is the role of the tec:chers in 
the process of knovling end \>lh2t is the role of the ::o tudents? 
:CTeire m::-introins that a te,cl:E:r is en ind::ctive presence in 2 croup 
of inquirerso He is a subject seeking to know with other s-ubjects 
in an attempt to develop a synthesis between teacher-student and 
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str,_dent~tecC~1€:::'o '::ne tec:che:r recognises the role students play 
in the re-creRtion of knowledge and seeks to involve them in the 
prep2retion of their mm further educationo Pol:ary Louise So::ners 
hes CAlled this process ~engaging the learner~ o 
":If the tzc:che:r is to eng2.ge tne learner in t;anuine leerning 9 hG 
m:.1st ;:,ssist t~ae cJ.c:.ssroom or unit system to d:rau deeply from nis 
beckgrou:::td of individual life experiences 9 anC. to use the :rich 
resources of thought 9 feeling and .s.ction of each lee:rne:ro 11 (5) 
It is an important task for any teacher to recognise these Qrich 
resources 1 • Freire 0 s own experie~ce led him to 2cknowledge that 
the peaspnts in his culture circle had their own °knowledge 0 o 
"Uha.t ce.n one presume to 0 teach j an adult Hho affirms 0 I heve the 
school of the world 0 1'11 (6) 
Tee teacher suggests ra.ther than pre=determines gener2tive themes. 
Ee presents cognitive meterial for consideration end then reconsiders 
his eprlier presente.tions in the light of his students 0 consider= 
ations. The teecher does not possess his materiel as his property. 
Rather the meterial is the teecher 0s reflection on the students 
reality or better still 9 it is material prepered by the students 
themselves: this Wps Freire 0s own practice when members of his 
li terecy groups cre2ted their own reading matter by scratching 
words in the dirt road where they workedo 
Freire preferred the word 0co-ordinetor 0 to that of teacher. 
Hm·Iever 9 given the t his 1.1ork wa.s >vi th adults end took place outs ide 
formal institutions~ he himself sees his theory on the crucial 
relationship between educ~tor and educa.tee as a link betwee~ his 
own Third i'Jorld practice and our own educational work. 
cussion with Ian Lister in 1976 he commented~ 
In a dis-
"i'Jhen people speak about complex societies like yours here 9 it is 
as if they were saying that the Third World is not complex~ but it 
is also complexo There is a difference of levels of complexity. 
For me the real problem~ the rea.l question ive h;;we 9 is once again 
the 1 political character of education' 1rrhich conditions the methods 
2nd techniques He use. For example if you trke only one point~ 
the reletionships bet\-Jeen the educator and educatees in the process 
of educationo 0 (7) 
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Tc.,:dnc; t1~.::.s 0~12 ~~Oi!lt~ it follows 9 in <?.nst·Je:r to ~he questic~'l 7~,he.:'c 
is the role of the te2cter~ 9 that the tec>cher 0s role 9 in the ~reire \ 
practice of education must be a clearly defined oneo Educators 
have to cboose Hhich side t!":ley are Ono They oust e~phasise either 
the 0 false consciotumess 0 of tb.e edu~atees or their ~cri·~ical 
conscio-c:sr.ess~o :=ducatoTs oust exF.>!Dine themselves~ they ::nust 
kno'3 u,,rb>t to c:o 9 hoH~ Fheng with uhom 9 Hhy 9 i'or and ::gainst 
\vhom 0 o ( 8) 
11 \Jhat seems fundamental to me is the clear=cut position \-Jhich the 
teecher must assume in relc>.tion to the political option9 this 
implies vp..lues p.nd principles 9 a position with respect to the 
'possible dream 0 that is to be accomplishedo"(9) 
Once his options ere clear 9 hoH C<m a teecher become a 0 good 0 
teacher 9 hm-: CFr. he initiate the 0 possible dream 0 ? In a letter 
to the co=ordin8tor of a culture circle Freire lays down guidelines g 
11 In order to be able to be a good co-ordinc; tor for a 0cul tural~ 
circle 0 you need above all 9 to have fa.ith in man9 to believe in his 
possibility to cre2 te 9 to change things o You need loveo"(10) 
This 0 faith in the people 0 is parp_mount in Freireo He stresses 
repeatedly th.~ t the efforts of <.ny educator must be imbued 1.vi th a 
profound trust in men and their creetive povJero Faith in the 
students must preceed any curriculum development in order to 
pch ieve an au then tic pra:rris o It is a trust in students a pooJer to 
reason end reflect thc-.t the teacher must actively derr.ons tra teo 
A further necess2ry quality is humilityg 
11You as the co-ordin?tor of a. 1 cultura.l circle 1 must be humble 9 so 
t.hat you can grovJ vJith the grcup 9 instead of losing your humility 
and claiming to direct the group- once it is P.nimptedo 11 (11) 
i:Jith faith 9 le>ve~ humility 9 as pre-requisites~ how does the teacher 
operate in the learning process? 
advice g 
Freire offers the following 
11During discussions do ;:;.ll you can to ensure thc.t the entire gro~p 
particip::- tes o •. o o become e pPrt of the groupo o o o o respect the 
s ignif icar:ce thEt the group a ~t2ches to materials ••••• Seek to G.eepen 
the ;malysis until the situation presented a.s a problem is criticised. 
Do not move ahead of the groupo o o o o 
It is impo:;::ot:"'!l t t~'lc- t you ce lieve -G:Ca t each ~ee -~ine ·ui th your group 
~.Jill lea.ve both you and the 1~embers enriched ••••• 
e critical postu.re."(12) 
Seek to have 
How does such an educator emerge? 
0 Underly ing the entire methcdo1ogy of :7reire ard. !.J.is o·~m cor:En.?.. "i:::1ent 
to ec\v.cation 2s 'cultural act:..on for ::..iberGtion Q lies t:te :Sost8r 
Theology of death Pnd resurrection."(13) 
hes Hritteng 
This is the key. 
11 He is an educetor who has to live the deep significance of 
Easter. 11 ( 14) 
Freire 
\·.'hat does lireire intend us to understc;,nd by his use of this Biblical 
concept? 
In order to pract~e educetion as the ~rsctice of freedom' the 
educ2tor has to 0die 1 as 2 unilater2l educator of the educatees 
in order to be 0re=born ° ag.oin ES the educe.tor-educa tee of the 
educatee-educators. ~his willingness to 9die 0 to oneself i? 
furthermorE7> a daily experience. Yet again 9 this is not a one-\:Jc:y 
process for 9 writes Freire 9 "on the other hand at the moment et 
"Ihich the educ2tor for liberetion is dying as an exclusive educator 9 
he elso h?s to challenge the educa tees in order for them to die as 
exclusive educatees in order to be born ;:;.gain as educstors. 11 (15) 
1:/i thout this Easter experience 9 there can be no va.lid engegement 
in the pra.ctice of 0 educc:tion for liberetionQo The experience is 
not simply necessc.try for educ;::tors within a school 9 it is absolutely 
indispensable contends Freire 9 °for the revolutionary lee_dership11 • 
The second cruci2l question concerns the role of the students in 
the process of knowing. Clearly 9 students ere to be 0 subjects in 
their ovm right'. The students share with their teachers inform~ 
ation 9 idees and perceptions. They are to be involved 9 responsible 9 
lee.rning from e2ch other as we:i.l as from the te2cher. The student 
operptes ?S 9 an autonomous learner 0 9 as Brigham puts it 11 freed up 
rather th?n iY'culca. ted dmm 11 • ( 16) 
In the B?nking concept of educa tion 9 students a.re merely cr-lled 
upon to memorize contents narrpted by the tepcher. They are 
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do~ile listeners. 
cri tj_cal co-investigs. tor9 9 are called upon to 1knovJ 0 and together 
with the tac.cher 9 to help create conditions under ioJhich knowledge 
at the level of doxa can be sup:=rseded by knctJledge at the level 
of loges. r:ere again -~r:.e erroneous nature of t~1c 0ba.nking 
concept 0 iB demonstr~ted. J:l:ot o::1ly dozs it sap.rate tec-cher ::ron 
but also me-n fTcm S::te role of the E tuder::c 
is necessarily critical. As emancipated individuals rather than 
standaxdised human beings 9 students are given the opportunity to 
become 0fully literate 0 and this 0 for Freire 9 implies 0 political 
1 i teracy 0 • Learners are as ked to 0 think 0 not passively receive 
prefabricated knowledge and through such leaxning they also teach. 
The Imnortance of Dialogue 
"To know which is al1;1ays a process 9 implies a dialogical situation.n ( 17) 
The central characteristic of the problem posing method is dialogue; 
it is the principle by which the banking co~ept can be opposed. 
"The quintessence of dialogue is the vior.&0'(18) 
Fg;r Freire 9 the \'lord hc:s tuo components = reflection and action. 
He is critical of, the traditional curriculum because he says it is 
based on words divorced from reality- 0alienating blah 0 • In an 
authentic dialogical situation both teachers and students 2re 
engaged in the constant problematisation of their existential sit-
uation and 9 . therefore 9 ° tea.chine; is an apprenticeship in n2ming 
th~ world'. The dialogical rel~tionship which is necessarily implied 
when knowledge is re-created with the students and not transferred 
to the students r.mst begin before the cla.ssroom programme is 
organised. Communication is the central theme and questions such 
as 0how do the students think9 what is their vision of the world' 
are importa.nt preparr:tory considerations. Dialogue is not simply 
another technique and for this rea.son it permeates the whole education-
al process- it does not operate as an alternative classroom method. 
For Freire 9 dialogue is what learning is a.ll about. In his frame 
of reference educ2tion is designed end experienceu as intimately 
linked with all other aspects of lifeo 
rrrt is to devote oneself to the constant transformation of reality ••• 
di::>logue is the content of the form of being which is pa.rticule:..'lY 
hu.man. 11 ( 19) 
~i2logue is an e:idstan·i;i2l necessityQ .::.t :i.s t~1e er..co1:nter I.Ja·b.:een 
men media ted by the vror ld o 0 It consists in people meetine; tog= 
ether in a spirit of trust 9 hUflility and CO=operetionooooo to 
make and ren2ke knoHledgev Hhich uill help them to tr;msform the 
t-Jorldo n (20) 
True dialogue re0.uires critical thinki:r.e; = it generates critical 
thi~-~ing and above all cc5Dunicationo 
n\!ithout dialogue 9 there is no ccm::::r'-l .. "lica·cion e.nd 1:1ithout co::-.:mur..ic-
e.tion there can be no true educa tiono n (21) 
Dialogue canno~ by its very definition 9 invadev m2nipula.te or 
0make s logens 0 o On the contrary 9 dialogue a.wakens an aHareness o 
In education it begins with thematic investigationo 
tl The important thing from the point of vie\•J of libertarian education 
is for men to come to feel li~e masters of their thinking by dis= 
cussing the thinking and vieHs of the Horld explicitly or implicitly 
manifest in their own suggestions and those of their comradeso 
Because this view of educ~tion staxts with the conviction that it 
cennot present its own programme 9 but must search for this progremme 
dialogicelly with the people 9 it serves to introduce the pedagogy 
of the oppress ed in the development of which the oppressed must 
participateo 11 (22) 
Dialogue thus corresponds to tbe essential nature of men vrho are 
nessentially comounicative creatureso"(2~) 
A Critical .A.ssessmen-':; of the Diel ogical Learning Process 
A cursory glance at Freire 0 s resolution of the teacher-student 
contra.dic tion frequently begs the question: 11 Is the role of teachers 
to be ultima. tely elimine.ted?11 
Freire 0 8 theory certainly seems to demand a radical revolution of 
tra.di tional knowledge structures and a re=appraisal of the role of 
the intellectuo>L Not surprisingly 9 many educators ha.ve felt their 
own position not a little threetened by Preire~s 2ppro2Cho 
ever~ rreire he.s insisted that he is not against the intellectual (24) 
but in favour of a new kind of intellectue>l sh2ped through the dia-
lectic between practice and theoryo 
professoro 
t;ei ther is he against the 
1::ho are not the possessors of k:nm:led.r;::: of the truth 9 out ul::o are 
able to learn ,,.rith the educatees together mediated by realityo 11 (25) 
TeAchers are not 9 therefore 9 to diseppear ;-nd dialogue does not 
necessarily deny t:1e legitimacy of ex:9e:rt kno-;rleclgeo Zxper·~ 
l(""']m-Jlede;e is a:::t in-:;ev:-al p;::rt of edu.cati.on th:ro::~.gh conscientizati.on 
2.l thot~£;11. 9 sc.yo :7:reire 9 csuch knoHleclge should be utilized t'Ii thout 
the oppressive conseQuences implicit in the b2.nking 2pp:roacho Gach 
person makes a unique contribution· through his O'!;!n area of expertise 
but the ultimate objective must be the problematisation of 
reali tyo 11 (26) The inductive presence of the teacher gradually 
gives way to the synthesis in \vhich teecher=student and student-
teachers become subjects in the kno1;Jing process o 
Several \·Iri ters ;::nd educe tion2lis ts have 9 hmvever 9 expressed serious 
doubts about the relationship Freire suggests bev:Jeen teechers and 
1-=-e.rnerso .P central point of issue hcs focussed on Freire 0S use 
of the term 0 ~ster experience 0 o This mystical transformation 
of leaders (both educationel and revolutionary (27) ) by an act of 
moral and religious will has been criticized on 2 number of e,roundso 
The first of these is based on the fact that Freire 0 s 1rebirth 0 
process is obscure 9 vague and lacking thorough analysiso This is 
linked to the view thet the whole theory of the emergence of leaders 
hFS an insufficient material base and therefore runs the risk of 
becoming mere 2bstraction9 or simply lyrice.l rhetorico 
'7reire trades on hope rather them predictions faith 9 rpther than 
expectetion and love rather than political realismo 11 (2.$) 
Faith in me..n h2s ;:;lways been Qn a priori condition for Freire but 
does the evidence of history support his optimism? Nanfred 
Stanley has written: 
10 both church and secul2...r history suggest that the saintly educators 
whom Freire depends on to keep his revolution honest 9 would turn 
out to be in short supplyott(29) 
Even third world precedents do not give us grounds for optimismo(30) 
HAs Freire simply offered us an idealistic ¥ision? 
communion 9 t:rust a.nd dialoGL~8o o o o o No=one 1:1ould d.:i.spL"".te the desir= 
ability of these C}_Ue.li ties = but do they arise from an act of will= 
a utopian idea or from a concrete histcricc:l process? 0 (31) 
Otl::.ers9 e.ror:<:' t?le!Il G:ciffiths a::~d r.:ackie9 Hou:!.d enco:::'Se tl'::e vie'.'l 
e-. 
~'8.ckie oL:o-::es Jreire~s elnost 
rorr:.antic tendency to ideeclise revolutionary le2de::'s such os ~!?O? 
Pidel Castro and Che Guev2,:ra~ 1:Jhereas Griffiths accuses Freire of 
postulating "a utopiar. scheme offering a simp:::..istic solutior. to 
the problems of the vJOrldo 01 (32) Ho1:rever~ his emrhcsis on qualities 
such as love~ trust and commitment does not necessc:.rily suggest 
that Freire has ie;nored the economic be.sis of the political struggle o 
His position is a salut~ry reminder of the danger of preslli~ing that 
if you Ch?nge economic conditior.s you will change the mane Per~ 
sor:a.lly I t;;ke the view that Freire is in fact being more realistic 
for» \<Ti thout the q.uPli ties of fai th 9 love and humility 9 the Hhole 
process is uorthlesso It is only with such qualities that Freire's 
appro2ch can possibly worko 
Is ?reire 9 s approp:ch Utopian'? 
Pierre Furter 9 in defence of P2ulo Freire's 2pproach h2s indicated 
a certain ambivalence not ah1ays ppprecieted in the use of this 
term: 
11
'Er1e term m;>y designate the illusory~ fantastic and the unattain-
able as Hell as the refuse.l to accept the 'status q_uo 0 o10 (33i) 
Freire 9s theory appee.rs to be characterised by the for~er definition 
but to evaluate his work 2t this level would be to miss the point 
of his optimismp namely the possibilities of being utopian - man 1 s 
capacity to be moreo Any rel2tionship between teacher and student 
imbued with this latter hope must be the richero 
Freire has further been accused of 0hidden elitismo 
writteng 
Leach has 
11 He seel:ls to imply that leaders 9help 0 to stir the faculties of the 
oppressedooooo they initiate dialogueo 11 (34} 
Al thoueh this is a. vulnerable position in Freire's theory his 
emphasis on partnership 9 lowe ~nd humility \vould appear to counter 
thiso A relationship bcsed on love is notg 
GS 
the professor is still the professor and the pea.sant is still the 
peesant0 (36)~ but the one is not the object of the othero Cer-
tainly dialogue its:elf can be used to engineer a more potent teaching 
sitlAF.tior: 2.nd therefore the threat of h::..dden elitism uith a:l :.ts 
me.:::tipt.:.lc tive possib5.J.i ties c·.rill ai\~7eys be a d2.:1ger but D'reiTe 
never expected his a£aster experience a "Go be an eesy uay9 the 
risk of misuse is ever=DTasent and so is the challengeo 
Preire 0 s emphasis on dialogue has been questioned on the grounds 
of its inconsistencyo On the one hand Freire insists th.s t ~~it 
is necessary to trust in the oppressed'J and on the other he praises 
Che Guevara for his eY..hortation thct the nrevolutionery be alNays 
mistrustful of the people" o 
This certainly appeprs to be contrPdictory 9 but ?reire himself 
claims t.".qc:t he is simply being realistico He is probably trapped 
here by his 01.-m theory and this remains an inadeque tely ans,:.Jered 
question 2nd a peculiar tension in his \.rritingso Dialogue 
c2nnot take place 9 according to Freire 9 between antagonists o 
h2s led Griffi tl::.s to COI:l.'llent th2t Freire does not allow free= 
expression of opinions 0 th2t he silences dissento T'nis is 
surely a misrepresentationo Freire is merely emphasising the 
This 
need for true communica.tion and trust and the necessity before any 
successful dialogue can take phce of ndying to oneself 0 o Id<aalis t 
perhaps 9 but 1.-rho could real is tic ally sugees t tha.t diclogue could 
ever be authentic2.ted in an 2tmosphere of ante.gonism? 
The reletionship be tween educp tor 2nd educa tee proposed by Freire 
and media ted through dialogue is not VIi thout its weaknesses and 
the fact thst the same principles govern Freire ~s vieVJ of the roles 
of both the educ2 tor and the revolution?ry lee.der presents problems o 
The connection between langu8ge and politics is not always so 
obvious in societies which leek 0 pivotal cleshes beh1een cul tures 11 o 
(37) 
Ho1.,rever 9 with these reservations readily c:cknowledged it does seem 
thpt 7reire ccn indeed offer both teecher and students somet~ing 
nevi ~md positiveo 'I'2ken 2s a vrhole stance c.nd not simply a 
technique Freire challenges us to re-examine the role of teachers 
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~E?chera pre of~en 
considered to be models for their studentso T Brigbam 1:1ri ting 
pbout the relevance of Freire for developing the work of social 
Ho:rkers hss m8de the follo1:1ing comr::.entg 
0 :If ue t:t::P2."~ tf:le:r:r: (our le<?rnGr-collC;:>,tf.l.es) a.s subjects 2.nC. rel2te 
to then !.::~1roug:1 die.lce;ue ::s collebor;:~tors in seeking k:::)_c·:;ledga 9 
lea:::-nine sl-:Hls c:md idcrtifying vr::.Fas ~ it is more li: 2l~r t:'l~t trey 
uill rel2te to clients in like :n;:mnero 1'(38) 
~e same can be said of teechers prep8ring students to leave schoolo 
It b:!'ings us to 2 new evalu?tion of the dignity of~ery huor.n 
If 1:1e can eccept the premise of p2rtnership in the educ2tion-
al effort 9 all those involved can experience <m exciting end de:n.ond~ 
ing leerning experienceo Di;:1logue must start before the relation-
ship between eC:.uc;; tor and the educe tees in the cl::-ssroom 9 it begins 
in the orgpnisation of the very co~tent of the progremmeo Tnis 
is not e2sy in 8 cor.1plex society, but jointly e_nd in p2rtnership 
1:1i th each other 9 it may \1ell be lfrui tfulo 
nunless a grain of whe2t fc:lls into the ec:rth and dies 9 it remains 
alone 9 but if it ciies it be 2rs much fruit o 11 ( 39) 
SECTION WO 
THE IIDUC.ATIONA1 U~LICATIONS OF 
FR]]IRE 0S CONCEPT OF JV.!AN 
In order to fac,ili tate a better understanding of the V8:!:ious aspects 
of 7reire 0s pedagogy c:nd before attempting an applica -::;ion of his 
educ;= tion2,l idees to -'-' t-DG a= ea. of R8l.ig::.c.:us I:d'llc8tion 9 in t~e final 
section of ·:-..'lis st:..,_dy~ a ce::re:u::. dssc:>:>i!_)tior:. of :::':.'ei::re 's cm:cet)i 
k-1asheyel<h has com:"'T.ented g 
01 i"reire 0 s literacy metbod derives f::rom his cor.cep~ion of man and 
!Ylan°s role in the social orderon(2) 9 
and Lister has written~ 
"TI'reire begins less from a theory of knm.vledge than a theory of 
mc:.no 11 (3) 
Freire 0s fundP.mental thesis is that the main pu:rpose of education 
is the forrr.ation of man as a creative and critical beingo Faith 
in rr.an as indiceted earlier 1 (IJ.) is cruciel for ::'reire c=.nd although 
his tbeory of man is clearly delineated 9 the word 0 theory 0 may 9 in 
fact 9 be a. mi snorr:e.r. 
of the Oppressed asg 
The Freirian stance 9 sumrr.ed up in Peda.gogy 
c'my trust in the people and my faith in men and in the creation 
of a 1..-rorld in \o~hich it VJill be easier to love11 (5) 9 
may more accurately be considered under the phrase 11 vision of man11 
(6)o 
It is this vision that underlies all Freire 0s literpcy efforts and 
tis ~ore general educational recom:mendationso 
VftJithout a vision the people perish 5 11 (7) wrote the Hriter of 
Proverbs in the Old Testa~ent and it this vision of man and his 
cap?city to be more thet may yet be Freire 0s most significant 
contribution to ou:r own educational thought and practiceo 
11 If we have faith in men 9 I·Je cannot be content vii th saying that 
there are human persons while doing nothing concrete to enable 
them to exist ;:1s such."(8) 
Whpt is Manooooo? 
(An outline of Freire's concept) 
~enis Collins 9 in his book 0 Paulo Freire 9 his life 9 work and 
thoucht00 has indicated several useful sub-sections for consideration 
of ~reire 0 S concept of meno 
in an attempt to answer the central question of this sectiong 
Hhat is man? 
1 0 -:-:-'!,....~ < l.: ..:.-LV..!.'. 
1n s t1.1.dy ing reality men devot.e attention 
at different times to different mc::nents of the diclectical historical 
processo r:.:en are si tueted ir. history a.r:.d as a cor:sequence in the 
Dspatio-te::r:;Joral cor.C.itions of history 9 condi:':;ions Hh::.ch a!':'e 
perceived as contradicticns 9 1::hich can keep rr.en sub~·2r:;ccl"(9)o 
The 0cu2..tu:re of silencen(10) 9 is one S'G.d: cor:·~r2dictior.. c."..ted by 
r'reireo Han belon.;gs to different co~uni ti.es 1:1hich a:::e ccntir..u.ally 
sha.ping himo In his rele tions 1:1i th the \vorld 9 I!lan cioes not behe.ve 
like any given modcl9 he is a being in the process of transform= 
ationo In his relations with the ~trorld man becomes increasingly 
?},.,rare of himself <Jnd r: arrives at the act of knoHledge through 
reflection11 o(11) r-7an 1 s initial attitude is not this act of 
knowledge as he often fails to discover reality as 2 process 9 
beine submerged in his historic2l conditionso However 9 these 
conditions perceived es contr&dictions do not limit mano I"l~m 
has the ability to emerge and intervene in the historical processo 
This is Freire 0 s fundamental contention~ that man has the ability 
11to be more'' o r1an can emerge through conscientization e>nd ac"tJ 
through cri tica.l reflec tior;;, to trpnsform the worldo Per this 
reason ~reire advocates a problem=posing approach to education 9 
because 9 unlike the banking concept 9 such an approach does not 
assume that man is a finished producto On the contrary 9 it 
affirms men as 0beings in the process of becoming' o Human ·beings 
then are seen 9 by Freire 9 in their interaction vJi th reality 211d it 
is in this dialecticel reletionship with reality th~t he discusses 
~ducation as 11 a constant process for the liber2tion of human 
beings". ( 12) 
2 o rmN MUST BE CONSIDE-t:tED IN 'l'HEIR REM TION VJITH THE 1:JORLD o 
"Authentic reflection considers neither abstr;:;ct man nor the world 
viithout men 9 but men in their relations Hith the worldo 11 (13) 
f.1f:~ are historical beings and if men cannot be considered apart 
from the world neither can historyo Freire is opposed to a view 
of hj_s tory 2-s a "mythical entity outside of and superior to hUI!lan 
beint_s 9 able to ca.pricious:y commL"nd them fro:n above and beyondc' (14) 
and prefers the vievi of I-1Prx expressed in the Holy ?a:mily g 
cl;;1.SS from its struggles9 1'fhat does All that 9 possesses a;1d 
struggles~ is man himself real livine F.an. It is not history 
Hi-:tich uses rr.en as a tool to reach a. goal 9 as though History 1::ere 
a being a.pF:ct 9 for Hi3tory is ::1otl1ing but the action of r1r~1 
following his objectivGs. 0 (~5) 
':he essential st2r.ti:.1g point 9 for ;:?re5.re 9 is th;:-t r::an is not 
only present in the v:orld but c-lso :9ar·~ of it a::1d r.:.us t be co!lside:::-ed. 
as such. Reality implies constant interection betueen man as 
2 thinking subject and his tory. Han is bo~ch a cause and an 
effect of hfu tory. 11 There is no historic?l reelity uhich is not 
hum2n. There is no his tory \vi thout men c:nd no his tory for men 9 
there is only history of men 9 made by men.n(16) 
Over and over ag"'.in F:r:eire insists on this key issue 9 teat to be 
human is to eneae;e in rele.tions >'Ji th others and VIi th the world. 
l.\=en ~s relc;tionships vii th the 'I!IorlC:. are thus "per se historical 9 
2$ e>re men themselves."(17) 11 Education as the practice of Freedomn 9 
which Freire suggests as the only authentic form of education is 
justified by Freire on the gruunds that it considers men not as 
isol:oted 9 abstract beings 9 but E:.S men in their rele.tions vJith the 
world. In such relations, consciousness and world are simultaneous. 
He exemplifies this with a story taken from one of his culture 
circles in Chile~ 
r'In t:te r.::idst of the discussion a peasant •.••• se.id: ':ti:ow I see 
th:::· t vli thout m2n there is no world. 0 V.'hen the educator 
responded~ 'Let 1 s spy 9 for the SBke of ergum~nt, that all the men 
on earth were to die 9 but the earth itself remained 9 together with 
trees 9 birds 9 animels 9 rivers 9 seas 9 the stars ••.•• 9 wouldn't 
all this be a world? 0 'Oh no 9 ° the peas.s.nt replied emphe>tically 9 
'There •wuld be no-one to say: 'This is a \.,;orld 1 • 11 (18) 
Thought - hnguage as a uni t 9 is what medie,tes the world to 
men 9 according to Freire 9 beceuse thoue:ht is impossible •1i thout 
language and bo.th of them are impossible i.¥i thout the i.vorld to 
which they refero Only men ere capable of thought l;:onr:.n~ge. 
ll"he 'hume,n vord 1 is a combin;:.tion of tro:..ght and ection to humenise 
history a.nd culture and is not confined to formetion of vacabulery. 
T'fle \vord 9 in Freire 1 s educetionel method 9 is not disconnected from 
?2 
~:1.cucht l;onguc-,c;e about t:te vrcrldo n:.~en educata <:':ach other through 
the med i8 tion of the word o ~1 ( 1 9) 
Hithin the 1:1ord 9 there 2re "tt:ro d.il:'l.ensions =reflection e.nd action. 
If t~-:e uord is de:p:rivsd of either of these dime::1sions it becoJ1es 
~\lier:c.ticr:. is due~ says 
not 
ref lee t :reality as process 9 but expresses a distortion using thought= 
langu2.ge to describe reality as if it vrere static[l.(20) Freire 1 s 
educ;:.tiona.l method recognises that human existence cannot be 
nourished by false \-Jords: 
nThought and le>nguege cannot be separated from structure. In 
111l:a.tever moment of his tory a social s true ture exists..... it is 
the tPsk of the educetor to e>ttempt to overcome the 9 doxa~ by 
the 'logos~ of realityo 11 ~21) 
Hen 9 c.s beings who possess e thou&:ht=language must be able to have 
a lucid gra.sp of 2ny ection they perform. It is Freire's view 
thet any hum~m being is ce.pPble of looking criticElly 9 of trenscending 
the domain of 1doxa 1 by reaching that of 1 logos 1 • f:ien h2ve the 
capacity and must hc=:ve the right to 11 say their 0\';TI worii11 • 
Tlis concept of 1speeking the word' is e. very iwportent one in 
Freire 9 and one that h-,.s severc..l valid implic2 tions for our educa.t-
ionPl prec tic e. A more detailed exposition of the concept is 
underteken in a 18ter sub-section of this study of ~reire 1 s 
concept of ncno 
3. A 'f.: ESSENTIA 1 FEA 'PJliE OF FEE IRE 'S VIS ION IS THAT - I'TEK ARE 
DIFFERENT FROM A.NII'IA 1~. 
Hen have G. relc-tionship 1.-1i th the 1.vorld - animals heve only contpct 
with it. Men and women are unique in this sense? they are the 
only beings who heve rela tionshi.ps with the world. This is the 
fundamental characteristic 9 according to Freire 9 which distinguishes 
man from the animal = wheree>.s the letter adapts itself to n2ture 9 
mpn 2tterr.pts to h~~anise neture. lVle::-1 ere historic2l beings? 
eninals ere a-historic?l 9 live in En eternal todey~ sub~erged in 
life 1-Ji thout tiwe? -vri th no possibility of emere,ing. Animt=ls as 
beine;s in themselves 9 rem2in so 9 but men are not only in the vJorld 9 
they 8.re 2lso ~~ the v:orld 9 differentiated from anim81S by a 
cap;oci ty to reflect. 
historicAL 
The coi:.sciousness end actions of men are 
contac t.,for men· 0here ~ sign.ifies not merely a physical space but 
also an historical sprceo 11 (22) 
:':n t!:l.i.s ue.y ~en both c:rea te history and ~:re in t..__rrn crepted. by 
history o 
this c2.pacity in thst they are 2.ble to perceive the cultur81 
conditions of oppressiono They can 9 therefore~ s t:=nd apart and 
consider life and having denounced the exploitetion 9 are able to 
announce the need for liber2tion and justiceo This is the key -
man's abili~ to distance himself from his situationg 
nMen can fulfil the necessary condition of being ·Hi th the vJOrld 
because they are able to gain objective distance fror1 ito \'Hthout 
this objectification 9 whereby men also objectifies hirnself 9 man 
"~:JOuld be limited to being in the 1FJorld lacking both self-knowledge 
ar..d. knowledge of the 1FJorldo '1 (23) 
l'-1cn!s 2.bility to 0separ2te 0 himself from the Norld distinguishes 
him from the animol but it is not the ect of separation alone 
coJhic:t forms the distinction but the possibilities this objectific-
ation opens up for the 9 projec t of historical becoming 1 on (24) 
'lfl.nirnals adapt themselves to the world in order to survive 9 but 
men modify the world in order to be more o" (25) This is the sense 
of p1:'oject c-Jhich ::nen h;:;;ve 9 in shc-,rp contrcst to the ir..stinctive 
routines of a.nirr..als. Animc:l 20 tivi ty is not cree. tive 9 they are 
beings of pure activity 9 vlherea.s men 9 as beings of praxis 9 a.re 
creative and can transform the worldo 
11 ooooo bees rema.in bees in the contact with the world; they do 
not become J:TJore or less bees. 11 (26) 
If animals are a historical 9 they cannot commi. t themselves 2nd as \../ 
their condition does not parmit them to 0 take on life 0 ••• they 
can never transform ito This is the difference~ anim81S live 
out their lives on c'n a temporal flat uniform prop 9 wherees men exist 
in a world which they are constantly tryi~e to reform. N2n is 
thu:.::: eble to emert:e fror1 tbe uorld end ps he tr::-nsforms rature he 
leaves his i~:pression on it. Only man is c2p2ble of successfully 
accomplishing this complex operation of trPnsforming the world. 
This is the :?reire vision - e. vision of m2n cap2ble of transforming 9 
producing9 deciding 9 cre<:oting and communicating. Men ce.n P.lso 
?4 
he is -~:ruly 
reflective = not merely stiflulated but challenged end deteroinedo 
Eeving stepped back and looked objectively et the 1-rorld~ he is 
capable 9 in a developing climate 9 of critical ~erceptio~ 9 of strugg= 
l . .},. h. "l . . ' . ~- t. [' 1 2 7' lng -.o overc oDe lS ·' L!"Q~ ·G s 1. ~na J.ons · 0 ~, , 1 Ani!uels adapted as 
they are b their situation, ere only able to stim-::.ll:;.te y:hys5.ce.l 
need - men c:sn challenge tha.t si tua tiono c:::::'or t~lis reeson 9 theiz-
(animels) products undoubtedly belong to their physical bodies 9 
Hhile m2n is free before his producto 11 (28) 
I"lan is unique 2mong the Qbecoming ones 0 o Ee is able to h2ve 9 net 
only his m·m a.ctivity 7 but himself as the object of his o-vm conscious= 
ness - he is different froE animelso In this sense men are said 
to 'exiRt 1 111hile anim2ls merely 0~0 o 11 (29) 
4. n: cm~TrLt.ST to the enor;:not:..s possibilities thet man h~ sof 
becoming more 9 a fourth J!oint in Freire 0 s concept of men is a 
salu t&ry reminder - SO!J.:B :-:EN LIVE IN A DEED1\2U::ISED ST:A TEo De-
humanisation is a distor·i;ion of being fully humc::no It results 
from an unjust order 9 claims Freire, that engenders violence in the 
oppressors \vhich9 in turn9 dehumanises the oppressed 0 The orpressed, 
by denial of their right to ne.me the world 9 are reduced to a. state 
of 1 being-for-another 0 o So!Ile menp therefore 9 only 1 live 0 and 
fail to 1exist 1 o This denia.l of a right to a voice, is to follow 
the prescriptions of those t-rho speek and impose their Hords ~ it 
is the difference bet'.veen ''being present to sha::_)e history 0nd being 
merely represented in history" o (30) 1:Jh::-t is important says Preire 9 
"is that people should know that they have to make historyo o. 0 o 
they h2ve to trensform the rea.li ty in \->lhich they are prevented from 
being full hUI:!lan beings."(31) This dehumar.isation of some human 
beings is in sharp opposition 9 so Freire believes 9 to the vision 
of humanity th8t the Christian tradition would espouse. The 
oppressed human is a silent human~ bound in a culture of silenceQ 
unable to particip2te in the transqormation of the worid - in other 
vJOrds less than he should be. For Freire 9 mc>n strives for the 
realize tion of his ovm humeni ty 9 2nd must s truge;le to fulfil his 
responsibility to beco:ne fully hurec:r. or else be reduced to ;: ~tt.ir:go 
or 0being-for-another 1 o 
5o Freire indicptes that KGli:.!'N EXISTENCE IS P T_tSK 0.? PRAXIS 
11 o .. o. only humen beings .• o. o only they are beings of praxis o 
ere pr::>xis.~ 1 (32) 
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I3y cor::.bining refle:;·~i.ve a.c~~ivi.<:;:,r 1·;:i.t::.t r,i_s c:ctions~ ce.:r. gives rEeaning 
to historyo To b:= content uith mere reflections results in 
verbalism Rnd f2ilure to reflect when he acts~ produces only activism. 
Pei ther is real p::cc:xis Hhich alr:J2YS co::nbines reflec 'Sion a.nd action 
in crdar to crestao 
constituted 2.s beir~gs e.nd prc-xis ;=-r.d in t:t.e p:ro:;ess tJ.:cy hPVa 
become Capable of t::r:-2nsforming the world. = or giving it wear.ingotc 
(33) 
6o The 09ening s ta.te!llent in this study of Freire ~s concept of 
man mede clear t'reire ~s vievJ th2t reality is experienced es a 
processo lY.'EN' TOO PRE PROCESS = SITUATED IN ~IISTORY rrT'li:Y .A..RE 
D'IV!Tl'iiSHEDo As beings of praxis their permpnent ta.sk is one of 
becomin[':'o 
"lh.n is men to the extent his condition of being expresses itself 
in these dialectical op:posi teEt. to be and. to be becomingo 
ctaracterise him es a historical and cultural beingo"ry(34) 
Men does not perceive the dat2. of reality - his existential 
Tiley 
s i tu?..tion = in a pure state o His perception becomes the more 
critical once the true caus2lity of problems and. phenomenc: has been 
apprehendedo This is the process of conscientizationo Nen are 
because tney are becoming as they work to recrec;:.te the \vorld which 
they inherited end through vrhose reconstruction they meke themselves o 
Through creating and being conditioned by his own cre2tion 9 man 
finds thz erest cb~llenge of freedomo 
?Chieving freedomo 
I·~en are in the process of 
11 J:!'reedom is not an idePl locBted outside of man; nor is it an 
ide2 which becomes myth. It is r2ther the indispensible condition 
for the quest of human completionon(35) 
This concept of freedom and in p2rticular the Freirian contention 
thc::t men need to hzve freedom restored as e right 9 is not only 
importent es an aspect of hi£ theory of men 9 but is crucial for ~my 
applic;:tion of Freire 1s thought to our educptional pr2c tice o 
2i71plificati0:0 of the concept is probPbly useful Pt this :::;ointo 
Some 
Freire 0s notion of freedom owes much to I·:e..rxo h2rx 0 s philosophy, 
like Freire's, is one of protest 2nd it is e .. protest imbued vrith 
faith in Ll'?..Do Ind(9pendence pnci freedom for Herx are bc:sed on tge 
~ct of self=creation. For him 9 men is independent only if he is 
not only free from but also free too It is this freedom to that 
Freire sees people as essentially free end capable of freedom. He 
'\J&n"i;s to aua.ken men Pnd t·!omen to the possibilities of c:ille>n in t:he 
vience to God? yes, but f2::c- G'!:'ePt0r is the possibilit-y of Ba:;.·1 1s 
fr2ed.o:o 9 f:o:r God 1 cr·d 'to Gcd 0 • 
one cf 0becoming conformed 1 to this \vorld. Jreire sets over and 
against this the possibility of 0becorr.ing transformed to ~ m2nhood 
so that~ 
!'the man of God may come to completeness and be perfectly equipped. 11 
(38) 
Eaving ex::>:::Jined the mein aspects of rreire 1s vie\·J of r1anp one irlport-
ant 2nd concluding point reffiains. 
7. rt:AH HJ.S A TI.:O-FOLD ONTOLOGICAL VCGA'HOP - a. TO B:TCDr'iE A SUBJE.CT 
A~ID b. TO N..U·'IE TE HORLD.o, r:l~n creEtes 2 speci2l link in his 
relationship t•Ji th reeli ty = ti1et of subject to ob,::ect. Ee ha.s only 
to be 2 r1~n to h~ve this potentiel. By distinguishing himself from 
nature and recognising himself 2S a subject~ m2n discovers himself 
to be a creator of culture and 8S 2 subject of culture 9 he is elsa 
2 subject of history. If men 2re capable of reflecting they dis-
cover that they 2recapable of reflecting upon their reflectionsD 
th2. t they are in his tory and the t they are becoming. 
discoveries are noper2tions proper to subjects".(39) 
Pll these 
l:nimpls do 
not discover themselves to be anything 2s they are objects 2nd do 
not reflect. But m.::r. 's discovery of hi'!lself 2.s a being for himself 
is not limited to one moment in history: 
~~r'Ian hp,s to re-creBte hir;::;self as a subject by continuc-1 reflection.n 
(40) 
This is Freire's existentialism coming to the fore. He designates 
m2n p,s a 'subject in process of becoming' wl:en he calls m2n a. 
Men must see the tpsk of 
becoming subjects 8S vocetional 9 p,s it is a daily task and one thet 
involves respect for others subjectivity. 
IV:?n is empowered to interect vJith the '\•Iorld~ 2s 2 subject and thus 
becomes thG author of his own ~istory. 
Men only become fully human when they 2re capable of speaking 
authentically ~s subjects 9 when they are capable of uttering their 
ot·m logos. 
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':And out of tne grounci the Lord formed ev<Jry bec:st of the fielci 9 
and every foHl of the clir 9 and brought them unto Adam to see what 
he would call themg and whatsoever Adam CAlled every living 
creature th2t was the name thereofo And Adam gave names to all 
cattle and to the fm..rl of the eirv and to every besst of the 
field o o o o o 11 (4 1) 
Han fulfilling his function as head of the created order by giving 
na..rnes to each of the living cre;::;tures is the central focus of the 
\vriter in the Genesis accounto 
J! 
The act of naming is an important 
symbol and ome which Freire draws on readily because it has in it 
an element of creative activityo To know the name of a person 
and thing is to know its essential nature and to have po1r1er over 
ito Adamus dominion over the universe was signified by his 
activity of naming the 2.nim2ls and Freire 9s treatment of una.1ning 9 
as a dialogical process is based to some extent on this model of 
naming found in Genesis and throughout the Old and Kew Testamento 
The act of naming calls forth a possibili~J of a new realityg 
11 There is l!o true word that is not at the same time a praxiso 
Thus 9 to sp~k a true word is to transform the •wrldo o o o o 
To exist hum2.nly 9 is to ne.me the \vorld 9 to change ito 11 (42) 
In naming the social reality 9 man assumes a dialectical relationship 
with ito By speaking authentic words 9 man gives meaning to history 
It is not just the nnaming 9 process the.t is significant for Freireo 
Alongside the Gene:sis myth he a.lso has in mind the western philos-
ophical emphasis of logos (word}o The idea of the divine \vord 
as possessing a quasi independence was well known among Sumerians -
when something did not exist it we.s not regarded as he:}. ving a name o 
The special characteristic of Hebrew thought was the view of the 
world as dynamic and energetic - the spoken vJOrd w;::s 2 creative 
activityo For the Hebrews the spoken viord v!P..S the expression of 
the Hhole fficl-no God's word vias not merely the abstr2ct revelation 
of his mind 9 but 9 r2ther 9 the expression of God 1 s will in nature 9 
in men and in his tory o Coming from the verb Lege (I say) 9 the 
word also indicated in the Greek 9 r.ot only a word or speech but alco 
reason pnd discourseo The philosopher Philo combined the idea of 
imminent re8son \vi th the Hebrew idea of divine-creative energy and 
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the logos in a. ne1_.; wa.y 9 Hhen he -v;roteg 
11 The uord \V'PS made flesh and d1:1elt 81110ng us ••.•• '~(43) 
l:Jord is to be thought of not p:dD2rily as the spoken or v_rri tten 
c·Jord 9 but 2s tne underlyir.g idea t~rl:ich is conreyed by a sou!ed 
uttered or a group of letters on a pc;.ge. :::n -'chis scn8c 9 a ~-Jord is 
the Recount v!e give of something9 its description or e:xplanationo 
Raving regard to the whole background to the term logos 9 ~reire 
indic;:.tes thet in the process of liberation 9 men and v.romen speak 
the 1.'10rd that they 1...rould become. 1:Jhen they are capable of uttering 
their 0\m logos they speak authentically 2s subjects. If the 
destiny of man is to become an authentic being 9 each men 9 says Freire 9 
1!::ust -v_rin back his right to say his ovm -v1ord 9 to name the 1.-JOrld11 o (44) 
This is a fundP..!:lenta.l theme - saying the -v;ord is not the prhdlega 
of some fevl men 9 but the right of every IDf\n. 
nThe role of the problem-posing educator is to cre2te together vii th 
the students the conditions under vJhich knm·lledGe 2t the level of 
the doxa is superseded by tr.ue knov.rledge at the level of the 
logosa"(45) 
Freire thus means u..ro things by logos in this contexte Firstly 
it refers to demythologised a\·Jareness 9 ie a man 9 s true a1:Jereness 
of his position in the socio-econcmic structure in which he is 
situated and @econdly 9 and more philosophicelly 9 man must understand 
his ontological vocation to be more fully huma.r. ••• o. this refers to 
men 9s exerci~e of his freedom to name the world. For Freire the 
phrase to 9 npme the vJorld 0 must ahJays hsve a powerful connota tiona 
Teaching men to read and write is~ therefore 9 no inconsequential 
matter of memorising an alienated word 9 but~ "a difficult apprentice-
ship {~ n2ming tte world". 
Freire \-J;:mts people to st;md a.part from their lives and 1 name the 
world and this is a ch~racteristic of his 'vision of men 1 th2t men 
ere e.ble to put distance bet\veen themselves 2r..d their existential 
situa.tion so th2t 9 instec-d of e.ccepting the -vro:;:-];d as it enpears 
to them t~1ey may exchange the doxa of a.ppearances for the 0logos 0 
uhich liberates men and transforms the '\'rorld. 
11 Human beings are active beings 9 capable of reflection on themselves 
and on the activity in which they are engaged. They e.re able to 
detach themselves from the world in order to find their place in 
it and with it. 11 (4'6) 
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it es ones field of a.ctio:n and reflectiono nen 9 too close to their 
natural "''orld 9 find this pet of ~entering into 0 difficul to It. is 
-(.J::e ta.sk of the educato::::' to help men overcome this lm2gical u perception 
of reelity to enable !:i8n to overco~-:Je the ~dcx? 0 by the 0 logos 0 of 
Tr.is entcils e. clec:-..r lucid g-..casp of our 01:m act:::.or..s o 
A a nen co:::e -~o tu:.dsrs te.nd t?leir role in t:ae -v;orld bett:::r c-s c:..ll r.-:.~;r.. 
are cap2ble of doing9 according to 7reire 9 they beco:r:e trc:e 0scvers 
of the l'JOrd 0 0 J?ro:n ;:; cu::. ture of silence Nhere men h2d 0nothing 
to sey 0 their Hard forbidden 9 they e.re abJ.e to discover the ,4oy 
of rr.ekingw:ords speeko A story from one of Freire's culture circles 
is illustrative of this process~ 
11 hhen ell this land belonged to one la~ifundion 9 said a.nother man 9 
cl t?lere 1:ras no reeson to re:od and 1::ri teo ~e weren°t responsible 
for 2nythingo T:te boss r:c-ve the orders pr:d He obeyedo l:.hy 
rePd and 1vrite? li:oc·: it 0 s 2 di£'fere!1t s-toryo T2ke me 9 for exr-cnple 9 
I c-m responsible not only for my \·Jorko o o o o but elso for tool 
repairs oo•oo Uhen I sterted I couldn°t read 9 but I soon realized 
th2t I needed to repd and "rri teo You can°t imagine what it was 
like to go to Spntia~o and buy parts.I couldn~t get orientated. 
I W8S afraid of everythingooooo Now it's all differentooooo 11 
"hha t did you feel 9 my friendo o o .• Hhen you •·rere able to viri te and 
read your first viord '? 11 
11 I HE'S hc-ppy beceuse I discovered I could m::oke "rords speek. 11 (4 7) 
}~e had truly 1:1on back his right to speek his oun uordo 
8. A finc:l factor remains in connection with me.n°s ontological 
vocationo lVlAN IS NOT RZSTRICTED TO AN ETERNAL PRESEi'!T; E~STs 
PRESENT AND F'UTURE ARE IN'l'ERCON.t'IECTED IN THE CONTIJ\J"UOUS HIS'I'ORICAL 
PROCESS o N.AJi! 9 T1-IERE::<"ORE 9 EXPERIEIWES REALITY IN EACH A GE 9 AS 
A PROBLFl'i TO BE SOLiTFDo 
11 0nce named 9 the world in its turn reappears to the na!Ilers as a 
problem and requires a ne1:1 naming. 11 (48) Freire argues thet ea.ch 
epoch is c:heracterised by its ovm themes Hhich 9 like the structures 
v!ithin which they emerge 9 overlc-p and in terple>y with their opiJosi tes 
throughout historyo The problematic as:pect of reality is discovered 
in I·T!'l.<'t Freire terms 0limit situ2.tions 1 o 
~:In the last enalysis the the:nes both .conta.in and are contained 
in limit-situations9 the tpsks they im:[)lY require limit a.cts.n(49) 
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is revseled ?S F challe~ge. 
to the neH es his reflection sends him back to the concrr'ete con·~axt. 
Ee is c2ll2d upon? says :::'::ce:Lre~ to clerify the facts ;:me'.·;. The 
ol"'ly 1:i2Y for c.:n to be fully hum2n ir:: th:::ou.(')l t~1is c:d. tic"'l ::'~:f::..cc= 
tive process • 
.co h . . t. [J I h.O' 0~ Offi~nlZ8 lOr. •\/ 1 
~1is~ then is Freire 0s vision of m2n. T'ne educational implicr·tions 
of this vision ere manifold. Those of a general n8turewill be 
outlined here and those more specifically re:evant to the area of 
Religious Educ;:;tion l"lill be the sub,ject of analysis in the final 
section of this study. 
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CE·\E1.:=R 2 ~ [C:=~: 8-:::·:._::~"\L :..:::\~:.; "'F.LO~~~'-L :J.:::_:.:;:,:c"·,'l·:::O:':; c::: I':'."::GJ:_'=i cs 
VIS :;:QrJ C::::' ~!J.n 
If reality is experienced by men RS a process~ education must 
complement thpt processo 
of Preedom 1 ~ 
F:cei.re Hrites .n ':Cducc>tionel ?rpctice 
0 1 shall d::sct.:.SS educ:;:.tion C:.S a COnStFJnt pi'OC8SS fo? the libara-:j.on 
.f' h,,,.,....., '~,...,; r~ I' I"') o. __ ,,.,.n ~; ....... nL.;:; o ~ • 
Educe>tion~ in .sccordence with, the Drei:rian 'vision 1 of nen~ 2ust be 
liber2 ting in order to be e>uthentic i?nd if the philosophical 
presuppositions of his pedpgogy involve the p:rinci:9le th2 t mEm 
is in a ~recess of becoming a rejection of the thesis thet the 
educPted m2n is the 0adapted 0 man~ is necessFrily j,.mp1;i..cP"tj€do 
f.::..- :;?!o·; c '". ' 
Any attempt to adapt men to reRlity and to foY'l!lulate'"an educ;otion 
bpsed on m2king men better 0fit' their world implies a denial of 
Ean °S potentiPl to become 0more 1 to en52ge in the n::cocess: ;,;hereby 
he hps the rie.ht to trr-nsform t:te Hcrldo Educ2tior. be>sed on 
Preire 0s philosophy of men must facilit2te~ process end contribute 
to the forma.tion of a ~neN 1 mane Freire calls for 2 re-evaluation 9 
then~ of the process of education and of its poHer to recreateo 
M:en are historice.l beings and cannot be understood pp:=Jrt from their 
relationship with the world o The language of those who seek ·~o 
involve themselves in the educational process must be a.ttuned to 
the concrete situation of the men they address 0 l.i'reire attempts 
to formulate a type of educetion which corresponds to the specific-
ally historical hum<:m mode of beingo His formc;:tion of li tere.cy 
circles was always preceeded by an in-depth rese8rch of the pecul-
iarly local situation in which they intended to opereteo On the 
wider educational front 9 he offers to those of us in the 1first 1 
world 9 an explanation of the failure of some of our educatione.l 
endeavours: 
n. • ••• l\1any political ~md educ:=tionel pl2ns h8ve failed because 
their authors designed them according to their own personal views 
of reality 9 never once taking into account (except as mere objects 
of their action) the men-in-a-sitU£.tion io'tr2rds \~hom their :proerarr.me 
"t'l2S ostensibly directedc 11 (2) 
For ::'reire 0 s mm educ"'tione.l pre.ctice 9 the implication of his view 
of men as essentially historical beings Has clearo 
constantly to relate 1reading the word 1 to reeding the \•io:!'ldc He 
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consequently calls iLto qu.es tion the relevpr_ce of our m1n ed.uca tional 
efforts. Too often °aliene.ting bl2h 1 precludes the possibility 
o: relevsnt dial~gue. 
':: .. ore :nus t discover the ~·Jo:rds of the p8ople 9 Le. : have to understand 
their wc:.y of thinking Hhich is expressed by their l2ng12.2.C.'8 ••••• 
in ord.e:r tQ s text tile li "ter;::•cy p:rocess f:ron thC't level a".Ctd not 
rrJY leve1."(3) 
It may be that 'to discover the tJ<DTds of the people 1 should 
repres8nt the prior a.im of any curriculum developZJent progremme. 
Uhen Paulo Pre ire's illi terstes discovered that they could create 
words 9 they also discovered that they could create the world. 
Too much of our m·rn educe> tion has been content v:i th verb2l narrative. 
'Pne messege of Ppulo Freire is th2t \·Je ;::.re too easily satisfied. 
Education does not end with the memorisation of v:ords 9 it must 
ch;o llenge p;::-rticipants to discuss the significance of these 1:1ords 
to replace opinions of reality by the logic of re2lity. 
11 Democracy end dei!locratic education ere founded on faith in men 
on the belief that they not only can 9 but should discuss the problems 
of their country 9 of their continent 9 their world 9 their work 9 the 
nroblems of democracy itself. 11 (4) 
Ken are different from animals. If 9 for animals 9 orientation in 
the world means adaptetion to the \vorld 9 for man it means humanising 
the Horld by trpnsfor.!ling it. Tne members of FreireQs culture 
circles did not 9 in.itia.lly 9 perceive th.«t 'men's .'!ctions' as such 9 
ere cre::dive and transforming. Freire h2d to counter this by 
engaging the le2rner in 2 process of liter~cy training which related 
'speaking the word' to 'transforming realit~ 1 • His work is 9 in 
some ways 9 an indictment of our o1tm educational pr2c tice 9 but also 
a pm·rerful model for reform. If men are different from animals 9 
if they have the power to reflect and to objectify thpt reflection 9 
if all men have dignity and Ere cap2ble of acting responsibly 
Freire 1 s work is elso 11? po\'lerful vote of confider..ce in Hhr-t can 
be called the humanistic possibilities of correct methods of 
educc:tional ir:.tervention iuto even the most degraded circumstances 
of false consciousness Fl!cd socia.l oppress ion1l. (5) 
Freire 1 s probleD posing method hopefully 2ffirms men as beines who 
transcend themselves. 
m-:2st imply c.. f1.1.rther :c&cogiii tion th~.t so:::ile of our educP tional methods 
may~ in the p2st~ c.nd Ir..£Y continue in the present~ to contribute 
to the dehnma~isation of meno Or 9 if :rcot 9 their dehm;;2nisa tion9 
at lec-st a :r.:.ez-otior: of t:te I-:u2e.nistic pcssi~.i.litics of !.'1cn to be 
moreo 
me.intcr:::x_ce of e. cul ti.IT2 o:: silence c.nd t~1e C.e~~.i.c.l of the r i~l:·l; o:': 
every rr:pn to s peeJc his oun 1:1ord o Preire ce.:!.ls fer a rejecJ~ion of 
such an G..pprcacr.. a.r..d i:r.:. a uay coincides Hi th the pTesent cdser.c:1c:.nt~ 
ment being experienced in some of oux affluent industri8lised 
societies o Some of our previous educational approaches through 
};heir essentielly stetic 1:1ay of problem solvi~g and not problei!l 
~osing have produced; 
nthe destruction of the envi:ror.ment and ma!l hirr:selL This is a 
long way fro~ the Biblical notion of nan es co~creRtor of man as 
one \vho gains his power by the vGra.ce of God 1 Pnd. v.rho is called not 
to dominationooooo but to the witness of God The Creator and 
C!:.:rist as Redeemero 11 (6) 
Educe tion must go beyond modernisation vThich only stimulates the 
mere e.ppe&:re..nce of voice o "Education for development must be 
education for freedom in \vhose process science 2nd technology 
will be a.t the service of the humanisation of meno 1'(7) 
Where ordinary people have been crushed by the dehumanising actions 
of othersp where huma.n beings hcve been reduced to thingsp it 
is the tBsk of educetion to facilitate their responsitili ty to 
become fully humPn to restore their right to 8 voiceo 
Human existence is a tesk of praxiso So much educ.o.tional work 
vaporises into abstrec t theoris ingo Freire advocates a dialectical 
unity of reflection and action which constitutes true praxiso One 
must not be sacrificed at the expense of the other o Any educational 
practice must make it possible for men to problema tise their 
existential situetion~ through a unity of reflection and e.ctiono 
Only such a process CJ,S thisD 1r!ill er>..able men 11 to penetrate rcore 
deeply the prise de conscience 1<1hich must develop in th8 action 
which tr2.r.sfoms rez.li ty~' o ( 8) 
not abstract ideas. Tl:.e educational r1ethods \·Jhicb ema!'_a te fro::n 
such a vieH must 9 there£'oreD vary Hithin a single society in 
relation to its historical sit~tion. If there can be ~1 no truth 
outside or beyonc the COI':'.c::>ete historicc:.l ever:.ts i::1 1:.rbich Den 
Pre involved ps agents"(9;a cve-.r:y ed:-J.c<?tior.:a,l endec-l'Our rr.;.ls-~ oeel{ 
to ado:?t t:1.:;se sJ.::':'f'ter:;ies exd cet~1ods suj_7c;,bly ~C'e:c=ted. to t!J.(?i.z' 
oHn historical sit~ptiono 
Men a.re unfinished and are capable of achieving freedom. 
'~Education must becorr:e the practice of freedom •••.• the mee.n.s "by 
vihich men and women deal critically ar..d crer tively 1:1i th ree li ty 
and discover hoH to participate in the transforme..tion of their 
\>JOT ld o rt ( l 0) 
Sorr:e educa tior~c,l prc.ctice opere tes on the Dfear of freedom!~{ 11) 
principle • Such educ<~tion is constraining. It offers itself 
. chari tabl;>r to t.h.ose \'Jho need it wos t - like some i-Jonder-working 
medicine to cure a sick m2n t1 enabl2ng him to return to the hee>l thy 
structure from 1:1hich he became separated 0 o(12) 
Education for freedom does notg 
u'constrain the fe2rful anc subdued9 the 9rejec ts of life Q to extend 
their trembling hands o Real generosity lies in striving so 
that those hands - whether of individuals or entire peoples = need 
to be exter.ded less end less in supplication 9 so th<d more and 
rrore they become human hands 1r1hich Hark end by \Wrking trcnsform 
the world. 11 (13) 
Human hands can be free hands. We ere engaged in a process that 
Cc:rl Rogers hRs called ulearning to be free', This type of 
learning is one that recognises men in 2 rapidly che.nging vlorld. 
"The only man who is educated is the man who h2s learned how to 
learn 9 the man vJho has learned how to adapt 2nd change 9 the man uho 
l:;:::s realised no knoHledge is secure ••••• a reli2.nce on process rather 
than static knowledge is the only thing thc..t makes sense as a 
goal for education in the ooC.ern >-iorld.'1 (14) 
J{f nen are ca:9able of f:!'2eo.om 9 tepclc.E":!'S mt.u·t bel:p c:>::':=:ate a 
npsychological cli:nate in uhich the child Hi11 feel free to be 
curious •••• on(15) 
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a conscious being disappeer. 'L1.is is vJhy education for frGedom 
is 2 re2listic possibility. 
I-~en have a t\·Jo fold ontologica: vocation to be subjects and to name 
most of us end subtly rrogro.11ni.r:g us into tte confozo21~:cy of the 
logic of its system. To the degree t.ha t this h~· ppens 9 ':Ie e:re 
also becoming subwerged in a ne\·J 11 cul ture of silence ••••• ':'he 
young perceive the. t their right to sr:;y their ovm word hc-s been 
stolen from them and the t fe\·J things are more mpox-tant than the 
struggle to win it back."(16) 
T:.'1is study hes elrec:dy 2.dvised. against any suggestion thpt Paulo 
Freire 0 s r:1ethods sroulc. be co-pied 1;Jholcsalc outside L;:-tin .rmeric·e. 
There are nevertheless parallels1"'- c-.s the 2bove quotation indicates. 
Recognition of this fact brin(s c'.'ith it recognition thet the 
Peulo Freire vision of man has serious implications for our own 
educPtion. :r·here ere valid ways of 0naming the vJOrld v. t:e need 9 
tr~ough our educetional practicep to stinulete a ca~city for critical 
thinking in our leerners 9 es knovling subjects 9 challenged by the 
object to be knm-In. 
"It is precisely the systematic experience of the relationship 
between the knower end the known that is important ••••• 
relationship is precluded Hhenever the lec.rner is rr:ad.e the mere 
passive recipient of the te8.Cher 1 s Hordo 
does not s pe2.k his or her \vord. n ( 1 7) 
In this c.s.se ths learner 
Tr,e teacher who uses problem-posing methods must seek to create 
conditions 1;;hereby knowledge c; t the level of the 'doxa 1 is superseded 
by the knowledge at the level of the 0 logos. 
It is important th2t we ~eek to encourage students to apprehend~ 
rether than memorise the viord.. 
1113hen words are remembered for their sounds (i.e. for exam purposes) 
re,ther tha:r.. for their meaninf9 they lose their autbenticity.n(18) 
The successful teacher Hill be concerned \vi th being more rather 
than h;:wing more. t·Je must educate less to obtain jobs 2nd more 
for the cgntinuing process of 'being more fully human 9 • 
essentially bumanising ••••• and has to do i-Ti th the consciousness 
human beings beings heve of their mm effor-ts."(19) Productive 
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lc.bo·~,=- d::les not r"2.ve to d.o Hith p::'oducing r.:c:re gooG.s but in the 
creation of 0new men and women ° for if hume.n beings cannot take 
part in the transformation of their worldo •.•• They are alienated. 
In 1984 Hhen 1 educ2tion for leisure 1 and not so much for employment 
has become a key issue, Paulo Freire 0s \-lords on the importance of 
~being1 ins te2d of 0having 1 assur.Je a significance for the developTient 
of a relevc:.nt cu.rriculumo 
c:r.'Jen as conscious beings exist in a dialecticc:.l relationship behreen 
the determination of limits and their own freedom. A philosophy 
imbued 1r1i th faith in man is confident thco t educetion for liberation 
can enable man to bring about solutions to the contrPdictions reality 
continually reveals. EducPtion should seek to pose those very 
problems and aim to possess the permanent state of unity which exists 
beh·reen the 2cts of denouncing 2!ld announcing? \-.rhich give it life.tJ 
(20) 
A c~itical View of Freire's 1Vision of KPn 1 
Criticism of Freire 1 s vision of me.n have centred pround the actual 
1vision&ry' n2ture of the concept. Considered by some 9 to be simply 
the thoughts of an idealistic ~dreamer 1 9 the accusing finger of 
Utopianism is again pointed. 
"Utopianism is 9 in my opinion 9 a problem in Freire's though to 
It is evident in an uncritical tendency to regard his notion of 
li terecy as the key to liberPtion and a life of praxis for all men. 
This is to say that he does not apparently teke much not:., of the 
complexities much less the dark side of the notion of liberation 
itselfo"(21) 
Does Freire take sufficient account of the problem of human laziness? 
Civen the choice~ there will 2lways be those who spurn the offer 
of 1liberetion 1 because it requires too much efforto 
"Freire seems to place all his hopes on educetional enlightnment 
about the true nature of hu.man agency o Nowhere does he seem to 
consider the possibility that a significant proportion of people 
might come to reject such radical freedom in fa,vour of benien 
authoritarianism and aesthetically-tinged mystification once 
they discovered th~:;.,rpdical praxis meant ha:rd i'iork 9 unra tionalized 
frustrations 9 and 0 too many evenings 1 o"(22) 
8? 
in the vieH of p::!:'ogress o :.'or those uho have lived throug};. ti:Jo 
;.rorld VIars and numerous ideelogically inspired terrors 9 the call 
to revolution in the name of liber:o tion is ~o t ~ota.lly convinc ingo 
'L'b.e evidence of hi:t:to:>::y does not rEake u.s confiC.ent about t:'le 
r
1efficacy of Freire 0s 0revolution<=>ry trust' in the p;)oy:'.e 11 o{23) 
7..!: ::J'rei:<:>s 0s 'vision oi· men 1 is -t.o h8V8 fg:r-reactd.r.g ec~t:c~tic::-...a:!. 
implications 9 some of the above criticis::Js \vill 9 of necessity 9 
be taken into eccounto It cannot be Pssu.med that Freire's 
0 vision° uill !!lean the same thing to educctio!l2.lists everJn-Jhereo 
Hm.,rever~ having noted some of the doubts 9 it is not the plac·e 9 here 9 
to develop any detailed argument for or against 9 as much of this 
hes been undertaken in the earlier s'te.ges of this studyo A 
r;:ore pssitive approach is offered berea F'reire 0s mc:in focus is 
the equality of hmnan dignity and man~s intrinsic ·1:1ortho His 
main thesis is tf:at men are im:!)oc::-tant and 'that a-ll n:erit active 
respect a hhere ed<ICP tion 2p]:)e2rs to be threatened by the :odvances 
in technology 9 the voice of Peu.lo Freire serves as a timely remindero 
He calls us to refuse to capitulate in the wake of technological 
Pclvance 9 to shun any l·uddite type (24})( attaclk on the computerised 
' 80 9 s and to redirect our educational practiceo 
11 The <:>nS'\.Jer does not lie in the rejection of the machine but 
rather in the humanisation of mano"(25) 
I: 1.<1e can rid our tr2di tion2l curriculum of its Hardiness and its 
lc:ck of faith in pu'pils 1 pot-rer to discv.ss 9 1:Jo:d~ er:d create~ if \ve 
can centre the curriculillil on relevant 1:1ords and not 'a.lienating 
blah 1 9 if v.re can establish a connection between educa tion2l and 
existential demands and tie a tenuous knot between concrete activity 
and critical reflection 9 we may yet be on the road to sharing 
P~ulo Freire's 0vision of man 1 and no-one quite knows where that 
will leado 
SECTION THREE 
fA ll"lEU .APPROACH 
THE Er~LICATIONS OF THE THOUGHT 
OF PAULO FREIRE FOR TEE DEVELOP!JJE}TT 
OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
Uhat ne;,r cli:rections lie ahe2d for Religious Lducation in "1984 = 
tte yee:r znacle famous by the title of a famous book? 1984 = may or 
una t :I.a t?..:!f.enins ir: O"l.r society p the 1:72-Y 1-!8 2::::'8 c;oine 2.T"d l-!t.y > 
questions invo1ving a long h;;.rd look s.t ou:rselves 9 oll:':' ':-'ork 0 o;;_-r 
lB.nd and our traditions o It 1-Jould seem a.n apt tioe 9 ther:. 9 to 
focus attention on one of those traditions- the teaching of Religious 
Educ;:::tior: in :Bri tisb schools = and to ask ~1.vhere do He go f:r.om 
herej? Is there a nei-J B.pproach which vill radically change our 
1:/hole 8.tti tude to the subject if not revolutionise the a.pplica tion 
of it? It is the cor:tE;?ntion of this study t?la t the uork of Pa-:;_lo 
Freire can 9 in sane measure 9 offer e. neH perspec tiv·e B.!'.d point to 
the viay 2heado It may be thct the vay is r~narro1:1 anC: feH viill find 
i. t'~ ( '1 L or even_ too rislD.;;, bu t 9 :for those who are willine to shun 
the 0bro2d \vay ~ "~:Ihich may yet lead to OnJelli::m 1destruction 1 it 
is a neu and exciting road uhich can lead. to liber2tior:o 
A brief survey of significant ~milestones 1along the path of tte 
development of Religious Education in British schools in recent 
years is no'I;J outlined in order to set this 0 ne\"J direction 1 in 
contexto An iden tifice tion of filajor theological trends in relation 
to the m:lin e.:p:IJro2ches to 3.eligious Fct;;.cc:tion is then offered as a 
natural precursor to thoughts on the possibility of 2 ~ne1:1 uay 0 
for Religious Education in and beyond 1984o 
Tfle 1944 llducrd;ion Act laid dmm certain presciptions for Religious 
I'ducz.tiono These included instruction to begin each c~ay with an 
ac·;; of Forship9 Religious Instruction uz.s to be in accordance t·Jith 
a.n aareed sy1J.abu.s\j conscience cle.uses He:re built i:1 for bot:h 
pupil ar::d tc::ccho:r o Tb.o act itself 2:eflect8d a te:1sicn = E~eligious 
theless~ for Qopting out 1 a The 1944 settlement gave statutory 
support to ~eligious :nstruction in the county schoolso The bz.c~c-
g_yound to the period vJas ~ of coW?se~ the Second Uorld \-Jar 9 fought~ 
so it \v?S believed 9 to preserve democracy 9 freedom and all that 
t·Jes counted v:orthy in the \-!estern Christian tradi tiono Religious 
Education UP.S considered to be an important fe..ctor in the re-building 
of British civilisz.tiono Tne \·Jhole .Act~ often referred to as 9 The 
Butler i'ct 0 -reflecting both his ch2racter ~md thrt of Uilliam 
Temple 9 regp:rded. the 'religious issue 1 es an i:nport;mt one e.nd 
cor..sequently gave to the subject 9 careful and s;y;rnpa.thetic studyo 
Religious Education was given fresh impetus by t~e 1944 Acto 
Eowever 9 in Primary Schools the subject \'J?.S l2rgely t2.ught by a 
clz.ss teacher and although a fevJ specielist teachers 1t1ere a.vailable 
in second2ry schools 9 most of the teaching Nc::s frequently undertaken 
by non-specialists - Christians who taught \·Ji th sincerity but not 
necessarily 9 professi,ona.l competenceo ~e type of instruction 
given t-Jr-s largely biblical~ ~dul t d.orein2ted c:nd besed on the 
tP..eolOE"J syllabuses of the universitieso n1e prescriptions of the 
Act Here chiefly interpreted es 2 m2ndate for the inculc2tion of 
Christianityo J..lthough the people \·Jho fremed the .Act did not 
themselves interpret it in this way 9 this \.J;:,s the gener2l inter-
pretation linked to the view 9 widely held at the time 9 that religion 
opera ted as veluable underpinning of the democratic t-ray of life 
the religion referred to9 in pa.rticular9 WcS the Christian oneo 
The general epproech to the Religious teaching in schools 1:12S 
confessional 9 r1T.te confessionr-1 2pproe>ch is b2sed on the vieH that 
traditionr-l l"'lovrledge is true and spiritu2lly bindingo The ide2. 
is the>t a pprtlcular vievJ is expressed a:1d the Church is 2. model 
for this t'"y-pe of Religious Education - not n:uch distinguish2ble 
from preaching0 ( 1) 9 and this confess ion2l 2im w2s largely dominent 
t:nroughou t the fifties o 
out by the Institute of C.hristian :=dt:;.cation z.nd in ~954~ the 
Institute of Christian Education cor~ucted a useful piece of rese~rch 
to cssess the current s t2. te of re ligiou~ educa~ion u.nC.er the 19Ll-4 
Acto The repo:rt revealed t~u:·ee main fe2tures: 
i) Th.e m:: jeri ty of Local Educ::> tion P.uthori ties preferr3C. ·co 
Educ::>tion .t..uthori ty than produce -::hei::c oHno 
ii) T'r::e nli:':'lber of pupils taking exar-in2tions in Religious 
Xnm-Jledge \1:::s still comperatively srr"alL 
iii) There was e shortage of trained teachers - out of 674 
gra.:nmar schools surveyed 9 312 had no aualified Religious 
EducPtion tecchero 
The 1954 report m2.de it clear thct a persistent lack of quglified 
teachers WPS a most serious hindrance to the subject; the report 
of the Sheffield Institute of Education into Religious Education 
in secondary schools 9 in 1961 ~ cva.s even n:ore bluntly expressed g 
"T'ne standard of religious kno1!Iledge in the schools to&;y- 9 in so 
far e.s it h2s been revealed by the pupils 1!Jho Here tested in the 
University of Sheffield are 9 is clearly very pooro•ooo It is believed 
th2t the results obtained are fairly representative of the 
state of affairs throughout the country!l(2) 
Eighteen ye2.rs after the p;;ssing of the Education .Act - a.ll \ve.s not 
well - too feH qualified teachers 9 too meny syllabuses reflecting 
d;:; ted. theo:!:ogice..l thoue;ht 9 no Local Educa. tio!l ~~u thori ty Hi th an 
adviser for Religious Educ::;tion 9 many tee.chers confused in both 
aim :md methodo 
The first real chenge in the approach to Religious Educ2tion in 
schools did not reelly come about until the sixties and in the early 
sixties 11 we believe it VJould be no exaggeretion to say thzt a 
minor revolution h9s t::1ken pl;oce in Religious Educa.tion11 o(3) 
Teachers of Religious Education in the e?.rly sixties faced a 
problem - hoH to tecch young people io'ho v.rere profou...ndly infl-uenced 
by 1'the dre.g of contemporary cynicism anu t~1e rr:eterialist .e.sswr:ptions 
of e, culture domine.. ted by science and technolo£,Y. Religion vJes 
seen 2.s neither true nor false but merely irrelevant. :·-1e thods of 
teachir..g evolved iL an earlier 2ge 9 became more and more ir:Jpract-
icab1e.11(4) 
~obinsonjs 0HonGst to God 0 Hcs something of 2 °dcctrinc-l bombshell 0 • 
B:.shop Robinson eppe2red to be questioning many of the tredi tiona.lly 
accepted beliefso So=n.e \vere encouraged by his contemporary 
::'-1 0 reover 7 the theological 
debate uas c:-o,:rried on~not ir. the cloistered q_u;:-rte:::.:-s of c.ccdemic 
ir.sti ttr~io:<.s ~ b1;.t in Lcont of t~1e television c.::msrc-s. 
2nd non-churche;oers \-Jere be1:1ildered. 
l.'ith the 0 l'~elr! Theology 0 cal1le the 1 Ke\1 r-1orality 0 -nov! even Christian 
ethics were being called into question. 
In 1961 9 Harold Loukes had brought out a book entitled 0 '£eena.ge 
P..eligion° 9 Hhicn was a survey of what teencge:E;s thought about 
key issues. Rich8rd .f..clc:nd "I:.JPS also co.ncerned Hi th the 2 tti tudes 
and thouehts of young people. In l-eis book 9 a·~·:e 'Ieach Them 'drong' 
(1963) 9 he asserted that 11He ere confronted uith e different kind 
of aniLlaL •••• not one 1:..r!1.ose b!lsic culture is settled 7 local and 
agricultural 7 but one Hhose bcsic culture is technological e!!d 
scientific 11 • (5) Acland stressed ~he need for new met..h.ods in 
Religious Education and supported Loukes? 2pproach. 
In 1964=65 9 the 1:1ork of Rona.ld Gold!:nan contributed to Primary Relig-
ious Zc.uc;o tion Hha t Loukes h2d contributed to the secondery schools. 
Goldm2n vies concerned vii th the problem of 'readiness 1 and pointed 
out thPt you could not just teech the Bible stories to children 
~-Ji thout recourse to their ~readiness fo:r religion 1 • To do so 
could stunt 2 child 0 s religious understa:1ding and ensure thet he/ 
she uould find respor.se impossible 9 possibly for ever. In 
'Readiness for Religion°~ Goldman suggested th2tg 
" ••.•• it is an impossible t2sk to teach the Bible cos such to 
children before adolescence."(6) 
Goldman°s work provoked stormy controversy. Eis ideas were severely 
criticised~ but his research certainly encouraged a great deal of 
experiment2l uork in the :prim;::ry school and. grertly influenced the 
Hhole a!)proech to the religious educ2tion of ;youneer children. The 
content of Religious EducAtion H.<:s drastically reduced in the 1 Go:::..dm2n 
er::-. 0 • His life=tteories of 13read ' 9 ~she€p 0 9 etc did cont2in some 
Biblical evidence but essenti2lly 7 these topics were explored in a 
very prac iical 1:rrcy. The approach \-I2S child-centred. Golcl!nen hed 
continued 9 not only the me·chod 9 but the 1-1hole intantion of Religious 
:=:duca tion beean to changeo 
Other <-Jriters also stressed the need for n2'1.-J methcdso D S Hub<?:ry 
2dvoc:::tsd c_n ex:92ri~;:n-Gial app:r·oach to educ2.tion ir:. his book 
a Tez..ching t~':e Ch:.: is tio.n ::::-ai th ':':oC:z .. y 9 o 
houever 9 still had strong su;::>:r;;or·~o 
Education He.s still fairly positiveo 
D'le 'off ici2.l vi(:\1 ~ on Re::Cic.ious 
of 1959 had explicitly stated the import:::nce of Religious l!:;ducationo 
On Page L1A of the report it \vas cleF~rly st8ted thatg 
nTeenagersooooo need 9 perhaps before all else 9 to find a fa·ft.th to 
live by o 0 ( 7) 
In 1963 9 the RevYsom Committee had devoted chapter seven of their 
report to rspiri tu.al end Horal :Development 9 and 1~ ter ir. the report 
stress H.:::.s aeain plc:ced on the vr::lue of Religious Education in 
schools: 
1!\,le he.ve el:!.~e,dy r::ace clear the im:!)O::t:>te.nce which J.<.'e Fttach to that 
part of Religious upbringing Hhich falls to the schools o" ( 8) 
Eo\vever? by 1967 7 the Plo,,-.rden Co:rn.21littee reflected. a slight change 
in emphasiso Hhereas both CroHther and Newsom had been very 
I 
explicit about the importance of Heligious Educe. tion on the primary 
school curriculum 7 the Ploviden Cm:::mi ttee v1ere not quite so unambig-
uous in their ex~nination of ~~e subjecto The :')urharn report 
comments~ 
1'~:uch positive information wes expressed in a strangely negative 
Significantly 9 a minority report was 2lso included 
alongside the m~ein Plo-...Jden one 9 opposing the I-1eligious Education of 
young children chiefly on the grounds of the inherent unsui tebili ty 
of the m2teriaL 
In 1965 °Ne\·T Ground in Christi2n Education~ extended Harold Loukes ~ 
1961 work into a more formal surveyo Loukes2dvoccted a new starting 
pointo He focused on the reel life problems of teem,gers and 
SUffested th?.t c.ny syllabus should in fc:ct 9 be a 0 problerr1 syllabus 0 o 
Subj.ects for discussion included snobbery 9 belief 9 prpyer etc o and 
r.ot just teenage problems - anything could be considered ps a 
strrting point for religious discussion as lonB es it w~s life-
centreio 
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Religion 1:1as 
buried in the problerr:.s to ;)e ane-lysed and \·Jas no~ explicit as in 
s tv.dyi~g Temples~ religious lce.ders etc o This approach is also 
referred. to 2.8 ~l::s: 0 exis-Ge~tialist J P..pyroacn - i-:; HcS concerned 1::r.:·~h 
the prob~.e;::,s of teenaga eJris~e:nee. 
parer2ts 2-p:':)e:rently v1anteC:.. Religious ::'d'.lcation for their children 
but humanities de:92rtments 1:1ere springin_ up everyt:Jbere 2nd P.eligious 
Ed.uc2tion beg-z.n to be integrated or even t-.:'.ried er..ong the social 
sciences: the debate about replacing Religious Education Hi~h moral 
education begano 
In 1970 9 the Durham Coll'.Illission pradnced its report - 0 'I:he F'ourth 
R 1 0 This report represented a 0 C: ifferent vie\-; l of Religious Education. 
:a \vas a Church docuc.6n t and represented the Ho:::-2<: of Christians 
vJho se\v Britain as a Cbristian col:..."ritry = post ecclesiastical but not 
nos t-Chr is tian o 
0 Let it be granted thet there are those 1vho assert that such phrases 
as a 0 sense of the infinite 1 are empty 0 that religious clai..rns are 
bogus and that all religious people 9 not only Christians~ are 
utterly mistaken e.nd self-deludedo But there 1:1ould plainly 2t 
present be no case for developing a national education policy for 
the whole country on tb-L.s assumption."(10) 
The report 1!Jc-s positively disposed touard Christian values ~=:nd 
considered Christianity as a. workable fr2.neworko It pointed out 
that an education system can not be value free 2nd must be based on 
a model of man. 
0
'Han is a crel".ture who finds himself perplexed with the mystery of 
his existence.o.•o From the start of recorded history he h~=:s soueht 
to find ansv1ers to the enigma. of his origin :md des tiny o o o. ott ( 11 ) 
'The report offered the Chris tien model 2s being the most acceptable 
e!llphas ising the ir:!:educ;i bJ.e v;oluo of every ch:i.ld &nd offered the 
Christian feith PS the r:::--·in subject of :::tudy in Re::!.iciom:; L:ciuc;:otiono 
. Ti;is 1-:~s not the old cor.fessionel 2::'Jl::t'Oc>crlo Tr:o :-"01J.rth R) offe:"ed 
It offered the view thpt life is a force to be 
engaged ui thcReligious Educations accordinG to the Report 1•J?Sn °t 
F:eli_:::·ious Tduc,-+;ion then s!lou1d _;}rovc:~e questions 
·so an 0 VE:ra.ll Yi8W of l!l2.rl 1 a 
1 ·~.:~~r~ i.s :? ~~>en:;.-~encn'; '=' co:.plP.Y.: :s~:-~ll87~}r::; of p:l~rs5.ct-l:; ~"l~.-ot:.o.:r:?l 
CTlC~. IJS~r(!}'"' . :__C?J. c}:~TF~Cte,....5.s-tj_·::!E'o~o ~C"t~(12; 
TLe re,::-o:ct did not seriously engage ':rith the c;t:estion of '.·,·o:cl(l 
RelL-ions 9 cDd this z.spE:ct wes left <>nd developed le~G:c by 'Ihe 
Schools Council i.'orkQI'\_9 f'orer. Several sig!lHicc_nt fCJctors contributed 
to this p::-pero F.elir;ious :SJucption 'Ie;;cr,ers -...;ere firding it 
difficult to cope VTith immig-r2.r:ts- there w;::s P de2rtL of mderial 
There w~s 2 move toward 
~Religion Observed 1 -you could observe empathically. 
In 1969 9 :ProfP.ssor ?'inicn S:.,c:rt \v<S instrP~entel in the form<tion 
of -:~he 'ShPf \.orkint P;:-rty on 'v,orld Relie·ions in F.duc;-tion ;ond when 
in 1971 the v.rorking paper of the Lpncas ter University b::>sed project 
entitled ~Religious Ed.uc?tion in Second2ry Schools 0 HES published 9 
2 newap21ro::-ch to Relit:ious Educ<=>tion w::-s advocated,(13) 
Religious Education ''i"'s not viewed P.S the product of churches the 
languege and ::-ssumptions of the report viere those of educ;:-tion-
alists end its v::-lues were those of p:bilosophers of education. 
The report stressed the need to reflect tl1e full spectru.rr: of beliefs 
in a pluralistic society - Britain WRS not now a !£QQQ_-faith country -
she was post Christi~n. ':';he Report savr t:r..e churches role not e.s 
sponsors of pctivi ty but as ob~ects of enquiry - churches'- and 
vicars v.rere resources. Religious Education was justified r.ot in 
terms of 2.iding personal commitment 9 but as a me8ns of developing 
an understanding of the universal phenomenon of religion. This 
phenomenon constituted a powerful one in our society_ claimed the 
report.a.nd therefore it merited study. Tl:e Schools Council \;orking 
PPper clearly re~ommended ::;n objective 9 undogm2.tic epiJroach expressed 
in phenomenologicPl lan~upge. In a sense 9 it could be said th?t 
-t'-e re};ort sp;-,,vneci the term 111phenomenolo~ticpl'' mL'ant to indicPte 
::>) pn eng;pgemen t in the s tud;y of "' :9henomencm, and 
b) the need to b:racket out the 'truth clairrs 7 of wh.c-t is to be 
studied. 
As a. npturPl corollary to ?phenomenoloCY' the tel'm 'empptl:ly' became 
\ciCrld vieu 0 o As a conseque:1ce 9 there v.'es 2 revol".Jtion ir.:. ~"leligious 
Education contento \·:orld Religions Here deerr:ed sui table for study 
at all levels and non-the is tic themes such 2s humanis!!l or Earxism 
could bG ir.:.cl~ded in the curriculwn. 
belief 9 but on the me<.ny diEensions of religion. 
T..ne ~eport virtually sanctioned 0 &'1ything 0 cor:ing into -::te cl2ssroc::no 
A Hir:.du t';~ddir:g or a pentecostal p2 s tor ~ eve:rything co"'J.lc ce 
studied bec&use the aim was to study as evidence with a vie'" to 
understanding and not comm:i. tment6 
0 Young children have a deep sense of ~vender 2nd ?vie. Unless this 
side of e. child 0s personplity is respected and developed 9 his 
personclity will be stunted in one direction. SimilFrly a 
genuine search for meaning in life is characteristic of older 
children ••••• Education should encourage ar.:.d develop this search 9 
making the pupil aware of the questions and the concerns of religion 9 
and giving him experience of the methods of inquiry 9 the lanCQ6§8 
and thought forms th2t belong to this form of discourse. 11 (14) 
The need for commitment to a faith on the pert of tec.;.chers was not 
a.r.. a priori condition for teaching the subject. 1:iha t Has needed 
\v?S a commitment to the study of religiono 
'I'here he.ve been or..e or t\,ro significent developments since the 
publication of t:he Schools Council 1;:orking Pqler 36. :n 1975 9 
the City of Bir;:ninGhem ligreed Sylla.bus appec:red. T'ae important 
factor here \·las th2t a legal case resulted in the throwing out of 
the syllabus. It w2s really an extension of Peper 36 and included 
teaching on humanism and communism. 
to return p2ges on Communism. 
Teechers were l?ter instructed 
The H2m:pshire Agreed Syllabus of 1978 was almost the first 
syllabus to be couched in terms of concepts9 skills 2.nd attitudes. 
A good many sylle.buses since have te.ken up this a.pprof1ch. They 
are objective based. 
The prese"-!.t day has seen so:-nething of a revival of the ~Te:::u.s The~·'tes. 
Cu.rriculum Christianity is a central issuec The Cleveland Cti.rriculum 
Reviec'J on Religious Education states g 
t!b.l thout::'l the implicit approach in Religious Educe tion is generally 
8Ccepted throughout the Primary School 9 the child in the upper junior 
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~::c}1ool is reF..dy for more explicit teach:.ngo o o o. I•:,e ~Jesus themes 0 ~ 
developed in some detail over the ti.·Jo final yea.rs in the junior 
school~ are recommended as a substantial part of Religious 
Education in those years.G(15) 
Religi01.2.s :2duca tion most d2fini tely still hes a plclce on the 
curriculu."'l. 1'he FIJ'li/D=s Curriculu:r:J. 11=!6 stresses the need for 
certain essential 0arees of experience 0 with VJhict a child needs to 
be concerned during a.ny period of co::1pulso:ry schooli~g end lists 
these 0 areas 0 alphabetically AS 
The aesthetic and creative; 
mathematical? the physical; 
political; the sp1ritualo 
the ethical; the linguistic? the 
the scientific; the socic-1 .and 
Commenting on °Religious Education and the Curriculum'the DES 
report s te tes: 
nReligious Er.uca t ion sh2.res with other subjects the task of 
helping children to ac·quire the skills 9 kno':.rledge r:nd social 
competence necessary for their personc:l development and life in 
society. Consequently it shares with other subjects a concern for 
besic skills such as attention to evidence~ careful repsoning 9 
the communication of ideas through the written and spoken words 9 
as well as providing opportunities for pupils to \·Jork independently 9 
and dis play ini tie tive. 11 ( 16) 
In 1984 there is a significant growth in the 0life-skill 1 industryo 
Careers 9 con:munity studies, personal relationships and other 
aspects deemed necess 8ry for 1 Coping with life 0 all bid for space 
on the school timetable and often it is that space traditionally 
held by Religious Educationo What new directions 8re open to the 
development of Religious Education? Is there 9 in fact 9 a new 
direction available? It mey be that t::e subject needs more than 
a new wayo Some kind of new-birth may be involved 9 an E0ster 
Experience 9 from vlhich a 'new creature 1 will emerge? free from 
past restraints ar::d liber2ted to the newo 
'l:his present study ce.intains the viNJ the; t there is a relationship 
bet1:1een various theologice.l develop:1ents e.nd differing approaches 
in Religious ? 0ucationo In an article eOJ.ti tledg C::ie,logue and 
c::nanoj::x~. tion g t:!eu Horizo:J.s in the development of Religious I'c.u.~a tion 1 
published in -::he 3ri tish Jou:rnP 1 of Re:iciov..s :Cc_uc2 tion ( 1983~·? 
David Gooderham has attempted to shou tlca t g 
1
''I'bere are 9 in f2ct 9 theoretical perspectives uhich yield po':Ierful 
analyses of these developments in theologyo 
in the hermeneutic tradi tiono 11 ( 1) 
They are to be found 
The article seeks to show the \·Jay in itJhich 1a cumulptive series 
of types of 1herl"leneutic theory 1 h;::s developed 9 and uses these 
types of t!J.eory as 2. useful frPmeviork for 2n examinetion of the 
di.ffering CU1o<ies of mediation 1 l.vl::ich can in fact be seen to provide 
the unde:rpir~'lings of v2rious Religim.1s E(lucc tion approaches o 
Gooderbam offers four types of theory for cons ider;:,tion - the 
objective 9 the existential 9 the dialogic and the em2.r:cf.patory 9 pr..d 
suggests the.t the last may r.-Jell point to a significant vJay foniard. 
The e<rticle is open ended and this study vJill seek to use tl::e 
arguments it puts forward in the following wayso Firstly 9 there 
folloi:IS a resume of the first three theories for consideration~ 
secondly and more importantly 9 this present chapter will te.ke 
up issues :raised 9 by offering the thought 2nd ivork of Paulo :?reire 
in its theologicel context 9 es a mee.rrs of engc.>.girrg an e!I'.ancipa tory 
fra.~eHork for a ne\v approe<ch to Relic;ious Educs tiono 
2) 9J:?:;iective Theory 
The se::;o.rch for objectivity was the m;::in thrust of nineteenth century 
hermeneutico This type of theory emerged egainst the backgToun.d 
of biblical critic ism at a time uhen t..l-J.eologians Here concerned 
to develop a conscious rele.tionship \-Ji th the natural sciences o 
The aim vres to erase all tra.ces of subjectivity so that study of 
the 1 s2cred texts 1 could be seen to be rs 1objective 0 as the natural 
sciences. Enquiry wps to be free from hi2.s 9 IJrejudice e::d. t!1e 
subjective interests of the inter~reter. Lesslie Eswbiei~: in 
'T'ne Other Side of 1984.:. questions for the churches 1 9 writes of 
t'l::e e2rly nineteer.th centuryg 
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old sup2rs ti tion and ley br:.:::·e ths re2l no. ture of things ps in the 
lir,ht of GP.Yo"(2) 
C~~sctive theory still underpins Vc-TiOUS ty;:;es Of ?eligioUS 
\·!ark a!!d. b2.blj_cal s~ud5.es in ce::1tres of furt:~e:r educetion anr', the 
l.miversitieso Any Ptte:?Jpt to offer informction~ at primary level, 
eo {!o t:r,e l;;-nd \•!here Jesus lived in a anon-confessional i manner9 lends 
itself to a methodical a study of 9 for e:xample 9 3iblice.l texts in 
later school life, 
b) 3:xiste:'ltial T-1eory_ 
Tr:e c·rork of Kcorl :82rth 2r.d Eudolf 3-.J.l tmar.r bob called into question 
the f'Cademic necessity and/or practical viability of aob~ectivity 1 o 
Good2r:r: ~:::as Prticle recalls c~Bu lt:nar.n as injunct::.or. th::- t biblic2.l 
texts 0should be interr-reted not cos~alofically 9 but anthro~ologic­
ally9 or better still~ existentially11 o(3) 
Jn existential theory the emph2sis shifted to the su.bjective/ 
objective problem a.r.d that of the euthentic/inauthentic, Religious 
u.nderstancling H::-s to be consiciered in terms of :9ersor.al encounter 
not objective criteriao Pre-u~derstandin{! essun£d a centr2l 
i"l por ta:-1c eo T'r.e context of p2st history t·J2s ir: this type of tl"eory 
to be complemer.ted by the existential~ 
"the object of interpretation can be established by interest in 
tistory as the sphere of life in which hum2n existence moves 9 in 
\vhich it attains its possibilities Pnd develops them and in 
reflection upon which it attains understandin[ of itself ard of its 
m·m particular possibility e1~quiry into ?]"umar: being a as one 1 s own 
beingo"(4) 
:?eference has already been made to the 0 exister..tial a nc:.ture of the 
work of Hprolcl Lotikes. E0 vever such theories do not only underpin 
the work of Loukeso ~herever aexistentia.l questions' are central 
the type of ReliGious Eclucation undertaker: uill be ch2.racterised 
by oper..-eno.uiry and a critical approach o Tne ex is ter; tial approach 
can 9 therefore, underpin a VPriety of Relieious ~ducPtion work, be 
it specifically Christian-based or r,~ore hU'l'JPnistic. V!ha t is central 
is not th::::: nc: tur2 o:r tl:ce form of particular conte:-1 t but the centrality 
'iCO 
cf existential i~terests. 
c) r'ialogic T'reory 
This type of theory h2..s close links viith the existential? vi th this 
c1ifferencef 
~whilst ths existential conceives of the inter~reter 88 ~ lone 
individual in encounter vii th ':he mess::oge of t!~:.c~ text~ tr1e dialo:::;.i.c 
sees him rather 8S historic?lly rooted with opportunity for 
dialogue \vith the text. 11 (5) 
The location of the interpreter wi t:·,in a particular language 
community is important. 
11 Language is not just one o£' man~s possessions in the t'!or1d, but 
on it depends the feet that nan has a world at all."(6) 
Ar, individual 1 s thoughts v ide;::s etc constitute his horizon. 
Gadamer s:9e2ks of tr.e possibility of bro2.dening the horizo~ of 
incorporating other horizons. Thus the 1s2creci texts' invite 
us to dialofue so th;-ot an extension or merging of horizons might 
take plc:ce. 
1:1here Religious Educ;:-tion teaching h:::s been underpinned by this 
appro~ch 9 students h2ve explored other faiths 1riith the idep that 
1 something is to be leFrnt from them 9 • The study of world religions 
he.s seemed completely congruous with the 0 dialogic 0 approach. 
Reference has been m2de earlier to the phenomenologj_cal approe.ch 
exemplified by the Schools Council Harking Paper. 'Ihe relationship 
be tHe en this and the dialogic theory here under ex?mina tion is 
some;,;Lat ambivalent. "The phenomenologicel n:ethod byp?sses a.nd 
indeed excludes Pttention to the subjectivity and historical 
rootedness of the ~nquirer- and in conseQuence 9 byppsses the 
prerequisites of di:::logue. 11 (7) 
In what sense then can dialogic theory as put fon..rard by Gadamer 
be said to have underpinned an ~pproach to Religious l!;duca tion? 
In this way. A 1 though theoretic::--lly the phenomenologica.l 
r~pproach byp::sses the need for dialogue~ it h::s in practice had the 
effect of f::cili tating it. This c2n be accounted for by & variety 
of socio-tistoric8l fPctors. Strong pressures for the promotion 
of mul ti-cul tur;:!l unders tandine h2ve significantly moved tte appro~ch 
to a dialogical one. 
"iOi 
·'The i::cl•ool::o Council (round ~~ J:-' _!_C... I) :ce ore2e1:ts 
tm .. Iard.s a reshP:ping of the -phenomenologicz l appro2.ch ~ or perhaps, 
more 2ccura tely, towards edumbTa ting a dialogical aprJroacri. 01 ( 8) 
T:e Grov.r:dplF.n sPel::s to CO:I'Tllement unders tz'!.LC.ing "'! i th ev2.lu.a t:Lon 
Pnd goes ~eyond the llcnse:y conceived relE~ic~s~ip of :pte~onenologicPl 
d . t +. 1 , d t ' , . . - 1 • '-' ~ ~ ;;;6 >t 1 9\ zr::_ 8Xl8 2ncla 8:cpro8,Cf'8S 8. VOC2. 80. ear.LlBr ln \·,or·cu:g ,.f":Jk.L / o ., ) 
Religious Educetion work 1J_nderpinr:ed by dic:loctic theory <Cl<nm-Iled.e;es 
that al~ types of pre-understandin[ and tr?dition pre tte means 
of entering into relicious dialogueo 
Before outlining in more detail the fourth c;::tegory of theories 9 it 
is perhaps opportune to reflect on the obvious Freirian echoes 
already encountered in the preceedir·~: c2 tegor-ies. fl. ttention hPs 
;::lre2dy befm paid to the existential root in Freire's thoug:ht 9 (10) 9 
a!id G2damer 1 s h'ords on the irr.pcrt2nce of language on uhicr. 
'depends the f2.ct ttat man has a vrorld at all 9 canr··ot L:,il to 
Tecall tl-:•e i•iords of the pe;;:sant in iTeire 's culture circleg 
tr.ere would be no-one to say this is 2> world. 0 o •• 11 ( 11) 
'::'be 1f'ourth R 1 stressed the need for Religious Education to be 
based on a model of mana The tempt<tion to recPll ?reire 1 s 
1.<rords: "Every educ.., tione.l practice impli.es P concept of m~n :end 
the world" is irresistible. 
l~2n 1 s ability to transcendc his 'li.rnit situa.tions 1 finds h~':DI'Y 
corollation with G2.damer 0 s horizon theory and the importance of 
di?logue as the essence of Freiria.n educa tiona.l theory has been 
thoroughly delinepted. VJ:ra. t new approach ce.n Freire offer·'? 
Have not all his theories alreedy been taken up in the p?st 2nd 
to ::::orne extent 11resent Religious Educetion approaches. The 
a.nswer to this 8Y"~d other relc;ted questions lies in the possibility 
The theology of liber-o tion h"'s been a significant 
movement in our time. Any attempt to locate Poulo Freire in any 
one theoloEical setting would be a foolish undertpking - pttention 
h2s alre2dy been drcwn to tbe multiple roots of his thought? the 
width of his vision Pnd tl-Je richness of his ideas. 
sufficient retPrd having been p?id to all this vjealth of b;:o:::kgr01.:cnd~ 
this study will endeavour to sbovr that alongside the me ssp ce of t'1e 
theo1oe:ians of liberotion, P2ulo ?reire 1s 'cultural action for 
freedom 0 c;:;n offer an exciting '-"FY for\<Jard for the teaching of 
Religious Fducation in British Schoolso 
'[02 
'"-::very inte:r::;;ret&-Gion of th<:: texts 1:.•i:ich j_s offc:r2d to us, (w!lether 
as exegesis or as sys ter::l.&. t:i_c or aesthetical interpretation) IT.ust 
be ir.vesti.~2.ted in rela·~i~nl. to the :prexis out of ':'v-·ich it r.omeso"(12) 
centred upon critical reflection on the si-Gua-Giono Liberption 
theologians~ (13L rooted. in the Letin American experience, see the 
subject of theology as the do:!T!ain of a poli ticplly committed g_:!:'oup 
rather than th t of the individual theologian. Tt.e central 
objective of tl'::e t!'J.eoloc:;r bps instituted 1 prexis~ 2nd not 1 thin1<ing 0 
ps the core- the stprting roirt is reality ard not i~e2s. ::::ibe-rati.on 
ti1eoloe:;y has rGthot;.r_ht th:=> role of instrt:J::ents of tbeologicel 
ref1Gctio!1 2;.'1d giver 2 sense of ~rov.• ~ to the \-iorcl. of Cod. 
ntheologic..ns. o o o o often h::ove a berely idealist conce:ption of 
history 7 they tend-~ regcrd t:1e tistory of the church ~s kerugma and 
her cioe;_-rnp purely ;:;s a kinC of ristory of id.eas.li(14) 
In order to prevent a deteriorc;.tion of Christian theology into a 
tradition of ideas 7 serving to endorse repressive social structuresp 
these theolocians hpve sought to involve both a critical 2nd 
practicr"l thrust to any exar:::i!'..ation of Bibli:::al texts. 
dialogic theory is con tent to take account of tre er.:quirer us 
historical rootedness as & necessary context~ e:!lPncipatory theory 
dra\vS attention to the pot·:er-rela tionships in Hhich the enquirer 
s tancis. 
n•To place oneself in the perspectiveof tte Xing:dom means to 
participate in the struggle for the liberrtion of those oppressed 
by otherso"(15) 
In Latin America, there has been a real attempt to come to terms 
vith 11 a spirituality thrt is a concrete m2nr:er.o••o a definite v;ay 
of 1; ving before tte Lord in solidPr ity i.d th a.ll men o. o . on ( ~ 6) 
So:::1e Christians h8ve 9 througl-: their co:r..mi-tMe.,t to the 'rrocess of 
liberation 9 begun to live this kind of uspirituality'o T'ne concept 
of libere.tion not only implies a liber;otion from the automatic 
acceptance of the ideas and. v"lues of the developed -...rorld but involves 
the possibility of deve lopiDg al ternetive societies ~>rhich aiffi a.t 
[oals other than affluence and materi2lism. 
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by clepcnde:-::ce. LiberPtion from economic dependence is necessrry 
before :,:_;_"-':/ development can ta:ce ;::lace. o. o. 
T1-,rouc':l c onsc ien tizP tion -~he r::t~r t':! of :indebtedness ·co the capital 
. d d d d . -:-t~ k d [) (-: 7" lS expose an epen ence2 lS a v o-C. e •.. , , 
:n tl1e theoloe;ies of J.iber:: ti.on severel ke;;r terms 2..CQ1.Aire jnE'd 1 
emph2sis. The classical conception of truth hc..s come ·so a c::cisis 
in emancipatory theory. }]ugo Assman vrrites: '1we reject any logos 
uhich is not the logos of a praxis. il ( 18) Liber~tion theologians 
are thus saying that "there is no truth outside or beyond the 
concrete historic?l events in which men are involved as agents.il(19) 
The traditional view of truth b::--s been to sa.y th2t there !I is an 
absolute Christia.n truth or Christian principles so!I!ehow enst-,rined 
in Scripture ;::nd/or in the pronounceme!lts of the church. But then, 
there are more or less imperfect a:_:Jplicetions of the truth.':(20) 
In this vievl 9 truth is seen as pre-existent to~ and indeper:dent of 9 
its historical effectiveness. Its legitimacy is tested in relation 
to this abstract 1absolute he~ven of truth 0 o 
Liberction TheolOf'i?ns pre not simply sayine; thpt truth must be 
applied or even thc..t truth is relpted to its anplicPtion. They 
Are 9 in fact 9 sayine· that there is no truth outside or beyond 
concrete historic2l events in which men are involved c:s P('ents. 
KnovJledge cannot be separ2ted fro:!! action 9 in the proce~-s of 
tnwsforming the world through participation in i1is tory. 
~'God's word is not unders toad 2s a conceptual cormllunica tion but 
as~ creptive event •....••••• Its truth does not consist in some 
correspondence to an idee but in its efficacy in carrying out God's 
pr0mis e or fulfilling hie judgement." (2 i) 
Faith is alw2ys concrete obedience. The idea of knovJing and 
knowledge 21\-.rpys i1as this active 9 participatory content. 
"vre think ahrays out of a definite context of relations am~ action 9 
out of a given praxis."(22) 
'='be not ion of freedom underlies much of t:he liberP tion argu.me!1t: 
11 ynu viill know the truth and the truth vJill m;:·ke you free. 11 (23) 
'' 
ou"';li~es t~·~ cor:version process p_s one 2.ffected by t'~c r.<cocio<~ 
econor.'lic poJ5_tical, cultu~2.l pnd hurra.n enviro!"r:er:t :2.n uhich it 
OCC1J.I'Soi!(25) 
5nanciratory theories represent a cri ticisw. o.f.' e2rlier termene1.1.ti.c 
theories Jpre·ely chpracterized. by 1::estern theology. It is P 
0 
criticism from wit~in the ChristiFn exp~rienoe of LPtin Arnerica 5 
2nd its Ilr;:;:cticPl em::hpsis serves to link it 1-rith v~rious types of 
interpreted the '::orld in v"rious w;oysg the point is to chanre 
it 9 n finds hap-py acceptance in the beoloeies of liben tiono The 
Kerxis t i:r1s is tence on the com!1lementari ty of theory p·':'d :pre.ctice is 
seen by tl:e::;: 2s 2 closer representation of the Biblic2l viec·.'S of 
kno,:Jledge, than so:Te forms of Christian epis temolov; o 
tt.eories :nay well be revolutionaryg 
2..'T!ancipa tory 
!'To be responsible for history in a revolutionary f2stion today 
rr.e<:H·s to find tte unity of knm·:ledge and a.ction,!'(26) 
_!.n su-.:L'!lary~ emencipatory theories~ lFJrt;ely represented by ·ct.e L2tin 
American theologies of Liber~tion'~ake 2S their st?rting point a 
p2rticul;;r sociological si tua.tion 9 state the view th2t theology 
involves not only the understanding of 1 faithv b-ut elso a political 
co:nmi tment to ch:nge society o. 0 o. 
"It is not a theoloa about liber,tion 9 it is R t~'eology for 
libe;r·a tion. 0 (2 7) 
The theolof-i2s dr;;w freely on r-':2rxism 2.nd represent an existential 
sterting point in en ect of solidprity with the poor. Camj_:'.c Tor:ces 
l1elieved th~t it would be a sin for Christians to o:rpose chance 
and vjrote: 
I believe that the Communist 
:s8rty co~si!"ts of truly revolutionary elements and hence J: can:r::ot 
peo"(IJ.es tc tG.;-;:e ti:eix- destiny into tre:!_r m:e1. l:-'8-nds, to beco"'e t:1e 
csubjsct' and no lonG8r the ppssive object of history and so to 
sr.c.ke off t 11eir oppressorso"(29) 
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':it:.:::n I ~Tr ived ui tit the people~ the m:ieery ~ thP. corcr·e tPr;2ss ~ you 
knO\} o But also the beauty of the people 9 che openT'_ess ~ the 
ability to love uhich the people h2ve 8 the friendshipooooo 
The obst"'cles of this reality sent me to Ean:.. I started re2ding 
study in[. It u~s beautiful because I found in ~arx a lot of things 
the :r)eople t2d told me - wi. thou'i being li terP te. ~Ic:rx vJ2S reslly 
2 ren:us 1 :SD·T \1:tJF11T :;- !·:...:::T ;.AHX~ I COJI'1BUF~:J rj0 LI~.':P C•'F:IS'J.' C~~ TPE 
(; "fl''!<:-.':0:' Q':'' rl···· .. ~ C'fJ.'T-itT-n• 1•(1' \..1 ---·'-' . .1.~ U ..,_-..l:..lo " ) 
F.eferer•ce 'r1as alre:cdy been IT'ade to the relc>~tions::,ip betueer: 
:=::r:ancipatory theo:ries ar:d L?rxist analysie, Lib~ratioD tl:oology 
repre::ents 2n imiJorbnt ~·h;::se in the Christi?n I·:~='='Xi~t er:counter. 
It borrovred fro!'! E2rxism the tools of sociological <=:rdlysis to 
dis cover levels of exploitation in ord.er to unrrre sk opiJl'essors. 
:r.;prxisr.: is not discussed Hi ti1. n:uch cl;:·ri t~r by the theolo['i">DS of 
)_ ibc:r;o ti:::ln. Tteir uf'e of Vl~rxism is ir.stru"":entc2. il., sone ser.ses 
society. Dom E~lder 8amara h2s written: 
"I think v.Je c;::n av2.il ourselves of the fl!arxist method of analysis 
which is still valid 7 1.-.rhile leaving aside the materialistic 
cor:ception of life""(2) 
Bonino bps coremented: 
n\;e lo1ove totP.lly in the area of human rc: tionPli ty - in the re? lm 
~here God has invited ID[n to be on his own •.••• the only lefitimate 
c;neEtion is 1:Jhetber the analysis and projection do 7 in f2ct 7 
correspond to the f~cts of b.lfl'l;o.n history •••• o if t1:1ey do. o o •• they 
become unpvoid2ble lcistorica.l mediatiol" of ~~rristian obeclience."(3) 
Gut5errez rejects P h;sty synthesisinG of Christianity e.nd 
L<-.rxisn rnd a [:Toup of Chilerr Bishops ir: c; pP:;Jer celled 'The Gospel, 
Politics end Socialism 1 1 mPde clear their op,osition to 'doctrinaire 
:,:,rxism' but ttey (id 2ssert th~ t Cbristic:ns could collaborpJce 
ris T8FC.8TS thc:.t in Sp~in ~~in the IF·St a Christi;on Hho became a 
milit2~~ ~ryryist h?d to give up his faith ••••. this is no longsr 
JTrire rGprGsents e very sirilar position to t~at cf t~e Liberation 
E is O'dn ex})sr ier.ce does not lead him to a s iic.:llle 
co:nbinc:.tion of h-ro points of vieH 9 Le. Christiar..i ty and i\arxisTTI 
(c.f. Gutierrez). The problel'J ofhovr a Cl'lristian can e;1gege in 
I-~2rxist :revol'J.tionery politics is lrrgely ;o \Iestern one. :::Creire 
can Hrite ouite legitima"'celyg 
uG:)J led me to tre pec::~lc rno the peo~le led r.:e tc I·:i:-orx.n(s~:~ 9 -.-:':1ilst 
re~aining a oenoez-· of the s-:.;off of -the 1 .. orlci Council of Cl"xrctes. 
bet\·JeE:!' those vJho c-;epr the C>risti,-..n lebel anc t~ose vJl:.o de not. 
l~_:ce m2.r:.y otherCetholic C:l-:-ristic:r.s 9 :Jreire sl:;pred t:1e vieH that the 
social reality around. him 7 defended appc:rently by the cl-:"J.rch 9 Ha.s 
com:pletely at odds 1:!ith his Christi?n fe.ith. Dec8.use of the 
e:x tre::;es of '<.'eF l th ;:nc :;>overty 7 :;;>c~·Jer and poHerlessness 9 he vi::= s 
iopslled toward a soc~al class understa~ding of society. Eence 
his interest in Larx ;onu the corollation betueen his thought and 
tt.at cf t,l:eologi;::r.s such 2s Gutierrez 2-nd ~is state:neni:s thc-t; 
10 C'..:r corders ion :process is &ffsc ted by the socio-2cor.cmic 9 poli tical 9 
cu.l tTrC?.l :=nd hlJJilEn enviro:nne·:1 t in Hhicb it occurs. 
change in these structu:res 9 the··e is no 2.uthentic conversion."(6) 
Liberation greH out of thF failure of tte idee of 'development'. 
The de·elopment :;;>recess hcd deteriorated into me:re 'modernisingu 
in many third ':lor ld situations. Peulo Freire is insistent that: 
nFh ile 8.11 development is modernisation 9 not 2-ll modernisation is 
develo:n:nent." ( 7) Li ber~ tion Theology implies liber" tion from 
the accepted ide2s of the developed wo:rld 2nd the possibility of 
~eveloping alter~~tive goals. Freire's ~duc8.tion es the 
'DT!l.ctice of free::lo:r.;g h2.s clc·i-=ys beer: roo.J::::d i;; t~·2 i~istoric2l 
TJTOcess. fis conscientizRc&o 2ims to der;,ythologise the oppression 
oftEn m:=sted by forms of democratic freedom. If L2tin Americen 
theoloe_ie.ns pre engag:ed in a t''eology for liber:::tion 9 ?:reire 1 s 
c"L:l ture.l c-ction for freedom hes precisely this c-im: 
t ce 
' • 1... ...._,_ ,. .; t r; (a)-\'JC lCE ~"-ey vX.cS o , 0 
. . ~-.-,--' roflect"cn llf,-,' ac ·:: 1or. , -~L .__. ~ J.. _ o \ :~ J 
Freire C.oes not claiD to be a t} eolof:i?no 
However 9 he unites in his ,erso~ 9 eCucation2l ::nd theological 
ideps, Eis central concen:s of liberation rEd praxiE fird m2ny 
perallels in the t~12oloriee of liber· t.:'.ono 
of tte Church must ~e tte role of liber2tio~ E~l not the role of 
don:esticptior.. help pl< ce him 8lont:,side his fellN: countr;;rr::en ,.,:~_o 
seek to develop ths :!!esc2 g:c of lib::::r· tior.. in tl::E: C:·:urches 0 ::'reire 
' . ' Des sa1ng 
n., •• , I 2m more end. more ir..terested in lJJor~in.; with theologians, 
In my point of vie1r1 tl:eology today h"'s l1'12.l!Y t:l:ine:s to do. Th2t 
is 9 from my point of vie\-r theology is not something sul_)erfluous, 
Ro 9 on the contrary. But it is obvious I don 1 t mee.n a false 
iheology, no-t a t:·eolot_:y of ~bla 9 bla 9 bl2 ideplistic theology 
but 2 theoloey 1vtich is p2rt of anthropology 9 which is enge1.ged 
r is toric::lly in order to discuss for e:xemple 9 the >vord of God and 
our reletions wit~ the very word of God,,,,, 
Because of this I think th2 t theology 9 such 2 theology 9 should be 
connected vith education for liberation - 2nd educ2tion for liberetion 
'<Jith theology,"(11) 
.Archbishop Romero 9 a conservative turned r2.dical after tr.e murder 
of a liber<>tion priest 9 just ,_,reeks into his ministry 9 HES himself 
2lso rrurd.ered, Fis n:o:ne h<-S since beco:::.e synor:ymous Hi th 2 co!Tlmi t-
ment to --l::te oppressed ar:d tis body '-vPS er.shr_:__neci vith tr..e v:"or-d.s; 
r
1 the voice of those 1.._;ithout a voice 7 the voice of the peas2nts of 
L8.tin ).I'1erica,, 11 
'::'t e connection be t':le er. a tt eo logy of l i ber F tion and 
cul tur" l 2c tion for free<iom q j_s clearly drc:':!Il, 
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':1}'1 :!:::- :9tre :=: 2 used by f: A 3u tler ir 
:=:e ligious :r;'ducstion pr~c tice in our Dr i tis:1 schools, t:_e:Le are~ 
pPrh?ps? those wto would cdhe:re to the view ttat this ptrase can 
s~dly still ~8 a:9~lied in 1984. It I:ClUSt also be said th<-" t there 
'.vill be U:.o~~ Hho hold th?t the current st2te of :2elie:ious I;:ducc:.tion 
C:"nrot be so dP.scribed c-:"d \·!ho are er:,tirely h2pny \vi th Religious 
Education as it is. If \·.-e are satisfied. 2nd feel th;=t Religiou.r 
~~uc?tion ~roperly fulfills its role in tad~~~ educational world? 
•tTe l'-···ve LO need to heed the v1ords of P2ulo .?reire. If 9 ~10\'Jever 9 
\·'"' are d.isf'~-:isfied e..-en in so:--;e small me;-S'\2.::-'e ar:d. sustain 2. cksire 
for develo~ent 9 :?reire's ':Wrds uill r:ot fall on de2f e;ors 9 but 
will invite us to the possibilities of doing_~ore. 
si.'TI.ply -L~;.2t- an invitc-tion- 2n invit2tion to 2 nevi vision 9 a 
different perspecti-ve from the thoue'ht of Paulo Freire. 
~:ich;-el Grimmit h2s suggested that the co!'.tribu.tion o:f' developments 
in I!'oderr. tteoloa 10 may be even erePter in teriLs of anDroach than 
in terms of conten.t".(1) 
Licer;:-tion 'l'heoloE'J hc:s h;od to !:'eflect en trle re1P'Lion.stip of 
Chris tiPn fp i t:h to the contempor2ry situation 2nd in so doinE· 9 has 
pointed to the necessity of expmining a.nd critically ev2lua ting 
the socia-economic 9 cultural factors 9 which condition a.l1 expressions 
of faith, _c._ consequence of tLis ha.s been a revrc:rsal of the old 
order in theology : the st~:rtinEC.· point for Libera.tion 'I'l:eologia.ns 
h2.s he en re2li ty 2nd not ideas. Freire 1s starting point WPS the 
reality of poverty in the slums of Recife. It is from there and 
t~e consequent realities of his o~n experience in vcrious parts of 
tre 1wrld tt.a t he in. vi tes us to sh2re his thoush ts. T:te inv i t8 tion 
is to join i·:ith bi.'TI in 2 mut'J.al Ea::::ter Yxpr-rience 9 in order th?t 
toget:'ler ':Je r..r:y 9 perh2ps 9 begin 2t;2inFith fresh ir..sic;ht 9 to set 
!''bout establishing ne':J models for 3n al t2rn2tive 2pproach to 
Reli[ious Bducationo 
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ttey d~ rat o~~y rai~c 
genuineness of his experier.ce o If ':.'e ,,, ish to be gin 2 ga.in ir: 
f:c:'or' t:1e pers:r;Jective of hiE LPtir Americpn. feitho HiE ide2s 9 
rooted in the 0education fer liber::otion° pri:r..ciple are truly 
err.a.ncip;= tor:,r ;::r:d essenti;::lly Ctr is ti2n o T'nere cJill be those t-:ho 
ceciCce t>:•t t!::.ey do rot 1:.':ont his ide~s9 but re invites us to 
lic-+or _ _.. ....... _....,. ... _ 
::·,.• 
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Al terce tive ly, 
'.~h-:t so"~t of 2-C<>Y'D<::r· c~o ,_·Je hope \.<ill e:nerce frsw t!le typ2 of :::eligious 
or.e, 
f-:TOC28So T!1is type of tbeology is conscious of a future r::e:plccement 
"oeil':[ cnncernerl n'::lt onl~r vit:J present ideo:::..ogies 9 but 2lso -.·'itl~ 
l2yir:g· the ground for the future ideolories'1 0 (3; 
:=duc2tion is not ;:;t the level of handing: out prep;:cked lmo\.-rledeeo 
Tr-.e <'iw of this type of Religious Educ;otion ::Just be 10 the autonomous 
learr:E:r 1' o ( 4) 
11 I~ ?lr s 80rne~L'"r'eB 1~een tLouc":: t tta.t 2.21 ec:iucp ted 2an is a -c·Ialking 
stuffed memory o ;; ( 5) 
:B':.·c:-'1 the ::::'reiriPn perspective 9 the ~t:ell~st-uffed ns!:'ory h;::s no 
:c'l2ce, be2.ng rejt:ctec as t~e product of 2. 1 n.egative~ benkire: Pp}::rc~ch' 
to educro ~ior,: the autonomous lea:r::c.e:r· is on the other l;;; ::1d 9 '.:he 
~~oduct of 'education for li~er;;tion'. 
inforr;;tion 2bout rsliFion 9 hut: 
'Ih.:'~s le<'rner Hill have so'!le 
"::':-e t:rilJ rot knov: everything but he ':!ill kno1.! enout:h to be pble 
to trirk a')out tre sub2ect 2nd he Hill ~no'\'1 '·"tere tc; rocquire 
f~ ther kno~t:ledr;e Hl::.er: he r::eeds ito'' ( 6) 
If the autonomous le8rner is the end product of 2- mean.ingful 
Fi.eligious I:rucc:otion 9 conscientization must be 2 paramount priority 
f:r:-om the Freiri:::n vie':J~cint. 
in ~eligious ~duc2tion? 
EoH c~n conscientizFtion t2ke ~l~ce 
For Freire 9 true educ2t~on serves to realise m2D 1 S humcnity to 
:i. ts fullest extent 9 t:tr ougn cor.:sc ientiz,.,tiono In the culture 
circ~es of his 2.iter8.cy :pro(_T::::rr.:-e :::'1-eire ::oet about the t"'sk of 
r.~ssirf: frorr, R 9 primal"Y consciousness 9 to "'~ 9 cri"tic2.l cor:scim1sness 1 
'Jy neans of his generFtive \'lords. 
volu~ teer.; norc-ir.s ti t'..l tion2.l"' e::r cups o 
Ei:=: Fo:t>k WF;E' Hi th 2dul ts in 
If ~:1.e gor:-1 of P.elit:ious 
Ji:rJuc,tion is to be conscientizc-tion 9 hovJ can ~~ount people in schools 
c;.rd uni verB i ties becol'1e soci;o lly and poli ·tic ally n,..are? 
·i' r-·, . , e 
t~e ·'ect~~is~s of ho~ ~~e scc~ety ~or~s: 
0 Indi~iduP~ly : t~iLk thet ve coulci h?ve s~~e kird of SY)aricrcag 
ir isl=rds of chrl~enginB tte you~e pso)leu concerrinc ~olitica.l 
oues ·cicns by s tudyir..c mr theJra tics, for exc:r:'.:;le, gec(:7'.'e.ph~· or 
tisto:r:yooooo no pro')le:-1o 1'(s; 
P:resur;;bly 9 politics co·..::::..d. also be disc"J.ssed t:h.rou[,h ?.eligious 
Ho~;:evccrj 
lessonso ru-:.e ,-ns~·Jer to the C]UC'S tior. of consc ien tiz8.tior: lies 
in the idep of the ~utono~ous le2rnero Freire•s theoretic content 
"-'' s tis cul tur·e c ire 1es: 
":::n t'le theoretic context 1 holding tt,r· cof1crete off ;;t arm£ length 
He seek 
Freire's view is thet in the concrete contextu where the facts are 
11 He so often find ourselves enveloped by the real but without 
necessarHy comprehending in e critic,-·1 1,-:py 1:rhy the facts are 
_, .J.. 'h 11'1"~ \vDaL "L."ey ?YEo \ '-'J 
Young people too pre •enveloped by the real 0 o Our Pirn in Eeligious 
Educ?tion is to offer a tLeoretic context \.vhere tr.ere is an 
opportunity to ernere:::e from dsily life conci.i tions in order to 
"There hr-s furthermore 9 been ;::n ?\'J;::,reness of the need for educption 
to give learners not only knowledge 9 but a vision of t!'le over:::ll 
purpose of life and 2 corsciousnes~~ of \·ihat v::>lues are underlying 
life styleso 1l(11) 
Tr..e circles of culture in L?tin Americe. plso souc.ht to fire'! w:ys 
in epch loc;::li ty 9 by ,_.Jhich e;=·cr could be tr,-J~sfol-r:.ed. into a 
'center for political action 1 o He:r·e is the d2.nger of ado;_Jtir:g the 
tne r:eeds ol- ths p:r·ec ise context of oc:.r individual schools o 
for tre locos of re2lityo In short; 
nthe cri·~:.cpl stude=-:t v;ants 9 the truth of rec:lity ;:nd rot thE 
s ubm iss ion of :re2li t3' to !·.is. oHn tTu tho'' ( 12) 
~ C.o 
The re<::.lity of life in Britisl:": Inner Cities i-;~s suddenly 2nd starkly 
revealed in tte early yePrs a: this pr·esent decadeo Riots spilled. 
into the streets of To:xteth~ Leeds, :Sx-ixton ar:d other urban areaso 
Tr~e rerort of t~J.e inquiry led. by 1 0 :::-d Scarman 9 enti t::.ei 0 'l'he :Srixton 
LisorC.ers a ( 1981) 9 rec?lled fir:.cl.ine:o of tf:.e Ke:z:-nel' Report into tne 
.... 
r lo ~.so 'I'r~e Kerr:er Ii.erort bed. listed lor.g-
s t;;:rding gT ievc:'nces 9 \v~ich "h·ere reld tc unC:erlie t'r.e viole:-:.ce in 
t:"e streetE 0 'l're Scarrnan Report eci"Coed :n2r:.y of these 9 ir,cl<Ading 
th:"t of 0 inadequ2.te ed.ucation°o ':'here j_s a Fidesprer-d. feelir.::: 
in the 1980's th"'t scmetow vie b=ve f.siledo 
of inadequate educ2 tion still c;::.uses those in our inner cities to 
Birgit Rouhe 9 a city councillor 
from ~:E-lmo 9 ~vleden 9 in ar:. article 0 l\G\'' I'cJ.ucationc..l Perspecti• es 9 
hoE -written~ 
"In the l2s t few ye?rs I think l:!e h<we all ex:perienced a vivid. 
illustration of what toms appe;ors m~inly .=s positive failure in 
\: 1e did not :-' im 2. t educ? tine: our youne.; gener::o tion for 
protest, revolt f·.nd revolution. Yet, in revolting 2.t::;e.inst the 
society th2t we helped build, ag::oinst the educ~tion;ol institutions 
thPt '::ere to tr;oin them for future roles in tl~is society 1 they 
ques tionned the vlhole b:c.s is of our systems and. opened up fruitful 
nec·i L.nes of tt:ought and 2ction toHrrds the futureo"(14) 
S:'..[.nific2.r..tly Rodhe's 1.-eords Here v!rittsr. 2 v!hole decc..de before the 
3rixto~ .=~d Toxteth Riots. It is a persister..t e,rieva'lce C"monz 
t:-,ose involved in a v:oriety of cor,omissiors of inq_uiry th2t tteir 
f inC.ir.cs pass unheedecL Tne Sc21.'11:2..~1 Report recalled words of 
an earlier reTJorto If we ere to reflect on t~e reletior..ship of 
the Cnris~:i.::-::J. f.s.ith to tf,e contewpor;ory situation 1 ,,;e vd.ll need to 
c:.nd not si:Tipl~r to reflect on those fir,ciine;s but to unite reflection 
:::t is £ s:.od truth th?t ma!1y of 
school leev2rs n~ver 2~erge f::'cn 
.. / 
r2.ixe ts in o:rcl.E'C' to kno'·' their 
I:.elirious :=ducatior: as _p;--r-t of the ;_.rhole CLL-ricuhr.'Tl rn:.:::·c ta~-:e on 
some of the critic ism meted out to ed.ucc-_ .J:io:!.'l. in r.e!1er"lo l3t it 
directly connect the riots of Toxteth 9 Brixton or i!l fc-ct ar..y -...rr'ban 
disruption to inadequ?te Religious [ducationo Such an attempt 
would be simplistic in the extreme. 1Ve i ther ?m I arguing the 
c::>se for s imilari -l:;y be tvJeen our prese:1t si -:uc-tion in :British 
Inner Cities .snd the t of ~he ;::oTe ecs ily defined. c.pprcssor/ oppressed 
~elatior·s~ip in Latin :mericeo '.;.~'le n?.tur;:-l outcome of such c-n 
a.rgument '~>~ould be to suc;e;est thct bec2use ''Ie cen nm-; more epsily 
observe a conflict situption here in Britain 9 the ide2s of P?'!.llo 
Freire v-Iill essurne greeter relevance, Although it is interesting 
to note th;::t the signs of tensio:'l are incre2singly recognispble 9 
this is not the point 2 t issue 0 ~h~t I P3 advocating tere is a 
serious corsideretion of conscientizationo Young people in our 
inner cities ere indeed 'enveloped in the real 1 2-~d I should 
like to -Jffer for cons.ic1eretj_on the viei·J that Relicious :r:'duc;::tion 9 
al thougr- in r.1any ':J<'>YS simil8r to othcl' subjects on the curriculum 9 
(it is ?n exemin0tion subject wj_th academic status), h2s something 
distj_nctive to offer. Concerned ?S it is vii U:. the 'wholeness 1 
of human be ing·s ~ the subject offers gre;:; t scope for the ex:plora tion 
of ide?s 2.ncl provides 21 ready-made arena for comprehending in a 
critic2l wpy? v-1hy the facts are what they are, (15) 
In Reli['ious Educetion 9 cpn \•Je not offer our young people the 
opportunity to stand b~ck avihile in order th~· t throv[.b. reading the 
context they m2y re~c.rri te their vJOrld? C2,nnot Ileli[~ious Education 
teke a le2d pnd, t2l~ing ?dv;:mt<?ge of the: 1 ope:'linc~ n~ferred to by 
Bir~it Rodhe, 11 fruitful ne\v li.nes of thougJ::t.t and 8Ction tow2r<is the 
f1.1 ture 11 ( 16), rr:J'C'Y 'oe revealec.? 
F,A lie-ious :P.duc"~ tion from the ::'re ire pers pee ti ve must offer 2n 
opportunity for its p;ortic ipants to 'n;-me the Horld 1 0 
t~~~s is iziext:ric:;::·'Jly lir.ked to the CCTlCEil~ of the P."'J..tor;omOUfi learn.e:c. 
~=dl.:_c c:'"':;ior_ .for freedor,! 1 2s t:be oppos::. -~e of 0 t1~. 2 "l:l::-nking c~nc ept 0 
de~21d tlc"t their real experiences ::or:d stories be ~-ce-=-r.d. anc 2-ffirrr.ed 
e~d !ind ~it~in the Gospels the deol;::r~tion 2nd ?C~ieve~ent of t~eir 
f::-eedo::1 or; ( 17; 
0 Good 0 Relitious Education offers stucients the op:;Jortunity ~o 'tell 
their m·.-n stories' and thus enables them to cl-1Fnge their situ~tiono 
::-:elis-iou:::: Ec_uoa tion mu.s t r..o: be con'~:::v1t to G.iEcov2r rec--son": for 
~h~t we do alre;::~y; it must seek to set stuients into forwprd=looking 
2ction Hhich Hill~ in t1.2:·n 9 le;-C. to 2 ~e-ex<'mir>_atio::1 of r- rew 
context. 'This is the :p::roblem-:posing mettcdo 
does not <·SSl:Jfie e_nsv!ers 9 it does not presu_'Ee to curte.il t~1e freedom 
of its students to be 0considerers of tte world 1 o Reli[ious 
=duc~tion as education for freedom encour2ges its students to consider 
the pest ps P me~~s of understpndine more clePrly, who they 2re in 
order to build " r'eH future. If th~ t future is one \-:here the 
vrork ethic is r-e..c,eding and educ::-tion :Cor leinrre is e g;re~Jter 
priority 1 then Tieligious Educption should be concerned with thet 
future orie~1 t;= tion. 
process. it is open-ended. It is not concerned with cliches and 
set responses 9 but is concerned to enable the student to develop 
new responses, H\;hen the student has ree>ched the level of le2rning 
to learn 1 he or she m2y be termed e_n putonomous le?rnero"(18) 
The Banking Style of Religious Educ?tion oper;-tes on Fro~ms 'fepr 
of freedom 0 prj_nci:ple, The type of Ht>ligious Ec.ucc: tion offered 
by the Freire perspective will not result in students le~vin[ school 
2S 1uncriticpl cogs 1 in a m:-·chine 9 but Hill enable younr people 9 
tnrough liber~ting pr2xis 1 to be more r:::ther tr:an Cf"ve j;oreo 
in society !lsheping his tory I or oeiLE pre£"ent in rei story re,tl-·er i:;hpn 
merely represented."(19) 
corEciertiz~tion 2Ld lit~r~~ion ~E P ~e2ns of producint the 2utonomous 
Any i~ple~entFtion of these Fi~s ~ust be lin~ed to ~ 
conce:Jt of pr;oxis. 
nel.:i.gious 
beyord mere reflec~ion in order to pvoid becoEin~ l2lis~et~ns ~lrh 1 • 
The pr2cticPl implic;:;tions of this Hi1l be :;:e.,lt with in a lP.·C.er 
section~ Sv.fficient to s;::y~ Bt this stage 9 Uc2t l:iberation 
Theology holds the view th~t n there is no truth except in e: given 
Pr~"l . .,.o 1 20) _- C .r_ 0 \ 0 P s 2 conseq_uence 9 libere tion the::lozJ hFS develo-peC. 
the cri ticr-"1 tools to eXP!lline the pove::cty in L;; tin /:neric2. 
Reli~·ious F.ducs.tion neeC.s to s!:ov th,t it too is C::'pa8le of developir:g 
criticrl tools to exp• ina the e~i2tenti~l situPtion. =t r:eeds 
·co ent;:;ge students not a.::: El)ectators of some 'ecclesiastic,-1 l•;cysr.ip 1 s 
but PS perfor~ers in the concrete Eitu~tion. 
At the begin~ing of this section the point w~s .J.... • .J.. :1 an LlC lpP t..eo tra t there 
will be t~ose who 9s;:tisfied wit~ Religious :duc?tion cs it is 9 wi~l 
not ,,:;:;r.t to h::ove as an Pim 0 the putonomous le2rner 1 or even "'Iish to 
acce'Jt th:ct 1 conEcientiz:=tion and liber,tion 1 ::-'TE ever; ciesirableo 
There \·:ill be those -..-;ho Fill fec:r for the future of the subject should 
such 2ims be t2ken on bocrd. The 0 fe~r of freedom' will reEult 
in 2 conti.nu,::we of the ,.08nkint: L'.ethod D ;:cs a r;ea.ns to s t;:>bili ty and 
in sorr,e senses en °ec>sier 9 rr.ethod to engage. 'Ihe choice is tf:.ere o 
'l'he P irr.E Freire offers ?I'C \·r1- ich I :~:=ve attempted to 2pply to the 
teachine of ?eligious Education must never be imposed for to do 
so would be a neg"tion of the Freire educptionpl method. They 2re 
offered c's an ;olternative pnd as sucre may be rejected. 
New A imE? 1\ot entirely - some h?ve surf2ced c;.lready. R2ther 9 a 
1:1hole nev.r emphasis on e Religious :Sducetion Hbich 0.oes not sep~rate 
reflection from action 9 consciousness from the \vorlcl c:nd Hhich aims 
to d.evelop cri tic?l stucJP.nts j free to ?~preach thei:c eve:::yd2y live::: 
1-lith c::.n avrake:-ted sense of curiosity 2s subjects in their ovJD historicPl 
re<> li t~r. The R?li_~ious I:duc:::>tion stuc'.8nt 1.-:ill truly be c:ble to 
'name the vrorld. 0 o 
-. 
Argu::1ents about tte ~justificcctiona of Religious ::!:ducation have 
tvristed and h,_rned t~traugbout the ye2.rs in an often despe!"·2 te attempt 
to achieve s te, tus fo-:r: the s'Ubjec t by linking it to acce:Jted values o 
Lords in ~ay 1977 ssi~: 
11 It is my vie~-Jthat educ~·tion that excludes Relie;ion oltogether is 
surely not educationo If children are taue;h t nothing a.bou t one 
of the grestest forces \·!hich h.sve shc:ped the world they live in 
and one of th;:; 2spec ts of human culture v.1hich bas affected people 
in one form or another for thousands of years~ they 2re missing 
some t~ting· profoundly important a 11 
Bl~ke ?s vie\v fairly summ2.rises thst body of argument \,'hich seeks to 
justify Relic:ious EC.ucation on the grounds of Cultur2l Heritageo 
lieligion is held to underpin the develo:p..'Ilent of society so the value 
cf teaching it is justifiedo Similar view·s are expressed in the 
notion of a ?specific ethos 1 or 1 common culturei and the need for 
roots o 
A further group of arguments rests on the Nor2.l .Education value -
chi.ldren should be morally educe.ted end Religious Educ8tion can 
contributeto thiso In recent years 9 emphasis hps been on religion 
?S a sie;nificant human ectivi t;y 0 If Religious Er:ucation is part 
of the proper study of ma.'1kind and you c2n °t study man without 
religion~ its teaching is ju~tified by att~chment to an important 
value - religion itselfo This is really the view of the Schools 
Council \~orking Paper (36). A na.tural corollary of the 'Religion 
as a significc:nt hu:rn2.n activity' argument is that centred on 
'meaning making' o Religion is held to be a way in which men 
make sense of the world and therefore should be part of educa t iono 
Religion in tl1is srgument is claimed to be one of c. variet:y of 
ways of s true turing: the world o Other forms of knowledge include 
m::dl:J.s/logic and pl'Jilosophy 7 science 9 ethics 9 aestheticso personal 
instruction and hum2n scienceso The curriculum of a school should 
ref lee t all the 'ways of knowing 0 ani therefore Relit;ious Eciuca tion 
hes ;:; plPce, 
H, f 
n program -Or the curriculum of general education in schools may 
then be conceived oos providing for ir1s true tion in 811 six of the 
fundamentc.l types of meaningoo••ooooooooooo 
.., ,...,---~"' o·~ rJ (?' 
c;:.. .._J>:.r.l. .._ L o o o o o \-- j 
:people QOre tu';lan and :produce a :'C'eflective ceste of mir:cL :~. t "tte 
same time, it \·!ill involve the produc tior: o=: tn.ose Hbo pre critical 
of society. 
1 
.. h:"'r:=: dces :?r:-~ire fit in? 
Freire is essenti;::lly C!1ristian · nd any co:r.sid.eratio:: of tte develop-
ment of :i=[eli~iou::o :2C..uc9..tior: from 'cis perspective !DU.E""t u::1ite both his 
1.:.b2r,ti_ne- educ2tionc::.l philosophy and his Christian corr,Qi tn;er.t. 
Tr.e j:2s tifica tion of F,eligious Education must conse(}_uer tly be in 
ter:ns cf E.U tono::1y as 2. desirable q·-12.li ty ::>nd. furtherr.1ore [TOUnds 
for s;.1ch a claim need to be sho1-rn to be theolo~ically sound ir. terms 
of Christian doctrine. Cen this o,en-a,proach to Christ~~n 
2eli£ious Iduc2tion be ~ustified? 
It ~ould he difficult to ~eke 2 cpse for such ope~ness, if the 
Ilelic:ious F.(1uca.tion. There are relicio::'.s vr!;ers only an authori t"'rian 
2pproach ern be theolo5ically justified. It is my view that 
Ctristianity dern;-nds an ernancip?tory approach. Ir the doctrir..e of 
the lncrrnation we have the embodiment of the ide2 U:at Christ 1 
a.b2r:rloning his ua.uthoritative' position \·J;os willin[ to offer his 
followers ? ne'tr wa.y 9 through humble lee:.dership. 
m.:ho 1 beine; in the form of God, thought it not robbery to be eq_upl 
Hi th God: But me de hi.TTiself of no reputa tion 9 and took upon him the 
form of a. servr::nt 9 end v>'PS mede in the likeness of men~ And being 
found in fashion as a mpn 9 he h1mblec. Lirnsl!lf and beca!re obedient 
ur.' to death 9 eve'l the death of the cross o" ( 3) 
The vertical relc::.tionship beca.r:Je !:orizontal. In the Inca.Tna tion 9 
God C.emonstre:.ted. the principle of 1:.'orkin,5: 1:1ith r:::PTJ 9 in pR.rtncrship 
end not for the:n. The 1:!ord Hillir gly beer i e flesh 2nd d'.'-'e1 t among 
;;.s. 'J]:.e C'r,ris t::.an ~;"OS pel confirms at its outset 9 tte freedom of 
tte sor:.s of Gocrl 
' 
but 8C1UP lly 2.:::: ror te.r. -t : 
;;Ee u~to hi£ oHn and his :::-ec 2 i-,.~ s::. ri.l..~ ::tOte 91r (4 ' c:ene oun I 
tte faith w~ict should 2fterw2rds be , ' :c-eVSF!~eo._o the 
l21.·1 Hes our sc:hoolrr~c:ste:r, to b:cing -u.s unto Ch:ris-G, tl"cct 1;;e rr:.:gh·t 
be justified by faith.n(5) 
The Bar:.king concept of Educetior: 9 so often :referred to by ::C'reir'e 9 
has 9 es its go2l 1 the ~orncs~~cation of men- rnen "shut up unto the 
faith uh ich should aften1c-rds be reve;:;led11 • Conversely 1 the 
ap:oroach characterised. b~r C:;_::'.. tura~. "~ctio:G :or ?reed.o:m hes as its 
go;ol tt.e liberation of cen ~ men °_Qpen to t!Je faith, 1.·:hich shculd 
aftenr2rd be revealed 11 • 'Ihe !_)2t,es of tte ~~evJ Testarc.eEt -c-;oc..ld 
e.ppear to offer substantial grounc,s for a theological justification 
of Religious Education underpinned by emancipe.tory theory. As 
St Pcoul re:mindeC. the Gal~ tions 1 they had not been free under the 
lPw but in Christ: 
"
1:.'e are no longer und.er a schoolmaster 9 for we ?re all children of 
God by faith in Christ Jesus •...•..••• we are not children of the 
bond \•Ioma.n 9 but of the free ••••• 11 (6) 
As 1 childrer. of the free 1 9 St Jo!-ln vi::s ahle to ure-e his re2ders 
to think for ttemsel ves 9 weigh infori'".e tion, reflect inw;ordly and 
act accor-dingly: 
"Beloved 9 believe not every spirit, but try the spirits Hhether they 
;:ore of God •.••. 1'(7) 
Paul emphasised repeatedly th;;t Christians vJere c2lled unto liberty. 
He w~s concerned th2t h2ving been ma~e free from sin, the early 
church should, 
ustand fast, ttere£'ore 9 in the liberty Hhere\·1itl1 Christ t"2th made 
us free and he not er.tan~led ~gain viith t!-Je yoke of bondr-ce."(S) 
f:>::>ee is an integral part of Christiar:•ity. 
is r:_ot s im·ply concerned Hi t'1 the p;:,s t cor~nota tions of liberty, bu·'G 
~ith the possibilities of man°s freedom. In t}Jis sense ::?reire 
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is to be given specific codes of conduct~ a~swe~s to ques~io~s and 
rnettods 0f :yrocec~.ure in e;iven situ2tions, C!:_rist refused to give 
a sicn, He chose to point the c·:ay 9 rather t~.,.~n ma}l it out~ to lec:d 
men to the crosero~ds e.r..d no fUTther 9 to trc:;vel tte road a.longside 
anC. ~ec:.ve each mc:.n to C.ecide ~:is ~\·m \·J?Y for1:1ard, Ko C:.oubt 9 in 
the e:=-rly church t~1e~·e \·:e:::e t:tose '::ho preferred tl:e ree.~etyQ of 
~~r~stiar.. freedo~, P2.ul' s ls tters to the Co~·.:.r..t~'licns c:re full of 
IJro';)lerrs brcufht about by 2 co:::1fusion over freedo.:n and license, 
He ta.d to re.:nind the yov.ng churc!:_es tl~.at '.d th freedom comes respons-
ibility, Lioer::o tier. is 2 ?..nd Religious ;::c:1.1.ea tion from an 
eea:::.cipa-~o:!:'y poir_t of vie\·r Cioss not claim to be easy 9 b-:..lt from 2 
Christia.n standpoint 9 it is our responsibility to attempt it, 
I~deed Christianity dema.nds th· t v.re .:n2ke the effort but cen offe:::-
r.o Q-l2rcmtees 2r>d pro:c1ises r..o cert2.in 2irn of success, 
If :2eligious ~c~ucation 9 .::·rorr He :E'x-eire perspective can be justified 
theologically~ vJhat other ground.s exist for its justification? 
"t'hen education is oriented tm>"ard 1 cul tur2l preservation~ 9 vJhich 
c2n be expl:::ined \vi th exactness as tl-,e perpetuetion of the values 
of the domin?ting clcsses who organise education c..nd determine its 
eimf'ooooo it is obvious th2t its task is to adapt ne"'' generetions 
to the soci2l systern 9 it serves v:hict cen end must be Teformed and 
modernised but whicb will never be radicRlly transforrned,''(10) 
Agein 9 the terr:ptation here is to use ::!reiTe prophetically 2.s 2 mepns 
of Tevealinc; the conflict 2nd ter.s ion hicclen in o'J.I' ed"J.cP tion9 
philosophies aimed 2t I?l?intaining t~e stPtus quo, 
in terms of the oppressor/ oppressed s;ync',:ro::ne is not the contention 
here, Rather, the inference is this, If 1:re are to justify the 
tGc;.ching o:' ::ieligious Educption from the perspective of Paulo ::'reire~ 
less attention Hill be given to those arguments that centre e.round 
3cul tu:c>c.l herj.tage' a.nd rro:r:-e el?lphpsis uill be pleced on the hu.rr.c:.nisa tion 
i2~ 
f::· O!T. 
'l"bis is rot to sa:' th.:ot ma.tte:rs of cu::.t~rl rnd tistcrical i!"ltercst 
Kore a~d ffiore 9 ~he role of e{ucetion in scciety ~s cta~eir~ a~d the 
issue at st~ke is the relationstip of educ~tion to the socie~y of 
the future. The :po2sibilities of man to 0 'oe more 0 ard his onto:togic2l 
voca.tion to be a subject '.-rho ca.n nc::ne the \vorld me.:ons th;:- t ve V!ill 
no longer seek to justify F:eligious Ec'uc2 tion chiefly on the z-...:-ou:r.ds 
of cul tur8l heritage 9 but in terms of its possibilities for the 
future. 
"If the Emphasis is no lor:.ger on transuitting a cultural teritae;e 9 
surely there E:us t be a mP jor cha.nge in the content if younE pe~ple 
n·e to be prepared for tr.e future.';(11) 
':'he intention of these 0 few 1-rords about ju2tific;:-,tion1 h2s not been 
to ree;;:: te ott.er [rounds for the jus tifica:'vion of Religious Ec-uca tion 
by offering ;m alternati·/.;.. The lYUr:')ose h:cs been s i.rnply to press for 
a re-emphasis - a more for\vsrd-looki.ng c-:'):;;Jroach. If this ne>-J 
err-pha.sis necessitates a m;:-jor chanee in the conter:.t~ th::m so be itv 
but :?reire is more concerDed \·Ji th c:.p:r!'oach. Freire !s education for 
liber2tion anc' his fe:'..low coopf:'t:rj_ots Q theo:J.ogies of liber,tion offer 
Ca:1 F.eligious _..., .J.,.• ~~ucaul.OD t~ ke ~ 1 "'aa1 ~ u. - (;.t. ............. "' If :!. ts aim is 
the ;:outonomous le;:orr.er? then Relit:ious Ed.uc;::t:ion 1tJj_ll produce those 
ca:v::ble of cri tica.l thought better able to evelua.te issues in en 
ever-chpnging society. The autonomous le::Tner 1t:ill comprehend more 
thf:n the im:nedi:cte re;:osons v1hich explain ::c pprticul;:-.:.r event and uill 
grasp the relationship betwee::-1 the event and the total picture in 
1trhich he par-ticipates. Relit;ious Education CPn help its students 
to a. fuller gT2sp of the 1 total 1 pic t~e. It is to do with wtoleness 
end 2s such v!ill include reference to the; social? economic 2nd 
It will not igno:::·e tie protest element in l=:.elirrious 
Educf:tion materi::l and will not seek to justify itself sim~ly as P 
'great 2rt' pe.rt of o~ cultural heritag·e~ but vTill ssek a rnore 
fonn:rd~looking justifica tio:.-1 in terms of its emp::-tci:!_)a tory potenti.8l 
concerned \'-'itt tfje s trugele of men in their efi'orts to transform the 
\·'nrJ.cl. 
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Fro~ the ~reire ?ersgsctivei the naliB~OUS =ducation TeFcher will 
to u.ogc,a or creed is not the issue heX'e but comEitL."len-~ -~o the 
not 1 teach 1 but -Gried to pro:note self-discovery thrc-:.::.gt -~te ex:plor-
ation of the ,ro~ected pictureso Co~ordinator and group participant 
were both cognitive subjects in the leArning processo Successful 
Relie;ious Ec.uca.tio!:l te2chine: deper"ds to a lFrge extent on the 
attitude of -;;he te~chero In order th:-t the stucient-tec:cher 
re:c:tionship be totally redefined 9 ~e~c~e~s :nust be ~illing to be 
re-educc-.ted not in °:::kills 1 training 9 b:rt in attitude o In his 
_r:sychothe::::-apy 2:::1d co1..'nselli:1g uork in AIT'erica" Carl Rogers found 
that the most important issue was not the particulpr school of 
psychiatry to vJhic:·! the the!'apis t be:;,onged but Hhether or not he or 
s!:e had certain personal attitudes anci VPlueso Rogers Emphasised 
the need for facilitators to be re2.l persor..s in their 01rm right 9 
genuinely shm·ring cere in a non-:cossessive 1:1ay and able to demonstre_te 
an et~:pathetic understendinc; of the others 1~oint of vie<-ro Freire 1 s 
co-ordin;:: tors needed to undergo t~e ~EPs ter Experier,ce 0 in crd.er 
to en;erf:--e from their foc::·:ner paterna listie attitudes in c:n attitude 
of love 9 humility and faith in the peopleo 
Educption te8cher will emerge? 
VhPt sort of Religious 
Tr.e teec:-,e:r i·Iill recognise that he is not the one wit:---t ?11 the 
answerso In. education for liberation there is no complete knO\·Iledgeo 
In Religious Education we h?ve too often been wit~ess to the transfer 
o£' l·noHledge and not the search for kr..NJledt,e. 
r•the educptor is not he v:ho kno'•!E' 9 butte 1:jho kno\vS hov.' little he 
kr..o1riS and because of this? sE:eks to knoH r.1ore together Hi th t~·'e 
educptee~ Hho 9 in turn 9 :<nm·n:o tr1at sta:ctin[' from his little kr..oHledge 
re can come to knoH l!'.ore 0 r: ( 2) 
Kaitb Jossrh rece~tly SEi(: 
.. hen he is de~lin~ ~ith 
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ex;oZ'ine his pro-suppositions, 
"The te::c·chers must really experience their o1:m uE2ster ,,,,,die 
as elitists, 
Suc!'l 2 ~recess ir::plies 2. renunc i;:o tion of r,:yths vrr~ich pre de o-r to 
·t} 2~.:r vir-Guesp their 1A"isc.io:ns tre r::ytt:. t;1,-~ t ey ~s::-ve tn::; rooru 0 0 0 0 0 
tte myth of tr,e neutr;:-lity of the chm·ch 9 of ':;heology educc::.tion,,,,, 
-l:;he myth of their ovm i~:ps-;rti~ li ty - froL" \vhich groH the ot:r.er 
myths of t:!:J.e inferioritj· of other people,,,,, and the myth of the 
absolute ignorance of the oppressed, 11 (4) 
This is a hard teaching indeed, The ern~•hc;s is on the ~ conve1·s ion 1 
reCJuirerr.ent for tec:chers in the Freire sense 9 does pl2ce "n enormous 
burden on the Reli[ious Educ2tion te2cher, TtoTr.2s Sa.nders he.s 
cor:mentsd on tl:::e per:n;:-nent problem of insufficient ch<nEe 0::1 the ;prrt of 
co-ord.inetors ir.. tte culture circles: 
ni rr:yself feel 9 after observing several cla.sses 9 that they do intend 
to dominate the si tuption too much 9 thougl~ this does not inhibit 
rrany fine contributions by the p?rticipants,"(S) 
1:.'ill Religious Education tepchers of the 1rifht mentality' be in 
s1' art supply? ~he question cpnnot be ansHered yet - perh::·ps 1-1e Hill 
kno1t1 the ::>nswer in the ye~·rs to come 9 if a.r,d when there are those 
who are willinE to 0do in history 1 what they feel possible, hov1ever 9 
the questior ~oes point to the need for SDeciPlist Reli[ious Educetion 
te8.cre:c·s - those able to use tte tools of cri t.ioa.l inves tig?,tion ~ 
perh~~s what Freire h2s ter~ed 2 °different kind of intellectual=. 
"?:: he.ve kn 0 ·,;n t 11e problems and the d.ifficulties, I h::-ve in !.tl;)' 
life to die.as this intellectu?l I h~ve been in order to be born 
d ·£'<' t ~ 'l.-'- is not so e::-sy, It is easier again pS 2 l.Lie~en one. "-no. L - • 
t -'-h t ' tr<=> old intellectual," to create 2. ne\'' intellec ual L .en o resna~e ·'~ (6) 
:~ch tc?ch~r ~~y c~cose tn Pccept or reject the 
'"C'OCE'SS o 
-~'C-? 
1
'The good educe.tRe 9 in this t~rpe of ed-:.1co.tion~ 0 o 0 0 0 is he \Jl::o :repeats 9 
who refuses to think critic~lly 9 who adapts to modelss who finds it 
:f \··e are satirJfied v:it:-: ttis as the er..d-prod.uct 9 i•'e need no re-
ex::~.:ninc. tion. Hot-reve:r 9 if our c:in is t~e 0autonomous learr·er 0 c.nd 
if Fe ;::re conc2rm:d to produce adoJ.esceDts Hroo leave the school Hi th 
2 "b:- >·~c.::f. ;::.-:d iY:forrr:eC. vieH of :?.s li.:;ious :::.due< tier, 9 c.b~e to c:ri tic?lly 
af'sess "2.ttitudes ar:d beliefs pr,.d the effects of believing"o(B) 
T' ' "ll t ' f. .1 t d +/.)._ 1 l .L. 1 • r-en He may a.o v!~ .1. o rea.e lne ·cr.e ::: u en" ~eacner re a lonsrnp 
in t~r~s of p~rtnershipo 
"TJ::e Fpulo ~·rei:re r0et:b.oc..i m2kes of litercccy tr2ining 2 c:riticpl 9 
ective :?rocess through vJhich habits of resit,/1? tior1 ;::;re overco:rneo 
The critice.l C?]•'city of thP pu:'_}ils g:roHs out of di?logue 2.bout 
rrean.in e:ful situ:- tions in the i:r life o 11 ( 9) 
school leavero 
A r'ew Commitment 
11 :Sducation must have the char2cter of commitmento"(10) 
U:n to the 1960°s Religious Zducc.tion wc:s about 'a faith b~r E~~ich to 
liven o The re:cl goal 1 •• 'as commitTiento In recent ye2rs steps hc:ve 
been m2de to pl::>ce Religious F.duc:::tion on 'neutr;:;l ground n .:-·s a 
b~sis for its accentability. Peulo Freire hes insisted on the 
i.F.:posejbil ".ty o: m~utrc:lity 2.nd in his liter2cy r.:e-:hod. hc:.s not 
As h2.s been pointed out eprlier~ Religious Educ~tion te2ching WFS 
ir it<: esrly deys dealt \vith by ~sincere~ people who considered 
tl:emselves 9 commi tted cf:,ristiens ~ 0 Is Freire advocatinE a return 
)O G it ior:? On the cor:tra.r~r - refe:.'ence \·J::: s !"code j_n the 
J\ + 
.:: .• L> 
-::.,,1~ :;ex.,..,-~-·· or]•J(•'·-~-o .. ;; (1~11 ~~-- ... . '_.Jt::::L ~ '--'"-·'-- ·- lJ - ', I 
the situ;:-tion bst~sa~ liber~tio~ ?~d ~c~eFtic~tion. 
-Go tne c!:la.rge b;y sa.y::..nz t:'b:;d:; t::1e rex:!_)eTJc' cc.'."..~s;::·:~or ,_.:."" cor.t~_r;.;z:;_ly 
trying to reduce :tis (::::reiress) tr.o·0._::ht to his ovn one~c1.ir:ensionz.l? 
lineal mentplity. However, ~reire 1 s answer does little to bring us 
any neprer to c c le;;r uncl.ers tc-nc1. ing of the roJe of conmi tment in a 
ReL . .:;ion is, 
by its very na.ture,concerr:.ed \·:ith ccr:m:itr::ent. If '::e "'re to be 
corr;mi tJ~ed to f::- itt_ in m::>n 11 He cannot be content ui th ss.yinc; tha. t 
they ;::re hur::en ::~ersor:.s vr:-.ile c'loin3 r:.othi::J; concrete to sn2..'bls the:n 
are not neutr:ol? tha.t ev<On tte stories frorr; Jesus snC. the Gospels? 
from the :3ible 2-nd Ctristian tradition m2y 1,vell have been used FS 
supports for the v2lues of the esbb::.ishment~ 2nd must seek 2 renet:ed 
understar::ding of the re2l sitl::.2tion throue;h const,nt c:ritical 
reflection/action. 
ttli'eutrc...l education cannot, in fact, existo It is fULdacental 
for us to know th;d 1:'cen v..'C cJor~- on the conte!lt of Jc:1e l?c l:cation 
curriculur.: '.!/hen ':.'e plcn 9 ,,,,t.e!l l-.'e d.rc-1"' up educ." tion;e;.l policies 9 -._.:-e 
ere engaged in political acts, \>Jhich imply an ideological 
cboice •••.. 1;je do not either stop ::ot the level of recognisine,;. the 
fact that educ2tion C?n.n.ot be neutrel- we must penetrate into the 
reslity of that fact."(13) 
Reli[ious Educrtion is comoitted to penetrating reality. It must 
take the \vorld serio"L;.sly, believing in the possi'oili ty t::a t man 
can change ito 
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?(~· .. 2eation cu:::':ricu:::..l:J!J and not cf r:ociernisi:"!C: ito Freire h~s ~ritten: 
rreire h~s written: 
"Li'oera ting education for the moclerr:is:i.ng c~·mrc':l is fin:olly reduced 
to liberPting the students from blackboardsu static classes and 
tex~~-book curricula and offering the:n projectors ar:d other audio-
visv.a:::. accessories 9 more dynemic and a neH tech:::-lico-profess iomd. 
teachirgo n (2) 
Is this vfry ·,·Je are dis~2tisfied i·:i tl:-: so::--.e of our- :Ce2.igious EC:,uca.tion? 
::~- ve ;·;e ::Jis takenly ·s2ke--; moC:err:isa tion for develo~);r:en t? 
versions of the Ilible 9 the use of fi.lw st::cips 9 1 trend.y 1 te:~t-boo~cs 
i::r.ich use c2rtoon~style illustratio!'ls a:r,d even com·ses on ''I:1e 
UEe o£' tts Conputer in Heligious EC:.ucption' heve simply corJcealed 
rether then revealed the rer.>l problemo 
1
.·.'ritine; about the clc.ne;ers of juin:!Jing onto every ne\•J theoloEical 
b2nd.\-n:=cron 9 John Vir:cent h?s Hritten: 
11
',ie '-,Eve cPSUl-ned that \-Je needed ?S Christians 9 ::'ore 2nd mo~ce knc1:!ledge 9 
r<:ore 2nd rr:.ore expertise, more a0d rr;ore j_n.sigh: b2sed on the l?test 
s:'rus~ e_t tte very ~sp:>:>~.r.gs 0 of ou.:r: callin:: as C:isciples 9 ve l:r'.Ve 
been constantly open to every new thing •.•.• "(3) 
~o-one is suggesting that we persist 1:Jith out-deted oaterial and 
ignore the v:-criety of tec.ching aids newly available 9 but wl':12t is 
needed is not simple modernisation but c. revolution in thinking so 
th;:-- t 9 through critical auareness 9 v1e m2y more me2ningfully speak 
of 1developing 0 the Religious Education Curriculumo 
'
1 The organis::o tion of the curr iculun1 requires the inves tiga.tion 
of ''!hc:.t He usu2lly term the 0 Jshen:;:-tic universe of the educe tees 1 • 
'!'8.i'.en ::.:.s the point of depa.:r.·tu::-e of t!:"e p::-oce::::s, th2 in.est~ge.tion 
of tre 0 thernB tic universe 1 not only reve2ls to us the prc-cccup::o tions 
of the educ2tee 7 but elsa their ste_te of perceptio~ of tte world."(4) 
1::e begir from 'rec>lity' ~-nd not 
ideaso Before setting up 2ny of 1-,is culture circles 7 ?l"eire insisted 
th:.>t his co-orcJ.inators spent time 9 ir.vestigating' the locc:lity in 
order to discover 2. 1minimu.m. core' of voce.bular: • !~o culture circle 
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Jchr Vircent ~2s co~ce~ted~ 
TJ~.e o :_c: ::_~r 
fecognis ir.v th"' t Vir_ce::lt ls ~ddress int; s:9ec if icc- lJ.y 8l::e :.s"cj_c; .. n isst:.es ~ 
he nevertheless tcuches on the l'ey to successful o evelo:r:c:1ent in the 
urban churcb and for the development of Religious ::i.clucE' ti0n, T1:Jis 
is the need to 'de2.l with the realities 9 in 1:Jis cc:se 'of the urb2n scene 0 
in the c;:;se of tl1e school tte re2li ties of the 1 t?:ernc:tic universe 
The Theologies of Liber~ tion recog:r:ise t:'1e.t 
for too lone t~'e ~S'J.bur"b2rc 0 versiorc of the cospel lc2.s cL-.imed a 
:r'O::!OJ!Oly, Lcs "'· ccr:seque?::ce L2. tin -"r::.c:ric<:m theolot:i<:ns he.ve 2.t-::;e:'Ilptecl 
to :or'r.ul? ts a 1-':i.n~:'c. of 7 5TP.s::::-roots 0 theoloz:y \·•hose s tc.:::·-!:;i:::g pcint 
is the cor~:TJon r:;sed of t·~e people, Our schools do net or-ly serve 
urb2n loc2l.i ties - ?..cligious Ec.uca tion is ku61t in the schools of 
suburbia - what is r-se~eJ then before 2ny curriculur.. policy or s tra.tegy 
c~rc be developed is ED 2ttempt to take the context seriously, A 
careful .om:olysis of the specific situetion in Hhich Religious 
Education teeching is to t:::<ke pl"'ce paying due ettentio:c ·:.o historical, 
sociological 9 economic and cultural roots is necessaryo 
In Pedagogy of the 0;lpressed 9 I'1eire reL·tes the story of ho\-r or;e 
of tis inves "tige tors sho1:!ed 2 t:;:>:o-:J.p of tenement res id.en ts a pic tu:re 
of a drunken man i·:allzing on the street acd t'lree youne; !!len conversing 
on a street corner, Ee>ving considered the picture for a v-ile the 
group s"id: 
"'Dle or•ly on there wbo is productive a.nd useful is the souse Hho is 
returning horne after working Pll day for lovi wages 2nc is ,_.,·or:ried 
abnut his fpmily 9 because he2 can't take c;:-;re of their needs, Fe 
is a decent worker. 
e\·Jay their time.' 1 (6) 
'l'he other three 2re [ood-for-nothings 9 l:=zing 
'Y~e ensuing conversPtion HP.s e,b::mt lo\-1 ~-iat;es 9 social ,justice anc1 
TJ::,e invest:~cstor h:-0 ho;_:;sd. to ir,itiate 2. d.isc:ussion 
on 'aspects of alcbholism 0 o 
'Ihis story must sound a. syrnpe.. the tic chord for every :Religious Ecluca tion 
Te;:-;cher \-Jho h:-s ever pJ_,::nned a very 'up to the minute' 0 on the ball' 
discussion for his cl:=ss nn suet controversial topics ps 'dru~s 0 
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o :f ~c); e students o 
discuss 0drunkeness 0 o How can the Religious EducEtion toachsr ho~e 
to overc OJ:Je t.t:.s discre~anc:y be t-~Ieen his own and his p~J.pils1 level 
of pez:-ception? Cne c·j~y~ as 2lready indicated~ is to 1 inves·tigate 
one/':Iay inves tigp tiol! o !~ educ~tor/educ2tee ere co-subjects in 
t:1e education;--~ z.ct~ the educ!:'_tor uill no lon,Eer t.ave t~:e ri[J:-~t 
r.''...U::t be ir;volved E t the: initial stages of develogine; the cu:criculuruo 
Freire 1 , tearr.s consiste~"'tly rejected the coEventior"al pril!le:o::·s in 
their li terecy p::c'O{!oTan;rr.es 0 They preferred to n:;-ke their mm~ besed 
on the rich vocabul?ry of the f:!:'oup p;-rticipa.nts 'lt!ho? 2.bove all~ 
had 0 the school of the world 0 o Our Fcel~_gious :Ecucation students 
l'J2·Ve this too 0 Before any Reli;<:ious 3cuc?tion curric·o.lw:n is developed 
the Relicious Education teacher needs to listen 9 notice and acta 
i:r: co1w.union 1;!ith the 2tudent 9 on the ree.lities of the:'.~ O'::n cultu:i:-e 
ir~:vestieation' t:t2t h,":"s br~Justt Rbout so l:!Uch 9 perfl).rlctorJ'' 2.:nd. 
0uninspired' Relicious Educ~tion work. l~'reire c2lls us to c 'nevJ 
vision'. If we heed his CPll 9 criticism such ?S th~t which follows 
will decre;:;se: 
"Reports anci surveys on multicultural education produced by the 
~hites cannot b~ing constructive changes because they h~ve not 
lived in Brixton, Hackney 9 Toxteth 9 Southall 9 but in Cpmbridge and 
Oxl'ordo" 
11 So in prep2ring 2 rn.ul ti-ethnic cur:r·iculu..rns it is esse'1ti;ol the.t 
p2rtic:..1lcr Eroups should p:repers it on b:ahalf of their resrect::.ve 
ui. th 2. 1de\.v to bui:;_dirc€, U'J the identity of p:sn:ons in the catch:nent 
rr6A. for c:re~ting unity in diversity 9 't:.armonious integr,--tion ar.d 
repl'-'cement of raci' l disadvanta.ge o" ( 7) 
., ~. t~ I • - • • 2 '~ 
-
urdvers3 ~nd !ts prasent~tion ;s 
Once the curriCLclui-:-, h?r:been ort;'3Ilised in this HPY ~ the method by 
uhich \ce proceed. D'.lS t be C:ialo:::.ue o Utnt if the students rejec~ 
the C:.i2.logue? Reli£ious :::!:duc:::tion tePcl-:ers rore often th1v2rted by 
tf1e 'seeming 1 um;illingness of their studen·::s to Djoin in d.i;:cussior:.s 0 0 
If ;n;:,brial is presented problemc;tically 2.nd if the cor:.·~ent of' the 
E.elirious Zducc:tion curriculu;-,1 has spr"l.r.[ f:>:·or:1 the pupils th.emsel.ves 9 
and tteir relations ':.'it!:. the v'orlci~ '·''e '::i.ll have [or:e ~"· lonf v.'ay 
tm·.·;:::·:ds solving this p::::o':JJ.e:"lo • ' .1. s lC..e vO 
Critic~l perception c2nnot be i@posedo 'l'h. e rr.e li e;ious 
=c1..:cetion tec:cher, c::s pro:essionpl 9 mu.st be 2't!?re of the d::-nger of 
ul~at Freire c2lls ?Culh1T2.l Inv;;.sior.. 1 oo 
11 Becc:use the ;::nsvJers pe;;s2nts give to n2 tural chc:-llenges are cul tural 9 
t!lcy c2m:ot "Je reFl;::ced b~r superimposinc the eoyally cu:!. tur;:cl 
( ) J.' J. • responses \.ours en " ,.,e l t d I t .l.h ll ( ,.-, \ eX en_ 0 L E!Ilo \/) 
Cultural invasion is ?L :i-diclogue; 
1
"'D::e inv!O'der thin~<:s At :nost~ ,-bout the inv:::ded 9 never !:Jit:J tlrJemo':(10) 
c;:m!'ot b2 -=-ssessed in terms of the 'shiftlessness 0 or ~inferiority 1 
of E tuden ts 0 The aim shouJ.d be one of culturel synthesiso This 
c::-n be a~~tly illustr?ted in the British_~ontext by referer:ce to the 
Tr1e school in such an aree must build on the 
cultural b::-ckground of the children anc not set up a conflict situ;::tion 
betvJeen the v;;lues of school and the values of :1omoo In Religious 
:Scluc2tion He C?.n ;o-void this conflict throug_t. 2. willingness to 
offer o.pportuni ties for pupils to 'tell their ovm ta.les 1 0 
~::-vid Shepp&rd h~s written: 
to joir: smPll [Toups~ 'i!:here they could tc.H· :::bcut issues of :!..ifeo 
\·je e.hn=ys began on subjects Hhich ,,;ere hittin peopl::Js experienceo 
Fo-one ViC'S rr.ede to feel silly or it:norento 
so:ne confidence buildinE can be~ino Other inner city p<:rishes tell 
i30 
Pao;le x~o woul6 sit 
silently Hhile c;bstract icie::-s ~~e:ce beinc cLiscuss2d gro,,; in confidence 
·:·hen they are ::- sl•.ed to t2ll their "tory 9 ;:.nd vTLe:J their story is 
;:;-;c;_l"J' different stories om;_' members :-nd those Prounc thE edges of 
our cO!'iJ!c ny 9 hr-ve to te 11. 
Understanding whpt your!f neople feel their needs to be involves 
careful listening."(11) 
Le need to offer our pupils the op1)ortuni ty of submit tine; their oHn 
dis tine ti ve lwpes and stories Pnd recognise the powerful ~Jotential 
;:-nd al te:cnc. tive :-ode ls such exister: ti2l experiences c;:-n offer" 
':L'his l"'.e.y Ir.e r-n ;:- re-evalu2 tion of t:-;eolo~~ical ter:.ninolot:.f 9 a glorying 
in the secul"r~ contempor2.ry or temporaL It will meen wh;:-t 
:?reire meant 1-:hen he 11 cCJrti!med to meet Christ at the corner of 
tt.e street11 .(12) 
i"inally 9 an un•.,;illingness to vrticip~de in dialogue C2.n ;::-lso be 
expl;:- ined in terms of the Culture of Silence. l:d:,ere the right to 
a voice hr-s bee:'1 c:enied 9 peor:>le live in the Culture of Silence. 
This is not simply 2 Third 'clorld p:_henol21enon. In the prefc::ce to 
Cultural Action for P'reedom, J:..,ao de Veig3. Coutinho v!rites~ 
"P'reire invites ths hitherto silent sectors or the c_::,ffluent vJOrld.ooo 
to a rediscovery of the \·iol'ld in which they live anu of tbeir 
own vocation in th;:-t \.,rorld, in di,locue vJitl:l its p2riahs. 11 (13) 
Freire \-i2S not unacquainted \-ii th the ide? of 9 unwillingness 1 to 
di?lot:ue in his own culture circles.' He did 9 however 9 offer 
this expl· nation which m;:-y be of help to Relirious ErtucPtion teachers 
struggling vii th 'unco-operative' participants in discussion e;:roups: 
peas;mts do not refuse to dialoeue becawe tJ-e~_;- are by 
nature opposed to die.logue. 'I'here Pre his toric2l-soc iological 9 
cultura.l ;:-nd. structural reccsons for their refusalo•••• 
This is the consciou~ness of the 01)pressed v:i th no experience of 
die- lo£Ue 9 with no experience of partie ipa tion 9 the op1;:r.·essed 8re 
often unsure of therr.selves" 'l'hey heve consistently been denied 
their :r:-1t,ht to h"ve tl:eir sa.y 9 h;:-ving historicell~r h;od the C:.uty to 
only 11st.er 2nd obey. 11 (14) 
in the :;_)80~12.o••• fritl1 in :nen C'Y:C i:r '1 Tne creFtion of & world in 
~;e.,:J ':Jays tc develo:;_:l tl-:e ::=.eli~ious :Sriuc;::tion C;u_r=_:::ulu.rr.? Ir::. es tigs. te 
J''E:rCe:-_)tion :::>rese;-_'(; 9 il!VO lve t~12 pU:;Jils ~-L tl-"e or{::3.!'ci82 tion 9 ::_:>roceed. 
~~y rc.ec.ns of C.ic.locue 9 d:ra\vir.g or, the distir:ctive t3les of ttc 
f>l'.,.,:..ls" be careful not to invFde their c1.1l ture ;::nci a~:Jove al1 9 offer 
....... ~ t 
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':'he fine.J. saction of ttis prcce!lt stud;y i.l:os cf::e~ced th<O thou~·ht B.nd 
~ork of ~~~lo Preire . - ... ln l LS 
"0 0 0 0 0 v.re 2>re ,, t a ~)O i:1 t in his tory of tl:e 'modern 1 uorld 2 t uh ich 
':re ecce~teci frr.tineHork of unoers tar..ciine; t.2s 'Jecon:e in?dequ te 2.r..ci 
a r::eH fra.me\·Jork is cE<~_lecl foT.oooo"(1) 
...... . . ,.. 
....-o .·J?.Tl.J l · s f~·er.:.e,_.~o::-L 
ncint~ 
"
1:e L"U2 t n~'3 recotniPe l:eli<"f once L".o::.e 8S the ~o1.rrce of 2.ll 
Fo inteJlieence 1 however critic2l or oricinal 9 cpn operFte outs~da 
such e f2.(1uciary fr2.1!:81·'ork.'' 1 (2) 
oFn :'"-'F>tin ;.,_meric2.n Cr.ristian ::?pith., end on bh: conti:.minr: f2.ith 
in rr:Pn o He :olso offers us '!' croice. .~t the c:ro:::sroeds of 19&:., 
Eeli[ious Educ:c·tion c;:n be either for dor•1estication or liber;otion. 
we do not ahv ;y s vi:or t t::> nn ~ ::: ince ,.Ie ?re tempted b~.' the s te.ci::.i ty 
He 1 fo~.,... to l'"'"'e' nf:;) 
- '-' r-:..L.. v.... 0 \ ..-·, 
LicerPtion c2nnot be imposed, ~he L~tin tmerican Bishops Ft their 
conference at Hedellin~' decl:::red a ·1 preferential o:;?tior: for the :poor' 
and Libe:r.' tion 'I'heology provided them '"i th the mepns of coLfirming 
th;:.t option. Paulo F:r.eire h:.· s offered us some unusual ider-s on 
educe.tions; borr! of his O\·rn 1 bies to the poor 0 C) in .J.:he slums of Erczilo 
h'or l<.2 9 .b.ere ir: 3rit.s.in, -::10 voicP of P2.ulo .'n;ire P'.ay (~o UY".J.1eed.ec-
we ~2y still choose the ot~er way Pt tte crc2sropfE. Trir..kin::_ ir: 
t~~-e Fn;j_Te l:py involves comi?Ji"bner:.t Pc1d C:..o2r require of us 2. v:-e-:ter 
":r t>e 1on;' run 9 in preferring stability 9 irnrrobility 9 self-censure 
conspira.ticn2.l silence 9 2ll we do is reroounce libe:rty 9 bec;:>use we 
are ~frPid of ito~(4) 
ir: orcl;?;::_-. to Qe Q It does not ~ry to be neut~:l, it does not hi(e 
is to ~evelop a~d not simp~y be ~cdernisad 9 it wi!l rot 0hi{e its 
cr.o J.ce 1 0 
possible for us to choose °Cultural .:; ctior; fo:r· ~-}"eedcrr. 0 " fte~igiou.s 
forward looking epproPch - accepting beco~inc in order to be. 
":nust rr.ove fon;~rc:. cor..stant:y foreve:::::- C.z·i.nc ::>r,d foreve:r '::einf 
,..,a'" "'-rr: n t a~'~ 
- ..._. Vv- .... o \ I 
Freire never clai~s thrt ~:is ~ill be eesy 9 but sur£ests it will 
Like 
Such 2 vievJ of ~eli[iom: :::.duc;o tion 1:: ill Jlsan that 
it c-iill be p2:rt ard parcel of 2 continuous educ:::;tion. 2:f [OOd 
citizens produce good educetion 9 then good JReli:o·ious F.duce.tion will 
( . ' produce fCod citizens gooci rebels; o Leligious Ec:i.ucction 1t1ith 
0 tre school of the ~r:orld 0 i:J:i.ll truly be community education. Freire 
~rwrked with adults. If we s;:_y thet his thought cPnnot s.pply to 
childr::m he divorce the school from the commu~'Ji ty ?nd isol2 te the 
school 2s ~n institution. Freire is not age:.inst the 1 institution'~ 
unlike Ivan Illich he 1.·1ould not e:.dvise teact~ers to leave the school 9 
but HOlJ.ld encourage us to "do in history what is historically 
, ' 1 II ( ~'\ poss 1 o e 0 f 1 If children 2re to be educ~te~ &S p2rt of the 
community 9 what :=;-:>plies to .'"duJ.ts r::mst also c>._iYply to theme 
v:e cprmot transpL:nt ?reire neither can v:e ie;nore him becpuse he 
spee<ks from a differe:r:t si tu~tion. 
"For us 2s re::-,ders of ?eda gogy of the 0~::::-ressedo •.•• we cpn 1 t essume 
':Je s-,,re Freire 1 s culture o-nd mentality, ~-.'e cpn only gra~p:r:le 1.-.'ith 
I're ire on his mm dialec tics,l ar:d d:.;o_loe-ical gTo·.1rd o ••• o '' ~ n) 
Frol2l a 1~tin fu:nericar. psrspective Freire <:Gks ·,·,tether '::e .?Te 1..ziJ.1::.ng 
to risk freedom rs edu~ators. Th:s t~eologies of li~ere. tion end 
Freire 1 s educ2tion for liber~tion offer us useful P"r~llelso 
:Reverend :Cr C J Lright~ Secret?r~' of the Auc:,trali2.r Council of Churches 
Co~mi~sion on 8hristi2n IriUCEtion h22 cc~~ente~: 
the~r c-; ill be guilty of ;::.11 the attributes of 2 r..oisy Lone OZ' 
cl::>ngir..f-' cym.bal •rith tl:ei~ cor::str-nt 7 be~bi-bo-bu~."(10) 
1
.ie need a fresh vis ion of our ovm si tc:o tion~ 
:;Europe2ns 2.r..d Forth Arnericcns 9 vJ i th i:ne ir technologic2l societies 
have no need to ~o to L.:din ;:,.merice. in order to become ::,:ro:;.>hetico 
T'.cey need or..ly to co to tte ::;utsl,·iyts of t:teir big cities 1:Jit~::m,:t 
'' / r:aivete or sr:.ret:Llne£s ;:>!'_C:. there t::.ey 1.-:ill L.nc suf:':'icier·c stir:'.J.h\.s 
to c..o sc::!:e fres1: tl".i!1k5.!:C for the::c'sclYes. 
cor..fronteC. \''ith v.::.rious ex:prePsions of t~.e third 1.-:orlc:L ':.'hey cc:.n 
be.:;:..n to u>::derstand t!1e concern \if:1ich g:i•.·es ::iFe to the IJro::~hetic: 
position in Lc tir. A.:n.erica." ( 1;) 
President fyerere com_T!'len ting on tlce education profT2I1:::'2e in his 
country hzs s~id: 
u\:hile some countries aim at the moon 9 vJe 2.re 2iming at the vill-,ne 19 
-- rr12~ 
\ I 
Perh2ps this could be en indictn:ent of our pwn Relie·ious Ectuc.:::<t.i..on 
;v,st::zr:,\ 
te2chjng - we h-ve "'irried 2t the moon inside of the city ••.•. tovn •• 0. 0 
tousing estete? I'r:ulo Freire 0 s philoso1)hy end the theolo ies of 
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